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S Y N O F » S I S 
Vertical theraosiphon reboilers with boiling liquids in 
tubes is of common occurrence in petroleum and chemical process 
industry. It also finds varied application in many other allied 
industry due to the high rates of heat transfer and energy 
efficient operation. 
The hydrodynamics and heat transfer in thermosiphon reboiler 
interact with each other making the process very complex. The 
prediction of rates of heat transfer and thermally induced flow 
is the primary requirement for the design of these units. A 
number of studies have been reported in literature wherein the 
rates of heat transfer have been measured under the conditions of 
uniform wall temperature/heat flux with single component liquids 
at their saturation temperature. Some workers have also 
investigated the effect of inlet liquid subcooling and liquid 
submergence on beat transfer, circulation rate and boiling 
incipience with uni/orm heat flux. The data on boiling of liquid 
mixtures seems to be scarce and most of those available give 
insufficient accurate information about the boiling incipience, 
local heat transfer coefficient and circulation rate under the in 
fluence of governing parameters. However, no systematic study 
seems to have been conducted to obtain the exclusive effect of 
important parameters on boiling incipience, heat transfer 
coefficient and circulation rates. Therefore, the present 
experimental study, was undertaken to investigate the effect of 
heat flux and liquid submergence on heat transfer to boiling 
single component liquids as well as binary liquid mixtures in a 
single vertical tube thermosiphon reboiler with an objective 
of under standing the process and developing generalized 
correlations for the design. 
The experimental unit was made of two vertical stainless 
steel tubes connected to a vapor-liquid separator and condenser 
vessels forming a thermosiphon loop. The test section was an 
electrically heated S.S. tube having 25.56 mm I.D., 28.85 mm O.D. 
and 1900 mm length. The stabilized power was supplied through a 
low voltage high current transformer. The energy input to the 
±i 
test section was measured by calibrated precision type voltaneter 
and ammeter. Twenty-one copper-constantan thermocouples were 
spot welded on the outer surface of the tube in order to monitor 
the heat transfer surface temperatures. The inlet and exit 
liquid temperatures were measured by means of copper-constantan 
thermocouple probes separately. The provisions were also made to 
measure the flow rate and temperatures in and around the 
condenser and other strategic locations in the reboiler tube to 
ensure a reliable computation of circulation rates through the 
heat balance. In order to know the liquid mixture compositions 
of binary systems, sampling devices were provided at suitable 
locations. The samples were analysed by using a refractive index-
composition chart. 
The experimental data were generated using distilled water, 
methanol, benzene, toluene and ethylene glycol at atmospheric 
pressure covering a wide range of thermo-physical properties and 
boiling points. The systems used for binary mixtures were: 
methanol-water, benzene-toluene and water-ethylene glycol. The 
mixture concentrations and range of other parameters covered 
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The experimentally obtained wall and liquid temperature 
distributions along the tube length at a particular value of heat 
a. X 1 
flux were utilized to compute the variation of heat transfer 
coefficient. These distributions clearly revealed the existence 
of non-boiling/subcooled boiling and saturated boiling regions 
with a point of incipience in between. The values of heat 
transfer coefficient remained to be low and changed very slowly 
in the non-boiling/subcooled boiling region while it increased 
steeply around the onset point of boiling and attains a high 
value in the boiling region. The relative lengths of non-
boiling/subcooled boiling and boiling sections of the tube were 
found to be strongly influenced by heat flux and liquid 
submergence for all the test liquids. 
The minimum degree of wall superheat required for the onset 
of fully developed boiling of liquids, as experimentally 
measured, were related to the physical properties of test liquids 
through the theoretically derived equation of Yin and Abdelmessih 
<TW-Ts)^ = (a-bq)22o-Ts q / R L ^ ^ V 
The values of constants a and b were determined for various 
systems separately. All the data of single component liquids can 




S i m i l a r l y a l l t h e d a t a o f b i n a r y l i q u i d m i x t u r e s c a n be 
r e p r e s e n t e d by an u n i f i e d equat ion as g i v e n below: 
r 
^c 
96.04 - 0.320x10 ^q 
Majority of data points for both the cases are found to be well 
correlated with a maximum error of ±30 percent. 
a. -v 
The length ot h- . i ed tube required for the onset of fully 
developed saturated boiling was observed to depend on wall heat 
flux, inlet liquid subcooling and liquid submergence. An 
empirical correlation for predicting this length has been 
developed in the following form: 
ZQB '^^ 
( X 100) = Ci(PeB)"^(Kg„b)"^ (S)"3 ( )"^ 
L "^ v 
The values of Cj,nl,n2, n3 and n4 have been determined for 
various systems separately and also all the data put together 
resulting in an unified equation as given below with a maximum 
error of jK40 percent. 
Z Vh 
OB 
mnx i .^riix, xO.2739/^ .0.39 .^,.0.4522, ___v0.8656 
( xlOO) - 4.'J03(Peg) '"^sub' ^ ' ^ ' 
I. ^V 
The rate of fluid circulation through the reboiler tube was 
observed to depend upon wall heat flux, liquid submergence, vapor 
fraction and inlet liquid subcooling. A functional relationship 
between the various parameters in their dimensionless forms has 
been obtained as follows: 
Re = C2 {PeB)«'l (S)"'^ ^^^^^ (^ sub)'"'* 
An unified correlation using the experimental data for all 
the systems together has been developed. 
D» - 9 1AQA (x>^ ,0.9605 /<;v0.7235 ,^ xO.6922 /«• .-0.3089 Re - 2.7494 (Peg} (S) (X^^) < ^ g^ j,) 
Almost all the data points of present study and those of similar 
investigations carried out earlier have been well represented by 
the above equation with a maxmimum error of ±20 percent. 
The average values of heat transfer coefficient in the fully 
developed boiling region in the tube has been found to depend 
strongly on heat flux almost in the same way as it does during 
nucleate pool boiling of single component liquids. The average 
boiling heat transfer coefficient may be correlated by a simple 
dimensional relationship as given below: 
T _ X „0.713 hg - $ q 
The values of 5 are as under: 
System X 




Ethylene glycol 2.088 
Almost all the data points are found to lie within a maximum 
error of ±30 percent. 
The heat transfer coefficient, h, averaged over the entire 
tube length also depends upon heat flux in the similar way as 
observed for hg. However, the values of h are relatively lower 
than hpv. The effect of liquid submergence seems to be nominal on 
ho while the values of h get enhanced as the submergence is 
lowered. 
The heat transfer coefficient in convection dominated single 
phase non-boiling/subcooled boiling section averaged over the 
t^be length (ZQO ) was best correlated, with a maximum deviation 
of ±30 percent, by the following equation: 
M n ^Ar^ ,n \0.26S,r, x0.248,p v0.254/„ .-0.157 Nu^ = 0.140 (Gr) (Pr) (Re) ^^OB/d' 
A g e n e r a l i z e d c o r r e l a t i o n f o r b o i l i n g h e a t t r a n s f e r 
c o e f f i c i e n t has been d e v e l o p e d i n t e rms of s u i t a b l e d i m e n s i o n l e s s 
groups . 
-V JL 
NUB = 2.8029 (PeB)0-6433(p^^)0.685(x^^)0.0701 (__._)0.021 
(THgO 
Almost all the experimental data of present study and those 
of earlier similar investigations were well represented by the 
above correlation with a maximum deviation of ±30 percent. 
The length of the heated tube for binary liquid mixtures was 
correlated with a maximum deviation of of +40 by the following 
dimensionless equation. 
(—-X 100 ) = 0.8203(PeB)0-6'*^« i^suh^^'^'^'^^ (S)0-°43 
(.__)0.0393 J,, (y . ^)/^,-0.2886 
The rate of liquid circulation for binaries is correlated 
by the same equation as developed for single component liquids 
with the changed constant and exponents. An unified equation 
correlates the data of all the systems with a maximum error of 
±30 percent. 
Re = 1.918(PeB)0.979(s)0.637(x^^)0.551(K^^^)-0.0884 
The values of heat transfer coefficient during boiling of 
binary mixtures are generally lowere than the weighted average of 
the pure component values. This reduction may be due to the 
expected retardation of bublle growth rate by the diffusion of 
more volatile c-. (uponent from the vapor bubble to the saturated 
liquid. 
The heat transfer coefficient for the binary mixtures in the 
convection dominated section (ZQO) was correlated with a maximum 
deviation of ±30 percent by the following dimensionless equation: 
A cnco n x0.2017 ,„ .0.9587/o„v0.063/„ .0.013 
^"CM ~ 0«6U62 (Gr) (Pr) (Re) ^^OB/d' 
The c o r r e l a t i o n d e v e l o p e d f o r t h e b o i l i n g o f s i n g l e 
component l i q u i d s was modif ied to i n c l u d e the exper imenta l data 
o f b i n a r y l i q u i d m i x t u r e s a l s o and t h e f o l l o w i n g e q u a t i o n 
r e s u l t e d : 
Nug^ = 7 . 7 2 9 7 ( P e B ) ° ' ' ^ 3 3 ( P r B ) ° - l " 2 ( x ^ ^ , 0 . 1 5 5 7 7 ( _ . . _ ^ 0 . 0 0 7 4 ( K ^ , 0 . 1 2 2 5 
Almost all the data points of single component liquids and 
their binaries were well represented by the abovee equation with a 
maximum error of +.30 percent. 
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ABSTRACT 
Vertical thermosiphon reboilers with boiling liquids in 
tubes is of common occurrence in petroleum and chemical process 
industry. It also finds varied application in many other allied 
industry due to the high rates of heat transfer and energy 
efficient operation. 
The hydrodynamics and heat transfer in thermosiphon reboiler 
interact with each other making the process very complex. The 
prediction of rates of heat transfer and thermally induced flow 
is the primary requirement for the design of these units. A 
number of studies have been reported in literature wherein the 
rates of heat transfer have been measured under the conditions of 
uniform wall temperature/heat flux with single component liquids 
at their saturation temperature. Some workers have also 
investigated the effect of inlet liquid subcooling and liquid 
submergence on heat transfer, circulation rate and boiling 
incipience with uniform heat flux. The data on boiling of liquid 
mixtures seems to be scarce and most of those available give 
insufficient accurate information about the boiling incipience, 
local heat transfer coefficient and circulation rate under the in 
fluence of governing parameters. However, no systematic study 
seems to have been conducted to obtain the exclusive effect of 
important parameters on boiling incipience, heat transfer 
coefficient and circulation rates. Therefore, the present 
experimental study, was undertaken to investigate the effect of 
heat flux and liquid submergence on heat transfer to boiling 
single component liquids as well as binary liquid mixtures in a 
single vertical tube thermosiphon reboiler with an objective 
of under standing the process and developing generalized 
correlations for the design. 
The experimental unit was made of two vertical stainless 
steel tubes connected to a vapor-liquid separator and condenser 
vessels forming a th^i uiosiphon loop. The test section was an 
electrically heated S.S. tube having 25.56 mm I.D., 28.85 mm O.D. 
VI 
and 1900 mm leiif t . The stabilized power was supplied through a 
low voltage hi- ...»•. transformer. The energy input to the 
test section was riea.~-.Mred by calibrated precision type voltameter 
and ammeter. Tventj -one copper-constantan thermocouples were 
spot welded on the outer surface of the tube in order to monitor 
the heat transfer surface temperatures. The inlet and exit 
liquid temperatures were measured by means of copper-constantan 
thermocouple probes separately. The provisions were also made to 
measure the flow rate and temperatures in and around the 
condenser and other strategic locations in the reboiler tube to 
ensure a reliable computation of circulation rates through the 
heat balance. In order to know the liquid mixture compositions 
of binary systems, sampling devices were provided at suitable 
locations. The samples were analysed by using a refractive index-
composition chart. 
The expeiimental data were generated using distilled water, 
methanol, benztiit, toluene and ethylene glycol at atmospheric 
pressure covering a wide range of thermo-physical properties and 
boiling points. The systems used for binary mixtures were: 
methanol-water, benzene-toluene and water-ethylene glycol. The 
mixture concentrations and range of other parameters covered 
during experimentation are given as below: 
System Heat flux Submergence •^ Tgyj^  Concentration 
"* S , X 
2 
q X lO °C wt. X 
W / 
Distilled water 0.57-4.3 30,50,75,100 0.5-4.6 
Methanol 0.41-2.1 30,50,75,100 1.0-3.7 
Benzene 0.41-2.9 30,50,75,100 0.7-3,6 
Toluene 0.41-3.2 30,50,75,100 1.9-8.7 
Ethylene glycol 1,6-3.0 30,50,75,100 5.8-11.6 
Methanol-water 0,57-2.9 30,50,75,100 0.5-4.6 5,10,18,26,30,38,58 
Benzene-toluene 0.', -2.5 30,50,75,100 1.4-8.2 18,40,55,66,76 
Water-ethylene glyco 1.6-3.3 30,50,75,100 0.7-5.1 5,15,25,40,57 
v n 
The experim-- talxy ouLained wall and liquid temperature 
distributions along the tube length at a particular value of heat 
flux were utilized to compute the variation of heat transfer 
coefficient. These distributions clearly revealed the existence 
of non-boiling/subcooled boiling and saturated boiling regions 
with a point of incipience in between. The values of heat 
transfer coefficient remained to be low and changed very slowly 
in the non-boiling/subcooled boiling region while it increased 
steeply around the onset point of boiling and attains a high 
value in the boiling region. The relative lengths of non-
boiling/subcooled boiling and boiling sections of the tube were 
found to be strongly influenced by heat flux and liquid 
submergence for all the test liquids. 
The minimum degree of wall superheat required for the onset 
of fully developed boiling of liquids, as experimentally 
measured, were re a..ed to the physical properties of test liquids 
through the theoretically derived equation of Yin and Abdelmessih 
2 (Tw-Ts) = (a-bq)22 o-Tg q /k^A^V 
The values of constants a and b were determined for various 
systems separately. All the data of single component liquids can 





S i m i l a r l y a l l t h e d a t a o f b i n a r y l i q u i d m i x t u r e s c a n be 
r e p r e s e n t e d by an u n i f i e d e q u a t i o n a s g i v e n be low: 
- 96 .04 - 0 .320x10 '^ q 
^c 
Majority of data points for both the cases are found to be well 
V l l l 
c o r r e l a t e d wi th a ...*:•. .^ .a e r r o r of i 3 0 p e r c e n t . 
The l e n g t h c . L . l ed t u b e r e q u i r e d f o r t h e o n s e t of f u l l y 
deve loped s a t u r a t t > j b o x i i n g was o b s e r v e d t o depend on w a l l h e a t 
f l u x , i n l e t l i q u i d s u b c o o l i n g a n d l i q u i d s u b m e r g e n c e . An 
e m p i r i c a l c o r r e l a t i o n f o r p r e d i c t i n g t h i s l e n g t h h a s b e e n 
d e v e l o p e d in t h e f o l l o w i n g form: 
ZQB ^ L 
( X 100) = Ci(PeB)"l(Kg^b)"^ (S)"3 ( )n4 
L ^v 
The values of C2^,nl,n2, n3 and n4 have been determined for 
various systems separately and also all the data put together 
resulting in an unified equation as given below with a maximum 
error of ±40 percent. 
ZQB ^ L 
( xlOO) = '.003(PeB)°'2^2^K3^b>°'^^ ( S )« ' 4522( _._. jO . 8656 
L 2^ V 
The rate of fluid circulation through the reboiler tube was 
observed to depend upon wall heat flux, liquid submergence, vapor 
fraction and inlet liquid subcooling. A functional relationship 
between the various parameters in their dimensionless forms has 
been obtained as follows: 
Re = C2 iPe^r' (S)'"^ (x,,)'"^ (K^.^)'"'* 
An unified correlation using the experimental data for all 
the systems together has been developed. 
Re = 2.7494 (Pe^)^'^^^^ (5)0.7235 (x^^)0-6922 ^^^^^j-O.3089 
Almost ail the data points of present study and those of similar 
investigations carried out earlier have been well represented by 
the above equation with a luaxmimum error of ±20 percent. 
The average v.jut-': f heat transfer coefficient in the fully 
developed boiling region in the tube has been found to depend 
IX 
strongly on h^- i f l v in the same way as it does during 
nucleate pool A_ i single component liquids. The average 
boiling heat titu • \\-1 v» i vicient may be correlated by a simple 
diraensional rela s'lip (s given below: 
T i, 0. 713 hg = (^  q 
The values of ^ are as under: 
System ^ 




Ethylene glycol 2.088 
Almost all the data points are found to lie within a maximum 
error of ^30 percent. 
The heat transfer coefficient, h, averaged over the entire 
tube length also depends upon heat flux in the similar way as 
observed for hg. However, the values of h are relatively lower 
than hg. The effect of liquid submergence seems to be nominal on 
hg while the values of h get enhanced as the submergence is 
lowered. 
The heat transfer coefficient in convection dominated single 
phase non-boiling/subcooled boiling section averaged over the 
tube length (ZQg) was best correlated, with a maximum deviation 
of +_30 percent, by the following equation: 
Nu, = 0.140 lGr)^-268(p^)0.248(^^)0.254(2^^^^)-0.157 
A g e n e r a l i z e d c o r r e l a t i o n f o r b o i l i n g h e a t t r a n s f e r 
c o e f f i c i e n t has been d e v e l o p e d in terms of s u i t a b l e d i m e n s i o n l e s s 
g r o u p s . 
Nug = 2 . 8 0 2 9 ( P e ^ ) ^ ' - 6 4 3 > ^ ( P r g ) 0 - 6 « 5 ( x ^ ^ , 0 . 0 7 0 1 ( . T ' r . , 0 . 0 2 1 
Almost all th<- e v^ ^^ TiLieiital data of present study and those 
of earlier similar iiivestigations were well represented by the 
above correlatiu i.ch a .. ^ ximum deviation of +.30 percent. 
The length of the heated tube for binary liquid mixtures was 
correlated with a maximum deviation of of +.40 by the following 
dimensionless equa* 'jn. 
/ inn \ n OOO-J/D^ XO.6496 /„ x0.0471 ,QX0.043 ( X 100 ) = 0.8203(Peg) ^^sub' ^^' 
(..._)0.0393 [1^ (y _ ^)/^j-0.2886 
L 
The rate of liquid circulation for binaries is correlated 
by the same equation as developed for single component liquids 
with the changed constant and exponents. An unified equation 
correlates the data of all the systems with a maximum error of 
+^ 30 percent. 
Re = 1.918(PeB)0-9'79(S)0.637(x^^)0.551(K^^^p0.0884 
The values of heat transfer coefficient during boiling of 
binary mixtures are generally lowere than the weighted average of 
the pure component values. This reduction may be due to the 
expected retardation of bublle growth rate by the diffusion of 
more volatile component from the vapor bubble to the saturated 
1iquid. 
The heat transfer coefficient for the binary mixtures in the 
convection dominated section (Zgg) was correlated with a maximum 
deviation of +.30 poi-cent by the following dimensionless equation: 
NucM = 0.6062 (Gr)0-2017 ( Pr )0 ' 9587 (j^ ^ ^ 0 . 063 ( ^ ^^^^ )0 . 01 3 
The c o r r e l a t i o n d e v e l o p e d f o r t h e b o i l i n g o f s i n g l e 
component l i q u i d s was m o d i f i e d t o i n c l u d e t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a 
of b i n a r y l i q u i d m i x t u r e s a l s o a n d t h e f o l l o w i n g e q u a t i o n 
r e s u l t e d : 
XI 
0~M 
Nug^ = 7.7297(i>e --^  ^ "'^ ^ ^  iTg ) ^  • 1 ^ 72 ^ ^^^ )0 .15577^ . ^0.0074 (^^)0.1225 
Almost all the data points of single component liquids and 
their binaries were well represented by the abovee equation with a 
maximum error ji jt3U periwiTuc. 
Xll 
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..:APTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Vertical tube thermosiphon reboilers as encountered in 
petroleum, chemical and petrochemical industries, is essentially 
a 1-1 heat exchanger fitted in a U-shaped circulation system. 
The process fluid entering the tubes of heat exchanger gets 
heated and moves upwards due to density difference between the 
liquid and boiling two phase fluid. The boiling of liquids in 
vertical tubes of closed loop circulation systems as above, finds 
its application also extending to refrigeration, power plants and 
nuclear reactors. This may also serve as a potential means of 
transferring solar energy requiring efficient heat transfer with 
little or no forced flow, providing a solution to the problem of 
transportation and storage of the solar energy available in 
abundance. Under the present energy crisis and need for better 
methods of its conservation and economical utilization, the 
thermosiphon reboilers may receive increasing attention as energy 
efficient equipments in many other applications. 
A typical reboiler tube with flow regimes and corresponding 
temperature distribution along the heated length has been shown 
in Fig.1.1. The subcooled liquid entering the tube gets heated 
by single phase convection and moves upwards. The liquid and 
wall temperatures vaxy almost linearly and parallel to each 
other. As soon as the wall temperature attains particular value, 
the bubbles begin to grow at the surface. The wall temperature 
variation deviates from linear behaviour while liquid temperature 
continues to increase till it attains saturation value. The 
bubbles grow in large numbers and populate whole cross-section 
(bubbly flow) and finally coalesce into slug flow. The chain of 
slugs join together forming a core of vapor and liquid film at 
the wail (annular flow). The annular film is gradually depleted 
and thinned out reyulting in vapor carrying fine droplets (mist 
flow). The saturation temperature of single component liquids 
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decrease along the tube length due to the reduction in 
hydrostatic head. The corresponding wall temperature also 
decreases but at faster rate. In case of binary mixtures, the 
liquid temperature, beyond the saturation value (bubble point), 
increases as a result of the dominant effect of preferential 
evaporation of more volatile component and the rise in 
concentration of higher boiling point component in the remaining 
liquid. The wall temperature in the saturated boiling regime is 
much larger than that for pure liquid due to the detrimental 
effect of mass diffusion on the boiling process. 
The flow patterns distribution resulting from the boiling 
of liquid and induced flow in the vertical tube depend upon the 
several parameters such as heat flux, inlet liquid temperature, 
driving liquid head (submergence) and the physical properties of 
fluids. The various flow pattern affect the corresponding 
pressure drop and mode of heat transfer. There exist a strong 
interaction between the hydrodynamics and heat transfer making 
the process very complex and thus theoretical analysis becomes 
rather difficult even for single component liquids. During 
boiling of non-azeotropic mixtures the composition of liquid and 
vapor phases are different and the concentration gradient so 
established gives rise to mass diffusion between the phases. 
This in turn retards the rate of bubble formation and growth, 
consequently, the rate of heat transfer gets diminished. In pool 
boiling studies, the heat transfer coefficient has been found to 
be minimum at a concentration for which the difference between 
the vapor and liquid composition is maximum. Thus the heat 
transfer to boiling liquid mixture in a tube gets further 
complicated. 
The increasing popularity of thermosiphon reboilers has 
attracted the attention of many investigators towards the boiling 
of liquids in a vertical tube of closed loop natural circulation 
system. Most of the studies have been experimental and carried 
out under the conditions of uniform wall temperature/heat flux 
with single component liquids at their saturation temperature. 
Recently some workers have investigated the effect of inlet 
liquid subcooling and submergence on heat transfer, circulation 
r a t e and b o i l i n g i n c i p i e a r o w i t h u n i f o r m h e a t f l u x . B a s e d on 
t h e i r d a t a some of t h e i n v e s t i g a t o r s h a v e p r o p o s e d e m p i r i c a l 
c o r r e l a t i o n s f o r h e a t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t . The l i t e r a t u r e on 
b o i l i n g of l i q u i d m i x t u r e s seems t o be s c a r c e and most of t h o s e 
a v a i l a b l e g i v e '....^^f f i e l e n t a c c u r a t e i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t t h e 
b o i l i n g i n c i p i e n c < ? . i o c a l h e a t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t s a n d 
c i r c u l a t i o n r a t e u i ; Jer t h e i n f l u e n c e of g o v e r n i n g p a r a m e t e r s . 
The p r e s e n t a t u d y , t h e r e f o r e , w a s u n d e r t a k e n t o 
i n v e s t i g a t e t h e e f f e c t ot i m p o r t a n t p a r a m e t e r s on b o i l i n g 
i n c i p i e n c e , h e a t t r a n s f e r and c i r c u l a t i o n r a t e f o r s i n g l e 
component l i q u i d s and t h e i r b i n a r i e s i n a s i n g l e v e r t i c a l t u b e 
t h e r m o s i p h o n r e b o i l e r . The main o b j e c t i v e s of t h e work w e r e : 
1. To g e n e r a t e e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a of w a l l and l i q u i d t e m p e r a t u r e 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s a long t h e h e a t e d t u b e l e n g t h a t v a r i o u s v a l u e s 
of h e a t f l u x and l i q u i d s u b m e r g e n c e f o r s i n g l e c o m p o n e n t 
l i q u i d s a n d b i n a r y m i x t u r e o v e r t h e e n t i r e r a n g e of 
c o m p o s i t i o n . 
2. To o b t a i n t h e c o n d i t i o n s o f b o i l i n g i n c i p i e n c e a n d i t s 
l o c a t i o n a l o n g t h e t u b e . 
3 . To s t u d y t h e e f f e c t of h e a t f l u x , s u b m e r g e n c e and m i x t u r e 
c o m p o s i t i o n oii h e a t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
4 . To d e t e r m i n e t h e r a t e of f l u i d c i r c u l a t i o n t h r o u g h t h e t u b e 
and d e v e l o p a c o r r e l a t i o n i n t e r m s of g o v e r n i n g p a r a m e t e r s . 
5 . To d e v e l o p , a s a r e s u l t o f d a t a a n a l y s e s , g e n e r a l i z e d 
c o r r e l a t i o n s f o r p r e d i c t i n g h e a t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t . 
CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND LITERATURE 
The boiling of single component liquids and binary mixtures 
with thermally I'-J-iced flow in vertical tubes has received 
considerable inttreai. aa is evident from the rapid growth of 
literature on th subject. In almost all the investigations, 
attempts have been made to gain an insight of the process-namely 
hydrodynamics, heat transfer and stability with a view to provide 
reliable methods for the design of thermosiphon reboilers on 
industrial scale. The studies reported in the literature are 
mostly experimental and have resulted in a number of empirical 
and semi-empirical correlations. A survey of the existing 
literature is presented in the following sections. 
2.1 Hydrodynamics and Stability 
A full hydrodynaraic description of the flow patterns 
requires a knowledge of void distribution, velocity and shear 
distribution in the flow field. A great deal of understanding 
has been gained from visualization studies. Griffith and Wallis 
[83], Govier et al. [82] and Collier [55] presented charts for 
identification of flow patterns existing in the pipe for the 
given flow conditions. Orkiszewki [143] based on the results of 
Griffith and Wallis [83], Duns et al. [64] and Nicklin et al. 
[147] formulated some useful correlations for the identification 
of flow regimes. The majority of the correlations proposed are 
based on the experimental data obtained under isothermal 
conditions of two-phase two-component systems. Hosier [96] based 
on his comparison of high pressure water tests examined the maps 
of Baker [20] and Quandt [152], and found that none predicts flow 
regimes in boiling two-phase flow accurately. Baker's plot 
predicted annular flow reasonably well while Quandt's predicted 
the largest fraction of data. 
Manhane •• >,. « urried out a systematic study of flow 
pattern maps. i,. . i.^.i '. L^veloped earlier and suggested a new 
map. Manhane's m^p as valid for low-pressure systems without 
large changes in the gas density. 
Dynamic hold up of vapor and liquid in the heated zone of 
the reboiler tube create problems in estimating static head 
effects. Initial studies to this effect assumed that the gas and 
liquid flow at the same velocity (No slip) but actually the gas 
flows faster than the liquid. Martinelli et al. [136] conducted 
the hold up measurements in a small horizontal pipe and presented 
a graphical correlation for the calculation of hold up assuming 
homogeneous flow conditions. Chisholm and Laird [47] put the 
above correlation in the form of an equation. Hughmark [100] 
developed a hold up correlation valid for hold ups approximately 
between 0.1 to 1.0 and was considered satisfactory by Duckler et 
al. [62,63]. Duckler et al. [62,63] based on his experimental 
data analyzed and tested the hold up correlations over a wide 
range of values. He found that the Martinelli's and Hughmark's 
correlations were more accurate than others. DeGance and Atherton 
[58,59] presented the approximate ranges for the applicability of 
hold up correlations. Takeda [174] conducted experimental 
studies in natural circulation vertical annular spaces and 
proposed a correlation with major parameters as heat flux, length 
of boiling region and modified terminal velocity of a single 
bubble. Badger et al. [21] recommended an empirical correlation 
for the prediction of liquid velocities in terms of specific 
volumes of liquid and vapor and submergence ratio. Johnson [111] 
proposed a model predicting recirculation rates, modifying Kern's 
method [120] by including the existence of a liquid zone and 
using the two-phat,e pressure drop correlation of Martinelli and 
Lockhart [133] for vaporization zone. Hughmark [102, 103] 
considered the prediction of circulation rate in conjunction with 
two-phase pressure drop. He proposed a polynomial equation in 
terms of Froude number and volume fraction of liquid. 
Kreith and Summerfield [124] studied the effect of heat 
flux on frictional pressure drop using Aniline and N-butyl 
alcohol flowing upward in S.S. tube. They found that 
frictionloss is a strong function of heat flux. Jicha and Frank 
[109] proposed a correlation wherein they incorporated the 
effect of heat flux by using colburn (J) factor. They suggested 
that the true void should be used to calculate both the 
frictional pressure drop and the momentum pressure drop due to 
flow acceleration in the evaporative two-phase flow. Duckler et 
al. [62,63] developed methods for the calculation of frictional 
pressure drop and acceleration terms considering slip and no slip 
between the phases. Thorn's [176] empirical method is similar to 
Martinelli and Nelson [137]. He based his correlation on a large 
body of high pressure (15-3000 psia) data for boiling water 
systems. Baroczy [23] took data for water-air, water-steam, Hg-N2 
and constructed a set of correlation curves. He found very 
strong dependence of the two-phase pressure drop on the flow rate 
as well as the quality. Recently, Lazarek and Black [130] 
measured pressure drop for saturated boiling of R-113 in a round 
tube. Correlations were proposed for two-phase frictional, 
spatial acceleration and bend loss from pressure drop data. 
Ramadevi et al.[153] analyzed the pressure drop in a 
vertical thermosiphon by using various existing correlations with 
CgHg and water as working fluids. The correlation of Hughmark 
et al. gave better results. The assumption of constant heat flux 
is not correct, but good result are obtained by considering 
constant temperature. 
Hydrodynamic instabilities in natural circulation boiling 
systems are usually due to feed back between flow rates, vapor 
volume and pressure drop, the intercoupling between these 
magnitudes becoming instables under certain conditions [36]. 
Bergles et al. [32] carried out experiments.on water at low 
pressure to investigate the effects of tube length, inlet 
temperature, tube diameter and pressure on the CHF. 
The results were related to the instabilities of the slug-
flow regime. Shellene et al. [165] carried out plant tests on a 
highly instrumented reboiler. The pressure was slightly above 
atmospheric of particular interest in the work was the 
exploration of the onset of unstable operation. It was found that 
the addition of flow resistance to the inlet line extended the 
stable operating r .n..:-^, and the allowable pressure drop across 
the tubes decreases as the heat flux increases. Adding flow 
resistance to the vapor return line results in a decrease in a 
maximum flux. The authors recommended to keep the return line 
flow area atleast equal to the total flow area of the tubes. 
Maximum heat fluxes were tabulated for the various fluids with 
accompanying temperature differences and percent vaporization. 
Other data were presented as heat flux versus log mean 
temperature difference and mass velocity versus pressure drop. 
Blumenkrantz and Taborek [36] developed a two-phase flow 
stability computer program based on Boure's density effect model 
and used in conjunction with steady state prediction by the 
H.T.R.I., thermosiphon program for calculation of stability limit 
in natural circulatin boiling systems. Comparison of the model 
prediction with available experimental data at various pressures 
showed good agreement. Becker et al. [26] studied experimentally 
the hydrodynaraic instability and dynamic burn out in natural 
circulation two-phase flow. He observed that the other operation 
parameters being given, an increase of subcooling had a 
destabilizing influence for low values of subcooling and a 
stabilizing influence for high values of subcooling, Berenson 
[30] investigated experimentally the flow stability for a five-
tube Freon-113 system. He made a photographic study and showed 
that insertion of a variable restriction at each boiling tube 
could stabilize the flow. The pressure drop in the restriction 
required to damp out oscillation was found to be in the range of 
20 to 160 percent of the two phase pressure drop. He also found 
that the flow tended to be more stable if entrance subcooling was 
increased and the density ratio S^/Sy was decreased. Chexal and 
Bergles [46] studied the stability characteristics of a single" 
channel vertical thermosiphon reboiler. Seven steady and 
fluctuating flow modes w«re observed for a wide ranges of inlet 
subcooling and heat flux. Fukuda and Kobori [71] conducted 
experimental study on two-phase flow instabilities in parallel 
channels under forced and natural circulation using water. Two 
types of flow oscillations were observed, one occurs at nearly 
zero steam quality, the other at relatively high steam quality. 
The analysis done showed that gravitational pressure drop was the 
governing factor in type I oscillations and frictional pressure 
drop was dominant in type II oscillations. Dogan [61] developed a 
numerical model to predict both the steady state and transient 
behaviour of forced (onvection, boiling two-phase flow systems. 
The study involved also experimental work with a forced boiling 
Freon-11 loop for comparison purposes. Steady state operating 
characteristics and stable and unstable regions are determined 
for various ranges of heat flux, inlet subcooling and mass flow 
rates. Different modes of oscillations and their characteristics 
are identified. 
2.2 Boiling Incipien:e 
The onset of nucleation along the tube length and its 
required superheat depends upon a number of operating parameters. 
Numerous studies to this effect, on predicting superheat through 
semi-empirical approach for forced convection boiling in tubes 
have been reported in literature. These studies include the 
effect of various physical paramters - surface roughness by Corty 
and Foust [53], size and geometry of nucleation sites by Griffith 
and Wallis [83], Howell and Siegel [97], Schultz et al. [161] and 
Jemison et al. [107] and the role of surface tension and 
wettability by Harrison and Levine [90] and Lorentz et al. [134]. 
Some of the experimental studies have also been reported on the 
influence of prior boiling and effect of dissolved gases by 
Murphy and Bergles [142]. Hodgson [94] and Yin and Abdelmessih 
[195] have shown through experimental studies the presence of two 
boling incipience points, depending upon the direction 
(increasing or decreasing) of heat flux changes. 
The analysis established for the prediction of incipient 
boiling are either empirical in nature or based on solutions 
derived from approximate theories [195]. The widely accepted 
approach for the prediction of incipient boiling has been one 
which is based on the Gibb's equilibrium theory of bubble in a 
uniformly superheated liquid and the one dimensional steady or 
transient heat conduction equation. It was postulated that in 
1 O 
the liquid film adjacent to the heating surface, the super-heated 
layer, 6 » must attain a threshold value so that the critical 
bubble nuclei with radius r_ can further growth to the point of 
detachment. 
Hsu [98] and Hsu and Graham [99] developed analytical 
expressions for the size range of active nucleation sites for 
constant heat flux at the wall. Bergles and Rohsenow [31] 
developed a criterion of incipient boiling for systems that.have 
a wide range of cavity sizes which should be applicable to 
comraercially finished surfaces. They concluded that only a small 
additional increase in wall temperature is necessary to activate 
a considerable range of cavity sizes when bubbles originating 
from cavities of a particular radius start to grow. Sato and 
Matsumura [158] proposed an analytical expression equivalent to 
that of Hsu's for the prediction of incipient nucleate boiling of 
water at atmospheric pressure. Based on the analysis of Hsu, 
Bergles and Rohsenow and Anderson and Davis they derived an 
equation for the prediction of subcooled incipient boiling of 
water in forced convection. They concluded that the criterion 
used in their analysis appears satisfactory for determining an 
upper limit of the liquid superheat required to initiate nucleate 
boiling when a wide range of cavity sizes exist. Fiore and 
Ricque [68] made an analysis for the prediction of the incipient 
ot nu'3leation under forced convection conditions of high boiling 
point multi-component organic liquids. The analysis was also 
extended to the condicion of degassing. Tong [186] studied the 
existing nucleate and film boiling correlations and recommended 
the Davis and Anderson equation for the prediction of incipient 
nucleate boiling in subcooled flow boiling of water. Frost and 
Dzako«ic [70] extended the analysis of Davis and Anderson and 
delived an equation for the prediction of boiling incipience for 
a. variety of different liquids. They considered their equation to 
L,e applicable to both forced and natural convection system. 
Murphy and ber'les [142] obtained a relation for the 
prediction of incjpie..i. flow boiling of Freon-113 under chemical 
potential equilibrium. They noted that their analysis 
satisfactorily pr-dicted the point where nucleation dies and that 
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Lt ts not captiblwi of £.1.. dieting the traverse nucleation behaviour 
f'.coantered on the ir.creai^ ing heat flux traverse. 
Unal [191] cc . ^L.ceJ. the effect of pressure on the boiling 
iiiciijience undei sub cooled flow boiling of water in a vertical 
tube. Maximum bubble diameters at this point were observed 
experimentally and correlated. 
Unal [192] determined the incipient point of boiling for 
subcooled nucleate flow boiling of water with high speed 
photography. He correlated his data and those available in 
liteature covering ranges of pressure, mass velocity, hydraulic 
radius, heat flux, subcooling for plate, circular tube and 
annulus with S.S. and nickel surfaces. He also modified his own 
equation developed earlier for maximum bubble diameter at the 
incipient point of boiling. Maximum bubble diameter at the 
incipient point of boiling were measured and correlated along 
with the dat« • ^ \bdelmessih et al.[1,2]. 
Yin and Abdelmessih [195] investigated the phenomenon of 
liqud superheat during incipient boiling in a uniformly heated 
forc-r-d convection channel. Experimental data were obtained using 
Freon-ll as the test medium. 
Based on certain assumptions and existing theories, an 
analytical method predicting both points of boiling incipience, 
was developed in the form of the following equation: 
i (Tw-Ts)2 kL A ? v 
... (2.1) 
r^ 2 q o- T^  
Using the generated experimental data, they computed the 
values of (^  '^^^^ ^°^ both incipient conditions and finally 
correlated them as Jinear functions of heat flux. In view of the 
basi assumpti :.s .r.<olvcd in the analysis, the applicability of 
''' i-' 1) have „^  .. .1 .^.;iiiet!ded to water and other organic liquids 
of J surface L.,,i,ioii i.n both pool and flow boiling systems. 
Golovchenl. . ai.d Fokir. [78] derived an equation to calculate 
the lieight of con\ active heat transfer zone in evaporators with a 
natuial circulation and boiling of a solution in pipes, taking 
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iptn account the pressure drop in the two-phase flow, The 
rela+^ion was verified experimentally in an evaporator with a heat 
transfer area of 2.9 m using water and aqueous solution of 
glycerine and MgCl2 at various concentrations and pressure. 
Agrawal [4] developed the following equation to determine 
the length of heated tube required for the onset of fully 
developed boiling 
Z^ g n^ ng n^  
X ICO) - C^ (Peg) (Kg^ _,j,) (S) ... (2.2) 
The values of indices and constant in above equation were 
detex Mined, system •.ise, by regression analysis. Experimentally 
meaL>i -ed values of Z.^^ and those predicted by using equation 
(2.5!^  were compared. Majority of the data points were found to 
lie within Jh40 percent error lines. 
Butterworth and Shock [39] found that the Davis and Anderson 
[58] equation did not predict the subcooled boiling incipience 
satisfactorily for higher values of r for some fluids and 
conditions. They recommended Bergles and Rohsenow [31] equation 
for water at 0.1 x 10^ to 13.6 x 10^ Pa and Davis and Anderson 
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equation for water at pressure less than 0.1 x 10 Pa, organic 
licjuids includin,i refx .^ ex'tnts and cyrogenic liquids for r^ , less 
th n 0,5 um. 
; home, Shakir anc ^ . ; r c i e r [ 179] have s t u d i e d the e f f e c t of 
c o m p o s i t i o n on the n u c l e a t i o n s u p e r h e a t f o r s e v e r a l b i n a r y 
mixture systems r e c e n t l y . 
Hino a n d J a d a [ 9 2 , 9 3 ] p e r f o r m e d m e a s u r e m e n t s o f w a l l 
temperature p r o f i l e and photographic o b s e r v a t i o n wi th R-113 in 
subco ^ed boili i ifc flow through a channel w i th heat f l u x e s upto 
; ht. C:'.t ( c r i t i c d ' h e a t f l u x ) . The i n c i p i e n t b o i l i n g superheat s 
lue;. 3 ed a r e ] j t ;^ c. f l e e t e d by mass v e l o c i t y and l i q u i d 
s u b c o o l i n g . T h t i r b i c r v a t i o n o f h y s t e r e s i s i n b o i l i n g by 
i n c r e a s i n g and d e c r e a s i n g h e a t f l u x s e e m s t o be a s c r i b e d t o 
v a i i a t i o n in s i z e of a c t i v e n u c l e a t i o n c a v i t i e s on the w a l l . By 
i n c r e a s i n g h e a t f lu ; i u i ' t o t . : e CHF, t h e b u b b l e d e n s i t y on t h e 
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Iw it>_.J surface :i _.* T> . . ! i-eiuarkably large coalescent bubbles 
appear periodi r?; 1 ly near the heated section outlet, 
Ali [12] ouu Ali and Alam [16] developed the following 
correlation for y -^ c*. ' ng the length of the heated tube required 
for the onset of fully developed boiling. 
^OB "1 "2 "3 V L "4 
( X 100) = Cj (Peg) (Kg^^b) (S) ( ) ... (2.3) 
L Vy 
The values of indices, n,, n^, ng, n^ and constant Cj in equation 
(2.3) were determined by regression analysis for various test 
liquids. Experimentally measured values of Z Q Q / L and those 
preda ted by using equation (2.3) were compared. Majority of the 
data points were found to lie within ±30 per cent error lines. 
f*ii and Alam [14] carried out an experimental study to 
ident-fy the boiling incipience conditions in a vertical tube 
theruiosiphon reboiler. Three binary systems: acetone-water, 
>jthano]-water and water-ethylene glycol were based with various 
concentrations. They proposed correlations for the prediction of 
maximum superheat attained around boiling incipience and the 
heated length required for onset of fully developed boiling. 
Marsh and Mudawar [135] performed experimental study to 
develop a fundamental understanding of boiling incipience in wavy 
free-falling turbulent liquid films. Incipience conditions were 
measured and correlated for water and a flurocarbon (FC-72) 
liquid. They found that incipience in water films is influenced 
by turbulent eddies and, to a larger extent, by interfacial 
waves. They presented .a new approach for predicting incipience 
in wa+er and ::tie- .lon-wetLiag fluids. This new approach utilizes 
physi al paramters of commonly accepted incipience models and 
«.r,vi'v^ r a n::;-..n zl Ooi renting these models for the effects of 
tui>.u en.a edd-'f^ r. nri roll waves. It also demonstrates some 
uni^ i'j ^r.oipl- _t rhcx iCv-^  J, iiJLics of fluorocarbon films. The 
wf-i utface l-f .. : jrces of FC-72 allow droplets and liquid 
streanis to break off the crests of incoming roll waves prior to, 
and during nucle ' ili.it?. The low contact angle of FC-72 
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allov.s the lisiUa.J L^  -^xit.i.Hi^  deep inside wall cavitita. Thus 
incipience frora t^ ijst -loi-ded cavities require much higher wall 
superheat than i^ rte^ ^ lium incipience models. Ahmad, Ali and 
Alam [17] carried out an experimental study to identify the 
boiling incipianci conditions in a vertical tube thermosiphon 
reboiler with water and cyclohexane as test liquids. They 
proposed an empirical equation for the prediction of minimum wall 
superheat required for onset of boiling in a reboiler tube. 
2.3 Circulation Rate 
Piret and Isbin [149] reported a study on a single, 
fc.eci.ically htaiau 1-in. &'-hedule-40 pipe 46.5 in long. They 
recoxied circulation rates for six systems, three of which were 
aqut-'cus. They coi related their data by an empirical equation 
similar to the Dittus-Boelter equation but involving a surface-
tension correction and also utilizing the log-arithraic mean of 
the inlet and outlet velocities. 
Johnson [112] carried out an experimental study to measure 
ojiculation rates in a steam-heated vertical thermosiphon 
reboiler of standw^J desi&.i. The tube bundle contained 96, 1.0 
in, I ^ -BWG caif-on ste«-l tube?, 8 ft. long. The circulation rates 
were predicted ft. xly aucv ctosfully by a modification of Kern's 
method including the existence of a liquid zone and use of the 
two-phase pressure-drop correlation of Martinelli and Lockhart 
for the vaporization zone. Fair [65] presented a general method 
for the estimation of circulation rate. This method involved a 
nestle series of trial and error calculations, starting with a 
rough estimate as a preliminary design. Hughmark [102,103] 
discus-sed the prt. - '.en<r. ir. estimating the circulation rate with 
th? v'^ilizat; a -f =t le/isth wise temperature profile. He 
devu). ped an c^ i'u , t -i i: :.r Its prediction in which the two-phase 
preLic ,.e drop uU. nl laLeJ by means of a polynomial in terms of 
the Fioude numb-.- ^uJ volume fraction of liquid. Beaver and 
Hughmfcrk [25] obtained circulating rate data for a single tube 
ih'rc.r siphon i .^^o i.'* K-.I vi.aer vacuum and atmospheric pressure and 
c.eiiipf> ' ti with >,» "at j^lc .aacod from a computer program based upon 
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gas-liquid two-pi.^ ~?r rio.-.- correlations developed by Hughmark. 
Experimental data showed that there was nothing unusual about 
vacuum operati-.^ JiLlcaa. Shellene et al. [165} used an 
indv-^trial &:. r having a 14-in shell, containing 70 3/4 
in, IS gauge, and 3 7/b in, J 2 gauge, 8-ft long tubes, providing 
110 f»q.ft. of area. The ^-eboiler was connected to an existing 
distillation column and, except for instrumentation, was 
indentical to a typical commercial unit.They studied 
experimentally the effect of heat flux on the relationship 
between fluid circulation and driving force. It was found that 
the regulation of the fluid flow to the reboiler is of importance 
in maintaining stable operation. Recently some studies have been 
carried out by Smith [168], Shah [162] and Agarwal [4] to see the 
effect of liqui.i 11-v t 1 jn cold leg (submergence) on the 
performance of taerm^^oiphon reboiler. These studies have 
indicated, quail t<-i.ively, that submergence does influence the 
location of boiling incipience and circulation rate in the tube. 
Johnson and Yukawa [112] studied the effect of liquid driving 
head .n the circulation rate for vertical thermosiphon reboilers 
operating under vacuum conditions. They found that the optimum 
practical operating conditions for vacuum reboilers are 50 per 
cent iquid cJriving head and 50 per cent vaporization. The 
etiecv. of heat fluA ^n wi..«-UiaLing flow was observed by Hallinan 
and Viskanta [88] in a rectangular natural circulation loop, 
under natural convection condition for water at atmospheric 
pressure from a vertical tube bundle, consisting of twenty one 
tubes 1.65 m long and 9.55 mm in diameter, and a pitch-to-
diameter ratio of 1.33. They developed empirical correlations in 
terms of dimensionless numbers to govern the fluid flow. 
Recently, Ali and Alam [13,18] studied the effect of heat flux 
ana liquid subme. v?enca on circulation rates in a single vertical 
tube thermosiphon reboiler. As a result of data analysis, they 
developed an emi. i r-. c -.1 -oi.elation in terms of dimens ionless 
tiuiubei s. 
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2.4 Heat Transfer 
Most of ttic it- -ie on flow boiling heat transfer in 
vertical tubes: .._ ' . . .ive mode for correlating purposes. 
PJret and Isbi [l.;j 1.. stigated six fluids: water, carbon 
tetra chloride, i.oprup:J tr' butyl alcohols, 35 wt X and 50 wt X 
K, "0, at atmospheiic pressure in a 1 in nominal copper tube with 
46.5 in. heated X-^ngth. They proposed a modified Dittus-Boelter 
equation to correlate average heat transfer coefficient. 
^«20 
r^u = 0.0086 {Re„)°-^ (P^)"'^ ( )°'^^ ... (2.4) 
m' ' r 
•^ L 
In ca l cu la t ing Re they used log mean v e l o c i t y assuming a 
homogenous flow. 
Guerrieri and Talty [84] studied heat transfer to boiling of 
cyclohexane, methyl alcohol, benzene, pentane, and heptane at 
atmospheric pressure, in two single tube natural-c irculat ion 
vei Liv-al reboiiers which were light oil-heated brass tubes 0.75 
in. I.D., 6 ft . long and i in. I.D., 6.5 ft . long respectively. 
Insid- wall and boiling stream temperatures were measured at 6 
in. in tervals aloi.g the tubes. Film coe f f i c i en t s have been 
expre.ssed as a function of Lockhart-Martinelli parameter X. . . 
h.j,p 1 
= 3.4 ( )0-45 _ , (2.5) 
Wall temperatures were found generally to decrease from the 
bottom to the top of the tube. Stream-temperature distribution 
displayed the expected maximum at some intermediate point. The 
boiling film coefficients has also been presented in terms of a 
nucleate boil ing correct ion f ac to r . Dengler and Addoms [60] 
stresi.ed conve-^tive boiling mechanism by conducting forced 
jo:i\oi ive boil 1 < { , . . ! _ a 1 in . I . D. and 20 f t . long 
••er^ii.' 1 crppe. . ^ , ,i ilci- as test liquid. Radioactive 
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tracers have been used to measure liquid fractions along the 
tube. They presented the ratio of local two-phase coefficient to 
the liquid-phase coefficient as a function of the reciprocal of 
the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter. 
h^p 1 
= 3.5 ( )°-^ . . . (2.6) 
^L ^tt 
They observed and discussed the suppresaion of nucleate 
boiling by forced convection either externally induced or vapor 
induced. Lee et al. [131] used a reboiler consisting of seven 
tubes in a bundle. The tubes were of 1 in. O.D., 14 gauge, 10 ft. 
long mode of admirality metal. The investigation was carried out 
for seven liquids and data were presented for a pressure range of 
2 to 120 psia. Overall coefficients were expressed as functions 
of overall temperature differences. The average inside-film 
coefficient and the maximum flux were presented in terms of 
dimensionless groups graphically. The maximum flux was found for 
each fluid and system pressue. Vapor locking was reported above 
maximum flux for each liquid. Recommendations for a maximum 
overall coefficient of 500 BTU/hr.ft. °F, and the need for 
giving particular attention to reboiler entrance and exit piping 
had been given. 
Johnson [111] measured circulation rates and over all 
temperature driving forces for a 15-in shell reboiler containing 
96, 1-in., 12 gauge, 8-ft long tubes. One tube was equipped with 
a temperature probe to obtain local boiling stream temperatures. 
The system investigated were water and a hydrocarbon having a 
normal boiling point of 80.8°C. The Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 
was used to calculate friction and expansion losses for the two 
phase zone. Overall coefficients, driving forces fluxed, flow, 
and vaporization rates were tabulated. Typical temperature 
profiles were show;, for six runs on the hydrocarbon. 
Bennett et ai. (2'J carried out experimental studies on heat 
transfer to two-phase steam-water mixtures in the liquid 
dispersed region in an annulus. They pointed out that below 15 
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percent dryness, t\ - rafhanJsm of heat transfer was probably 
governed by considerations of nucleate boiling whilst at higher 
•> • *. i ^ ^ (,,r^+^^ Kf^~p.A%) a forced convective mechanism was 
steam qualities (upto &o-D4;b; » 
suggested. Beyond 65% dryness, the heat transfer rate decreases. 
In the absence of a fundamental knowledge of the hydrodynamics of 
the system, attempts were made to correlate the data in the 
forced convective region by a modified form of the Guerrieri and 
Talty [84] equation: 
H T P Q 1 
= 0 . 6 4 ( - ) ^ - l l ( ) ' ' ' ' ' . . . (2.7) 
L^ ^ ^ t t 
Q 
2 
where - - is in Bta/hr.ft 
Ladiev [127] carried out experiments in three tubes 1500 mm 
long and 24, 28 and 52 nn diameter. Special attention was given 
to maintain ident ical conditions in a l l tubes . Heat t r ans fe r 
experimental results were correlated graphically for water at 
atmospheric pressure. The apparent liquid level in the tube had a 
signif icant effect on heat t r ans fe r , which decreased with an 
increase in the level. The sharp reduction in heat transfer at 
b o i l i n g in v e r t i c a l tubes with inheren t c i r c u l a t i o n was 
associated with inadequate flow in the upper part of the tube. 
Increase in tube diameter had no s ign i f i c an t ef fect on heat 
transfer rate but circulation velocity decreased. 
Chen [44] developed a correlation from experimental data for 
nucleation with flow condit ions. The data included those for 
water in the pressure range of 1 to 35 atm. with liquid flow 
velocities upto 14.7 f t . / sec , heat flux upto 760,000 BTU/hr.ft.^, 
and q u a l i t y upto .71%. Other f l u i d s included methanol-
cyclohexane, pen tane , heptane , and benzene, under 1 atm. 
pres3urf>, liquid w_ . 1 ,s of 1 to 3 f t / s e c , a heat flux range 
of 2000 to 17000 BT'J/hr.ft^ and q u a l i t y upto 12%. The 
correlation was proposed to account for both the micro convection 
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due to boiling and macroconvection due to flow 
h ^ L • . + h„„^ ... (2.8) 
luxc mac 
For microconvective heat transfer Chen developed a correlation 
from experimentai data for nucleation with flow conditions using 
Forster and Zuber's analysis [69] for nucleate pool boiling. 
Chen's correlation contains supression factor 's* to include the 
suppression effect of the moving fluid on the boiling rate. 
0 . 7 9 p 0 . 4 5 0 . 4 9 ^ 0 . 2 5 
L ^L L ^ c 
0 . 2 4 / / v n \ 0 f . 7 5 ^mic = 0.00122 [ ](Tw-Ts)""^(AP)"' "^  S 
0.5p.^ 0.29 >0.24fy 0.24 
(2.9) 
where A P is the saturated vapor pressure difference 
corresponding to AT. 
It was also postulated that 'S' could be represented as a 
function of the local two-phase Reynold's number. Hughmark [100] 
mentioned that experimental heat transfer data did not agree with 
this postulate and suggested a value of 'S' as 0.25 to better fit 
the data when nucleation apparently occurred, 
Chen suggested that: 
S^ > 1 at low flow rate 
S > 0 at high flow rate 
For raacroconvection, Chen proposed for a two-phase fluid based on 
the Dittus-Boelter relationship for a liquid flowing alone in a 
heated conduit. 
G(l-x°)D kL 
*^ mac = 0'023 F^ [ ]^'^ (PrL)^-'* — ... (2.10) 
Hence h^ ^^ ^ can be found if F^ is known Chen presumed F^ , to be a 
purely hydrodynamic function and to depend solely on the 
Martinelli Parameter X... 
Claire [49] obtained fundamental information regarding heat 
transfer in a pilot evaporation plant. The coefficients of heat 
transfer for brass tubes and stainless steel tubes of different 
lengths (6 ft. and 4 ft.) and 2.0 in. and 1.5 in.O.D. are 
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compared. Tests with water boiling at atmospheric pressure 
indicated that the heat transfer was at maximum when the level of 
water was maintained at about 1/3 of the tube height. For clean 
tubes the value of U was always higher for brass tubes than for 
stainless steel tubes. 
Beaver and Hughmark [25] conducted experiments on twelve 
fluids in a 3/4 in. by 8 ft. long carbon steel tubes, heated 
electrically, to investigate the reliability of using developed 
correlations in vacuum operations. It was concluded that for 
wall minus saturation temperature difference less than 15 F, 
single phase coefficients dominate and can be predicted by a 
modified Dittus-Boeiter cyuation (Sieder-Tate modification): 
Nu = 0.023 (Re )'^'^(Pr)°*'* (-7,--)°'^'^ ••' (2.11) 
/U.W 
For temperature differences greater than 15°F nucleation sets in 
and local inside coefficients can be predicted by existing two-
phase correlations. 
Gel'perin [75] correlated the experimentally observed heat 
transfer coefficients for boiling zone with corresponding heat 
fluxes in the following form; 
, 0.64 
^ 8 = ^ ^ ...(2.12) 
[_ n o 
where a = a^^ (~J~^  ' ^^'^ *1 » depends on physico-chemical 
properties of the liquid. 
Takeda et al.[174] measured the axial distribution of vapor 
hold up and boiling heat transfer coefficient in the annuli of a 
natural circulation vertical tube evaporator for pure liquids 
(water, methanol) and liquid mixtures (10 mole percent methanol-
water, 50 mole percent methanol-water, H2O-CJ2H25 and CgH^-SOg Na 
(1 gm/lit.). Vapour hold up in the annuli was expressed in terms 
of heat transfer rate and length of boiling region. The effect 
of vapor hold up on the boiling heat transfer coefficients was 
analyzed to give an empirical dimensionless equation. 
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Calus et al. ['>0j carried out experimental work on a single 
tube natural c iituitf t i v s; reboiler to investigate heat transfer to 
single component liquids. One copper and one stainless steel 
tube each equipped with a single steam jacket, and one stainless 
steel tube equipix-ri s» > t h a six-compartment steam jacket were 
used. All the tu. > it.i iiuminal dimensions of 0.5 in. diameter 
and 48 m . heir^ >:T !f,i<-e workers worked independently to obtain 
the length-mean .n .^. .. ^ voint coefficients of heat transfer for 
water, isopropan< : , n-prop^nol and their aaeotropes. Two-phase 
heat transfer cui_ x i xc j. _iit3 for all five liquids were correlated 
by a single equation: 
- — = 0.06 [—-] I — ] [ ]°'^ ••• (2.13) 
All the length-mean coefficients from runs with a two-phase 
mixture quality of between 0.2 and 0.68 at the tube exit are 
correlated well within the ^ 20 percent accuracy limits. The same 
equation correlated point heat transfer coefficients from runs 
with a quality in the range of 12 percent to 50 percent within 
± 30 percent accuracy limits. The dimensionless groups 
( ) and (-- ) «ere powerful correlating factors. 
ATf ^"L. 
The latter group accounts for the differences in the nucleating 
properties of the various single component liquids and its 
correlating effective;,. .:.^ indicated that nucleation was one of 
the mechanism present in the flow boiling. 
Smith [168] studied some of the reasons why theraosiphon 
reboilers some times fail to measure upto expected performance 
levels and suggested that the single most important process 
parameter affecting the performance is the liquid level in the 
tube. He suggested that usually about 25 to 50% of the tube 
length above the bottom tube sheet, the heat transfer rate begins 
to deteriorate with iu.thei reductions in the liquid head. 
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Mesler [139] mad» critical analysis of Dengler and Addom's 
experimental dai . ^oi'.d severe inconsistencies. He observed 
that the analji ^ • by Dengler and Addoms was not correct and 
his data could .. ^  i^ i.--T.plained by nucleate boiling mechanism. 
B'.-.ed on this fi- ,_, he critically examined the similar data of 
other authors .. ' . j A ix support to his analysis. Later, 
Chaudhari and Me-sK.' [43] proposed analytical linear models 
relating basic parameters of nucleate boiling as heat flux, q, 
and Z^T. They included mass velocity also to take into account 
the effect of convection. Models were also successfully compared 
with the experimental data of various authors appeared earlier in 
the literature. 
Leong and Cornwell [132] studied the heat transfer 
characteristics on the shell side of a reboiler tube bundle. The 
experimental rig consisted of a reboiler section with one side 
of glass to enable visual and photographic study of flow. 
Refrigerent-113 is boiled within the section on a simulated tube 
bundle on 241 electrically heated tubes. Individual heat transfer 
coefficients for the tubes were measured at various uniform heat 
fluxes. The magnitudes of these heat transfer coefficients and 
their variation with height up the tube columns were compared 
with the theoretical predictions of a flow boiling analysis. 
Johnson and Yukawa [112] studied the effect of submergence 
on the resulting length of boiling and non-boiling zones under 
vacuum on an industrial reboiler. 
Shah [162] explained some trouble shooting methods with 
respect to the design and operational difficulties generally 
encountered in thermosiphon reboilers. 
Shah [163] presented a general correlation for calculating 
CHF in vertical tubes during subcooled and saturated boiling. He 
compared his correlation to 1271 data points from more than 30 
sources and found to have a mean deviation of 15% with 90X of 
data within Hh30%. Data include water, potassium, freons, 
benzene, ammonia, parahydrogen, and nitrogen. Reduced pressure 
range was 0.0012 to 0.94, mass flux from 6 to 24300 kg/m^ s, 
critical quality from -2.6 to +0.96, and inlet quality from -3.0 
to positive valuer. 
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Agarwal [4,5] >• ried out an experimental investigation on 
heat transfei i L.V, liquids with natural convective flow 
through a vertical tube as encountered in thermosiphon reboiler. 
The heat transfer section consisted of an electrically heated 
S,S. tube of 21.44 mm I.D. and 1440 mm long. The wall and liquid 
temperatures were measured at very low heat fluxes, for a test 
liquid with different inlet liquid subcooling and submergence. 
Data were generated for five test liquids - water, acetone, ethyl 
acetate, propan-2-ol and toluene to cover a wide range of 
thermophysical properties. The degrees of subcooling at the test 
section inlet were varied to cover the natural convective as well 
as boiling regions of heat transfer. The heat transfer 
coefficients in non-boiling and boiling regions for all the test 
liquids have been correlated by two separate correlations in 
terms of dimensionless groups. 
<NuNB)avg =0.0126 (Gr.Pr)^^gO.481 {RB)^^^^'^^* { ) - ^ ' ^ ^ (2.14) 
"20 
Nu 6.142 (PeB)0-462 (__.)0.0134 (pr)1.014 (_.._)1.743 ^^^.IS) Q - u . 1 t <:. V *^^B 
^i. 
S t e p h a n and A b d e l s a l a m [ 1 7 0 ] h a v e a p p l i e d t h e m e t h o d s o f 
r e g r e s s i o n a n a l y s i s t o t h e n e a r l y 5000 e x i s t i n g e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a 
p o i n t s f o r n a t u r a l c o n v e c t i o n b o i l i n g h e a t t r a n s f e r . T h e y 
d e m o n s t r a t e d by a n a l y s i s t h a t t h e s e d a t a c a n b e s t be r e p r e s e n t e d 
by s u b d i v i d i n g t h e s u b s t a n c e s i n t o f o u r g r o u p s ( w a t e r , 
h y d r o c a r b o n s , c r y o g e n i c f l u i d s and r e f r i g e r a n t s ) and employed a 
d i f f e r e n t s e t o f d i m e n s i o n l e s s n u m b e r s f o r e a c h g r o u p o f 
s u b s t a n c e s . T h e > s u g g e s t e d t h a t a n e q u a t i o n v a l i d f o r a l l 
s u b s t a n c e s c o u l d be bv^ i i t u p , b u t i t s a c c u r a c y would be l e s s t h a n 
t h e i n d i v i d u a l c o r r e l a t i o n s w i t h o u t a d d i n g u n d e s i r a b l e 
c o m p l e x i t y . 
2 4 
Stephen ai l .,i ...tri. Il71j has shown in a recent paper that 
many existing dat: f nr.T.'.iral convection nucleate boiling are 
well represented by using a different set of dimensionless 
numbers for different groups of substances. They built a general 
correlation valid for all substances considering the influence of 
forced convection. They found that existing experimental data 
could be fairly well correlated by introducing the new pool 
boiling equation into an equation by Chawla. 
Lazarek et al. [130] have measured experimentally the local 
heat transfer coefficient, pressure drop and CHF on tubes with 
an internal diameter of 0.31 cm, heated lengths of 12.3 and 246 
cm. Their experiments include vertical, co-current upflow and 
down flow configurations. They presented a correlation for the 
local heat transfer coefficient which expresses the Nusselt 
number as a function of the liquid Reynolds number and boiling 
number. Pressure drop data for frictional, spatial acceleration, 
and 180° band losses were successfully correlated by employing 
slight modifications to commonly accepted two-phase techniques 
reported in the literature. A new CHF correlation, applicable to 
low reduced pressure conditions, is developed which predicts the 
vapor quality at dry out in terms of mass velocity, inlet-
subcooling and heated length. The CHF correlation is accurate 
within 5% over the range of conditions covered in the 
experiments. 
Bjorge et al. [35 J have extended the method of superposition 
for correlating forced convection boiling heat transfer data to 
cover subcooled to high quality ranges using single phase and two 
phase forced convection equations, a pool boiling equation, and 
an incipient boiling criterion. They found that only one 
empirically determined coefficient is needed. Agreement with 
water data was found better than that provided by the Chen 
correlation. 
Bartolini et al. [24] carried out an experimental study on 
iiucleate boiling of water using an annular vertical channel both 
in upflow and downflow. Heat transfer data are given in different 
conditions of sub'.oo). ing and fluid velocity. They found that 
photographs show different behaviour of heat transfer mechanism. 
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Tobilevich and Filonenko [187] studied the mechanism of heat 
transfer in the boiling tubes of natural circulation evaporators. 
The boundaries of che jhaiacteristics heat transfer regimes were 
determined. Equations were derived describing the heat transfer 
coefficient during vapor formation, which can be used for 
predicting the heat transfer coefficients in the boiling tubes of 
evaporators of different shapes and geometric dimensions. 
Kasyanenko et ai. [117] investigated the heat transfer to 
aqueous salt solutions in a concentrator with natural convective 
circulation through external boiling tubes. In the experimental 
study, the length of heating tube (1) was varied from 5000 to 
7000 mm, the ratio of cross-sectional areas of boiling tubes and 
heating tubes (n) from 0.81 to 2.49, the useful temperature 
difference from 10 to 30°C, the viscosity from 1 to 4 C.P., the 
3 
density from 960 to 1300 kg/m , the thermal conductivity from 
0.44 to 0.6 Kcal/{m)(hr)(°C) and the heat capacity from 0.80 to 1 
Kcal/(kg)( C ) . From the least squares analysis of the 
experimental data, the following empirical equation was developed 
for the prediction of the heat transfer coefficient. 
1 /^w 
h = A PrO-4 KoO-43 („)0.865 (.._.)0.28 ^^^ ^g.lS) 
where 
A = 
1.282 aO-7 „0.16 ^-0.45 
N 
i = l 
and (tns-tb) kj^  ^  
L 
Ko = 
3600A ?y/U L 
The error of reproduction of the experimental data by thii 
equation is not greater than 10%. 
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Baloh { 2... i 
t.uLe wall and • . -^  
da+ H, the local 
as heat transftr ' 
'cJ o.vpririmentally the temperature of the 
. - •: -vaporator tube. From the experimental 
. . ±i heat transfer coefficients as well 
;.„ evaporator tube were calculated and 
also the apparent level of juice and tube length were determined. 
Gungor and Winterton [85] have developed a new general 
correlation for force--' convection boiling with the aid of a large 
data bank. The data bank consists of over 4300 data points for 
water, refrigerants and ethylene glycol, covering seven fluids 
and 28 authors, mostly for saturated boiling in vertical and 
horizontal tubes, but with significant information also for 
subcooled boiling and for annuli. The correlations developed are 
as follows: 
For saturated boiling 
'tp f^'l + S^rol (2.17) 
wheifc E = 1 + 2400U Bj,^-^^ + 1.37 (---)0'86 
= 1/1 + 1.15 X 10° E"^  Rej^ 1.17 
^tt 
i^  = 0.023 Rej^^*^ Pr ^ 
0.12 
0.4 
^ool = 55 Pr^ {-logjo Pr) -0.55 w-0.5 ^0.67 M q 
In subcooled boiling: 
i^ (Tw-Tb) + ShpQQ]^ (Tw-Ts) (2.18) 
These correlations give a better fit to the data than 
existing correlat ionr.. The mean deviation for boiling heat 
transfer coefficient is 2i.4» for saturated boiling and 25.0% for 
subcooled boilin^j. 
Kobertson a-id ..dekar [155] carried out upflow boiling tests 
on a \crtical 10,7 mm bore, electrically heated copper tube with 
ethanol at various heat fluxes, mass fluxes of 145 and 290 kg/m^ 
s and a pressure of 1.5 bar. They have compared boiling heat 
transfer coefficients and measured local two-phase pressure 
2 T 
gradients wit-, t, - M. -uircion of empirical and theoretical 
models--. Heat L <.i * ou.f ficients for the nucleate boiling 
region have also b.-'^ n '•i^taned and compared with published pool-
boiling correlati'u - . 
Klimenko [122] proposed a generalized correlation for forced 
convection vaporization heat transfer, which is valid for both 
vertiral and horizont- . cr-8nnels with a fully wetted perimeter. 
The correlation represents experimental data for nine different 
fluids, with a mean absolute deviation of 12.9%. The ranges of 
parameters were: pressure 0.61-30.4 bar, mass flow rate 50-2690 
kgm s , vapor quality 0.017-1.00, channel diameters 1.63-41.3 
mm. He found that vaporization heat transfer rate depends on the 
thermal conductivity of channel wall material. Heat transfer in 
the region of developed nucleate boiling and convective boiling 
can be predicted ir^m the following equations: 
.\uj^  = 7.4x10"^ Pe^ '-^ -^  i-^ p^ *^  PrjL~-^ /^  ( )°*-^^ ...(2.19) 
5 V *^ w 
Nuc = 0.087 Re^°-^ Pr^^/^ ( )0'2 ( )0.09 .(2.20) 
?! k^ 
He has also suggested a universal criterion for convective 
boiling which determines the dominant mode of heat transfer of 
the two main ones; nucleate boiling or evaporation. 
All [12 J carried out an experimental investigation on heat 
transfer to boiling liquids with natural convective flow through 
a vertical tube thermosiphon reboiler. The test section 
consisted of an electrically heated S.S. tube 25,56 mm I.D., 
28.85 mm O.D., and 1900 mm long. The wall and liquid 
temperatures were mc^a^urea at various heat fluxes, for a test 
liquid with difi'-r^. . inlit liquid subcooling and submergence. 
Data wpie genex„.:.i Jc i • test liquids, distilled water, 
acetont, ethanol anJ ethylt-ne glycol to cover a wide range of 
thermo-physical properties. The heat transfer coefficients in the 
non-boiling and boiling regions for all the test liquids have 
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b e e n c o r r e l a t e d by iwo i^ , < r p a r a t e c o r r e l a t i o n s i n t e r m s o f 
d i m e n s i o n l e s s g j o u p s : 
fiu,, :^  2 . 6 2 ( G r ) 0 - 2 2 0 ( p ^ ) 0 . 7 6 8 ( R e ) 0 . 2 2 9 ( _ _ . ) - 0 . 375 ^ ( 3 , 21 ) 
d 
1 ^HgO 
XT o 1 QQQ /D . 0 . 5 2 6 - „ x 0 . 1 1 5 / v 0 . 0 8 5 , v O . 4 8 ,^ ^ ^x 
NuB = 7 . 3 8 8 ( P e t . ) (I^^^^^R) ( ) V ) .(d.^Z.) 
Ht 
All and Alam il5] carried out an experimental investigation 
of heat transfer to boiling liquids under natural convective flow 
to study the effect of heat flux and liquid submergence on heat 
transfer coefficient. They developed a dimensional correlation 
for the estimation of heat transfer coefficient in the fully 
developed boiling region. 
Cooper [52] re-examined the nucleate boiling term in the 
Chen correlation [44] for the heat transfer coefficient in flow 
boiling. The re-examination employed all available data published 
for water, and also additional data from flow boiling 
experiments, in which the 'apparently nucleate' regime can be 
distinguished with some confidence. It was concluded that a term 
based on the new pool boiling analysis would probably be better 
as well as simpler, but, in view of the extremely wide scatter 
present in these and all other nucleate boiling data, there is no 
strong case for alteiing existing calculation methods based on 
the term derived by Chen. 
Hahne and Grigull [86] obtained heat transfer coefficients 
from experiments on flow boiling with R12 for a wide range of 
pressure, mass flux, heat flux and flow quality. They compared 
experimental results with seven different correlations. They 
found good agree.Tient only for some correlations, but best 
agreemeiit for th^ mouified Chen correlation using the pool 
boiling equation by Ccrenflo [79] and the suppression factor by 
Bennet and Chen [29]. 
Kenning and Cooper [119] obtained accurate heat trasnfer 
data for saturated flow boiling of water at 160-600 kPa in 9.6 
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and 14.4 ram boic v- •)'•.: 1 lubes under conditions dominated by-
convection or by uuc- ate boiling. Convection in the annular flow 
regime is well deaci'JLed uy a modified Chen correlation. They 
found that further modification is required for Plug/Churn flow. 
Flow nucleate boiling is shown to be sensitive to surface 
conditions where as convective boiling is not. Saturated 
convective and nucleate boiling are not additive; the larger of 
c^ '^ '^ '^ nb should In used. They discussed the appropriate features 
of general flow boiling correlations, 
Kliraenko [123] in his second assessment proposed a 
generalized correlation for two-phase forced flow heat transfer 
(nucleate boiling and vaporization) which is valid for vertical 
and horizontal channels with a fully wetted perimeter. The 
correlation represents with a mean absolute derivation equal to 
14.4%, experimental data for 21 different liquids (water, organic 
-liquids, freons and cryogens) in the following ranges of the 
main parameters: pressure, 0.61-196 bar; heat flux density, 10-
6 2 2 
8x10 W/m ; mass flow rate, 5.6-6240 kg/m .s, channel diameter, 
0.47-74.7 mm. It has been found that both the nucleate boiling 
and the vaporization heat transfer intensity depend on the 
thermal conductivity of the channel wall material. Nucleate 
boiling heat transfer is described in terms of dimensionless 
numbers, containing an individual constant for each of the four 
groups of fluids (water, organic, liquids, freons and cryogens) 
while vaporizaticii heat transfer is represented by a single 
equation with a conttant universal for all the fluids. He 
suggested following c . .^relation for two-phase flow heat transfer: 
NUrpp = { 
Nug with Ngg < 1.6 X lO"* 
N U Q with N^g > 1.6 X lO'* 
where the nuclea'^e boiling heat transfer is found from the 
formula. 
Nug = 7.4 X 10-^' i^e^^-^ K^ ^^ '-5 P P ^ - 1 / 3 ^^ 0.15 _ ^2.23) 
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0.087 Re„°'^ Pri^/^ ( ) ^ ' ^ K^ °*°^ ..(2.24) 
Gel'perin et al. [76] studied heat transfer is boiling of 
^^"c' Cyclohexane, PrOH and BuOH in thermosiphon tubes (diameters 
D D 
22-38 mm, height 3.0 m ) . They presented graphically the 
dependence of heat transfer coefficient on the temperature 
gradient at various heat fluxes and gave a correlation for the 
heat transfer coefficient. 
Calus et al. [41J obtained heat transfer data from a natural 
circulation single tube reboiler for binary liquid mixtures of 
isopropanol, n-propanol and glycerine each with water. Two tubes, 
one of copper and one of stainless steel, were used to obtain 
length-mean heat transfer coefficients. Also one stainless steel 
tube was used to obtain local coefficients. All the three tubes 
had nominal dimensions of 0.5 in. diameter and 4 ft. length. It 
was found, in correlating the experimental data, that the single 
component correlation was adequate, provided that the surface 
tension used in it is that of the binary liquid of the 
interfaciai concentration, ^ , and that the temperature driving 
force is the different between the wall temperature and the 
saturation temperature of the mixture of interfaciai 
concentration. The latter was found by correcting the apparent 
temperature difference T^ with the correction factor F. The 
length mean coefficients corresponding to a combination of flow 
boiling regimes, excluding the purely bubbly-nucleate and dry-
wall regions, were correlated by the equation: 
^TP 1 T^ CTHgo 




F = 1 - (y*-x) i—c-) ( )°*^ ( — ) 
D„ dx 
75 to 95 percent fo the data points, depending upon the type of 
mixture, were with in ± 20 per cent accuracy limits. The same 
equation correlated the local coefficients within ± 30 percent 
accuracy limits, if the data points for nucleate boiling or dry 
wall regimes were rejected. The factor F was a powerful parameter 
with binary mixtures having a highly non-ideal vapor liquid 
equilibrium relationship. In the case of binary mixtures of low 
relative volatility this factor is very close to unity. 
Shock [167] has studied the types of liquid mixtures which 
exhibit high nucleate boiling heat fluxes. He found that the 
explanations for the decrease in nucleate boiling heat transfer 
coefficient which results when a second component is added to a 
pure liquid are inconsistent. He summarized various mechanisms 
postulated to account for this behaviour. He showed that the 
difference in the superheat required to initiate bubble growth 
was influenced by wetting changes at low organic concentrations 
for aqueous organic solvent mixtures. He deduced that the 
diffusion resistance encountered when boiling had commenced 
played a significant role for aqueous systems and furthermore was 
probably the controlling factor for non-aqueous systems. 
Ponter and Peier [150] re-examined Shock's analysis using 
total reflux wetting data. The data confirm that small bubble 
production with accompanying high heat transfer is to be 
expected. 
Bennet and Chen [29] reported over 1000 sets of data for 
forced convective boiling of distilled water, ethylene glycol and 
aqueous mixtures of ethylene glycol. Most of these data were 
taken in the annular flow regime. They observed a significant 
reduction in the heat transfer coefficient for mixtures 
attributable L. .... <- transfer effects. They developed an 
expression wh r ^unLs for both of these effects and 
correlates the exp.. i ;: ?ntal data to within a mean deviation of 
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14.9%. The correJa+i-n reduces to the standard Chen correlation 
for pure fluids wiiL iudtl numbers close to unity. 
Toral, Kenniag and Shock [189] obtained flow boiling heat 
transfer data for ethanol, cyclohexane and their mixtures in a 
vertical electricc:il; heated tube. The test section was a copper 
tube 26.2 mm internal diameter, 0.86 mm average wall thickness. 
The boiling curves for the pure liquids and their azeotrope have 
very steep slopes, while other compositions have much smaller 
slopes. They observed that the present correlation techniques for 
mixture effects are inconsistent with their findings. They 
suggested that bubble growth and nucleation may be the possible 
reasons for the low heat transfer rates in mixtures. 
Schlunder [lo9] derived an equation for predicting heat 
transfer coefficients for nucleate boiling of mixtures, which 
contains only one adjustable parameter and the liquid-phase mass 
transfer coefficient. If the adjustable parameter is put equal 
to unity, comparison with the most recent data for the SFg-CFo-
-4 CI2 system gives a mass transfer coefficient of 2 x 10 m/s, 
which is of the same order of magnitude as the value obtained in 
physical and chemical absorption and in falling film 
vaporization. The new equation corresponds particularly well with 
the experimental observation that the heat transfer coefficient 
is less dependent on the heat flux density and the pressure for 
nucleate boiling of mixtures than in the case of the pure 
components. 
Kusumowardhoyo and Hardianto [125] investigated the two-
phase heat transfer in saturated flow-boiling region for multi-
component mixtures (eLhanol-gasoline). The binary heat transfer 
coefficient where heat transfer of boiling is simply expressed in 
terms of the boiling number can be predicted as: 




Ross et ai. US':] determined experimental heat transfer 
coefficients for Tui :il52a and R13B1 and for four mixtures of 
these refrigeran • \neY found that mixtures yielded sharply 
lower heat tranatei .joef f icients than either pure refrigerant. 
Correlative evidence suggests that full suppression of nucleate 
boiling is easi^i tc. achieve with mixtures than pure fluids. 
They compared the exiotiug correlations to the data with success 
for both pure and mixed fluids. 
Ali Lll>12] carried out an experimental study to heat 
transfer to boiling binary liquids with natural convective flow 
through a vertical tube. The systems used for binary mixtures 
were acetone-water, ethanol-water and water-ethylene glycol. The 
heat transfer coefficients in the non-boiling and boiling regions 
for all systems have been correlated by two separate correlation 
in terms of dimensionless groups: 
Nu^^ = 2.394 (Gr)O'l^l (Pr)^'^'^^ (Re)^'^'^ ( —)-0.04 ...(2.27) 
O-HgO 
NUBM = 0.307(PeB)0-835(p^^)X.212(^^^)0.169(..._)0.918 
^H 
y-x 
X [1 + ( )j0.441 ^^ ^ (2.28) 
x 
Thome [182,185] investigated the mixture effect on the 
nucleate boiling contribution to convective boiling inside of 
vertical tubes at low vapor qualities. He observed that the 
effect of mass diffusion on the boiling process reduces the 
nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient for mixtures 
substantially relative to an equivalent pure fluid. Thome tested 
mixture boiling correlation factors from two published convective 
boiling mixture correlations against a published set of 
experimental data for the convective boiling of 
ethanol/cyclohexane mixtures with partial success. He found that 
several correlations for the mixture correction factor in 
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riiK-leate pool ',.. i 1 i ^v( urately predict the data's variation 
with compositici '-ic«i flux. He presented one of these 
correlations for the lirst time and uses the boiling range with a 
heat flux dependency to model the mixture boiling process. 
Jung et al . [113] carried out an experimental study on 
horizontal flow boiling heat transfer for pure R22, R114 and 
their mixtures under uniform heat flux condition. They obtained 
more than 1200 local heat transfer coefficients for annular flow 
at a reduced pressure of 0.08. The ranges of heat flux and mass 
2 flow rate are 10-45 kW/m and 16-46 g/s, respectively. Their 
results indicate a full suppression of nucleate boiling for pure 
and mixed refrigerants beyond transition qualities and the 
majority of the data belongs to the convective evaporation 
region. The hent transfer cuefficients of mixtures in this region 
are as much as 36% lower than the ideal values under the same 
flow (,ondition. Non-ideal variations in physical properties 
account for 80% of the heat transfer degradation seen with 
mixtures and the other 20% (less than 10% of the heat transfer 
coefficient) is believed to be caused by mass transfer resistance 
in this region. A composition variation of upto 0.07 mole 
fraction in the annuls,! liquid film was measured between the top 
and bottom of the tube, which causes a corresponding 
circumferential variation of wall temperature with mixtures. 
Jung et al. [114] studied mixture effects on horizontal flow 
boiling heat transfer with both azeotropic and non-azeotropic 
refrigerant mixtures. They developed an analysis to predict a 
transition quality by using Hsu's [101] onset of nucleate boiling 
theory. The prediction agreed well with observed transition 
qualities for both puxe and mixed refrigerants. Correlations 
based on the supposition of Chen [45] and using only phase 
equilibrium dat^ t^ .;onsider mixture effects, were developed with 
mean deviations of /.2 and 9.6% for pure and mixed refrigerants. 
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l^XPER I MENTATION 
The e x p e r i m e n t a l f a c i l i t y u s e d i n t h e p r e s e n t s t u d y 
c o n s i s t e d ma in ly of t h e f o l l o w i n g : 
- R e b o i l e r l o o p 
-Power s u p p l y sys tem 
- I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n 
3.1 Reboiler loop 
An overall view of the experimental reboiler and cooling 
system is showi. in Photograph 3.1 and the schematic diagram is 
given in Fig.3.1 
The main unit was a U shaped circulation loop made of two 
long vertical and one short horizontal stainless steel tubes. 
One of the tubes was electrically heated and served as a test 
section. The upper end of the test section was connected to a 
glass tube of matching I.D. and then to a vapor-liquid 
separator. The vapors from the separator were led to a 
condenser vessel, where total condensation was ensured. The 
condensate and the liquid from the separator entered into the top 
end of the other vertical tube. The total liquid moved downwards 
through this downflow pipe (coldleg), and ultimately entered the 
test section through a view port. 
The vapor-liquid separator was a cylindrical vessel of 250 
mm I.D. and 300 mm length having dished end covers. A 50 mm I.D. 
pipe was provided at the middle of cylindrical portion 
tangenti ally. T:,^ boi.L«jiu of the separator was connected to the 
r.op end of the liquid downflow pipe of 50 mm I.D. and 2300 mm 
lengcn by means of lZ.5 mm tube through a control valve. A 50 mm 
I.D. pipe served as v^por line and connected the top of the 
separator to the condensers. 
The vapors were condensed by means of two water cooled 
condensers connected in series. In primary condenser, the 
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condensation took place at the outer surface of a spiral coil 
made of 12.5 IE:I I " :• i^  \%'ith coil to coil spacing of about 10 
mm and an over_l _^ Ler of about 220 nun. The coil was fitted 
just below the tc^ , flange! cover of a cylindrical vessel 250 HUB 
I.D. and 300 mm long wxth a dished bottom. The condensed liquid 
drained down the botcom of the condenser vessel through a 
vertical tube 50 mm I.D. and 300 mm long. A level indicator was 
attached with this tube to indicate the liquid level in it. A 
thermocouple probe was also inserted in this tube to measure the 
condensate temperature. The lower end of the condensate 
collecting tube was connected to the top end of the liquid down 
flow pipe by means of a 12.5 mm tube through a control valve. 
The uncondensed vapors and non-condensible if any, from the 
primary condenser entered the helical coil of the secondary 
condenser. The coil was made of 6 mm I.D. tube and housed in a 
cylindrical vessel of about 150 mm I.D. and 200 mm long. The exit 
of the condenser was connected to a glass tube with its free end 
dipped into the test liquid placed in a bottle. This arrangement 
proved very effective for the visual observation of the removal 
of traces of dissolved air from the test liquids during initial 
boiling off. The cooling water to the condensers was circulated 
by means of a centrifugal pump from a small storage tank to which 
the freshwater supply was maintained through a float valve which 
ensured a constant level in the tank. The water entered first 
into the secondary condenser submerging the helical coil from 
where it went to the spiral coil and finally to the drain. In 
order to estimate the total rise in cooling water temperature, 
thermocouple probes of copper-constantan were fitted at the inlet 
point of the secondary condenser and exit of primary condenser. 
The downflow pipe connected to the pipe lines of condensate 
and separator liquid was jacketted by fitting around it another 
pipe of 80 mm I.D. upto a length of 1000 mm from the lower end. 
The top end of i.he liquid down flow pipe was provided with a 
scre'.ec' cap wit.. LuilL iti arrangement to accommodate a travelling 
thermocouple prob. . The temperature of the liquid leaving the 
dowii flow pipe vvds m^^ =ured by another thermocouple probe fitted 
at the bottom. The cooling water was circulated through the 
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jacket and the temperature rise was measured by two thermocouple 
probes fitted at the inlet and exit of the jacket. The liquid 
level in the downflow pipe was indicated by a glass tube level 
indicator. This level (submergence) served as driving head for 
liquid circulation through the loop. The lower end of the cold 
leg was connected to the inlet of the test section through a view 
port by means of a horizontal tube of the same diameter as that 
of test section. The horizontal pipe was heated by an electric 
heater made of nichrome wire of 22 SWG wound on the pipe. The 
power supply to the heater was regulated by means of an auto-
transformer. The cooling jacket on the downflow pipe and the 
heater on the hor.-./jontal pipe were helpful in regulating and 
maintaining the temperature of test liquids entering the test 
section. 
The stainless steel tube which served as test section, was 
25.56 mm I.D. and 28.85 mm O.D. Out of a total length of 2100 mm, 
a section of 1900 mm was tapped between two thick copper clamps 
which were designed to provide electrical connection to the tube 
with almost negligible contact resistance. The test section was 
electrically isolated from the rest of the set-up by means of 
especially designed flanges fitted at the lower end and the upper 
glass tube section. The view port connected at the junction of 
the horizontal tube and the test section enabled a visual 
observation of the test liquid to ensure the complete absence of 
any air or vapor bubbles before its entry to the test section. 
The visual observation of the boiling liquid emerging out of the 
test section was made through the glass tube connected at the 
upper end of the test section. In order to monitor the heat 
transfer surface temperatures along the tube length, twenty one 
copper-constantan thermocouples were spot welded on the outer 
surface of the tube at intervals of 50 mm upto a length of 200 mm 
from the bottom end and 100 mm over the remaining length. A 
copper-constantan thermocouple probe was placed in the viewport 
to measure the inlet liquid temperature. The temperature of the 
boiling liquid before entry to the vapor-liquid separator was 
measured by another traversing thermocouple probe. 
4 0 
During the experimentation with binary liquid mixturesi 
samples were collected through drain cocks provided at the inlet 
of the test section, exit of the separator and bottom of 
condensate collector tube as denoted by Cj^ jCo and Co respectively 
in Fig.3.1. 
The circulation loop and related components were thoroughly 
lagged with asbestos rope and glass wool and finally covered 
with a thin aluminium sheet to ensure the heat losses to be 
negligible. 
3.2 Power Supply S>ci~^ «. 
A 220 V A.C. single phase power was supplied to an air-
cooled servo-motor controlled automatic voltage stabilizer. The 
stabilized power from the voltage stabilizer was fed to the 
primary of step down a low voltage high current transformer 
through an oil-cooled continuously variable 0-270 V, single phase 
auto-transformer. A continuous supply of current in the range of 
0-1500 amps, at 0-20 volts could be obtained fron the secondary 
of the transformer. 
The low tension output tapings from the secondary of the 
transformer were connected to the thick copper clamps provided on 
the test section by means of thick bus bars designed for the high 
current. The bus bars were bolted to the clamps and transformer 
tapings using 12.5 mm brass bolts to ensure a good electrical 
contact. The power to the test section was varied by adjusting 
the supply to thv. primary of low voltage high current transformer 
with the help of auLo transformers. With this arrangement an 
adjustable stabilized power supply at a low voltage and high 
current was made to the test section. The power to the measuring 
instruments was provided through another servo-motor controlled 
voltage stabilizer. 
The detailed specifications of voltage stabilizers, auto 




A photographic view of the instrument panel housing the 
electrical and electronic instruments is shown in photograph 3.2. 
The electr_. . ^^ i^y input which got converted to heat in 
the wall of ti.e tesiL section was obtained from the impressed 
voltage and the curient. The voltage was measured by a 4 1/2 
digit digital voltmeter of 0-19.999 range having a resolution of 
0.001 A.C. coiiiit,!-ued dcross the copper clamps. Another analog 
voltmeter of 0-20 range having a resolution of 0.1 was used for 
cross checking. A 4 1/2 digit digital ammeter of 0-9.999 range 
having a resolution ot u.OOl A.C. measured the current flowing 
through the tube with the help of a calibrated 2000-1500-1000/5, 
air-cooled current transformer having the following 
specifications: 
Rated burden : 15 KVA 
Voltage class : 660 V effectively earthed system 
Insulation level : 0.66/3.0 K.V. 
Accuracy class : 0.1 as per ISS 2705/1981 
The temperature of heat transfer surface and liquids at 
various locatioi.o v.cre monitored by means of copper-constantan 
thermocouples eta dciit-ribeu in section 3.1. The thermocouples were 
ccnnp'-ted to a mult.iiDsg«r SC-7501 (Iwatsu, Japan) through two 
selector switci;-^ ^ , r ^  of 24 points and the other of 12 points 
having a contact resistance variation less than 0.01 ohm. The 
multilogger gave the temperature directly from thermocouple 
e.m.f. in the range from -200.0°C to 1600.00°C. It has a built 
in arrangement for reference point temperature compensation, 
accuracy of + 0.5°C (23°C + 5°C, 80% RH) and + 1.5°C (0 to 50°C 
below 60% RH) . The worst resolution for copper-constantan 
thermocouple is 0.1 C and accuracy of measurement is ± 0.2% of 
full scale or ± 1 digit (-100.0 to + 380.0°C). Thermocouples 
were also connected to a 3 1/2 digit digital linearized copper-
constantan temperature indicator of 0-200°C range, resolution: 
0.1 C, accuracy: 0.1 percent over entire range with built in 
temperature compensation. 
Photograph 3-2 Inst rumentat ion Panel 
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The flow rates of the cooling water to the condensers and 
the jacket were measured with the help of two calibrated 
rotameters of 0 to 15 lit/min range. 
The compositions of binary liquid mixture samples collected 
from various lo' •-o obtained by measuring the refractive 
index and usir.t' •••^ ' '< utive index - composition chart with the 
help of New Abbe h. • actometer, Erma optical works Ltd., Japan 
ModftJ No. 1 l-lO'i-(> . it^ refractive index of the instrument is 
1.300 to 1.700 Sv^ feai- scale reads 0 to 95 percent. Accuracy of 
the refractometer is 0.0002. 
3.4 Calibration of Measuring Instruments 
The calibration of instruments used to measure the voltage 
and current for calculating electrical input to the test section 
were carried out in the Measurement laboratory of Electrical 
Engineering Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. The 
voltmeter was calibrated against a standard potentiometer of 
Bajaj make. A substandard Weston A.C. and D.C. ammeter, Weston 
Electrical Instruments Corporation, New Jersey, U.S.A. was used 
to calibrate th<. ammetei, which measured the current through 
current transforinci . The calibration data are given in Table B-3 
and B-4 of Appei.v'L\-H . 
jhe call^^.-l . .. -ji _ j^-.^er-cons t ant an thermocouple with 
digital temperature indicator was checked against a standard 
thermometer of 0.1*^ 0 least count. The thermocouple bead and the 
bulb of the thermo/neter were fixed in close contact and placed in 
a liquid bath. The temperature of the liquid was raised 
gradually by means of a heater. The readings of the thermocouples 
and thermometer were recorded after thermal equilibrium was 
attained. From the data as given in Table B-1 of Appendix B, it 
is seen that the thermocouple readings deviate from those of the 
thermometer by a maximum value of 1.0 percent. 
After the installation of the thermocouples placed in the 
test section wall and the liquid thermocouple probes at their 
suitable positions, they were connected to the Multilogger and 
digital temperature iiidicator through selector switches. The 
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calibration and performance were checked by circulating the water 
from the supply tank through the set-up for sufficient time till 
the thermal equilibrium between the liquid and tube wall was 
attained under fully insulated condition. The readings of the 
thermocouples placed in the wall and in the liquid were recorded. 
Maximum deviation .-.s can be seen from Table B-2 of Appendix-B, is 
0.15 percent. The difference in thermocouple and thermometer 
reading for most of the readings is not more than 0.1 C. 
The rotameters used to measure the flow rates of cooling 
water to condenser and Jacket were calibrated by the direct 
measurement of water volume with time. The measured values and 
those indicated by float positions are shown in Table B-5 of 
Appendix B. 
The refractometer used for estimating the composition of 
samples was calibrated by measuring the refractive index of 
distilled water and comparing it with those of standard values as 
shown in Table B-6. The calibration chart supplied by the firm 
was thus checked. 
To obtain the composition of the liquid mixture samples, 
the solutions of different known compositions of a binary mixture 
were prepared and their refractive index values measured by the 
refractometer. Calibration charts for various systems are shown 
in Table B-7 of Appendix-B. 
3.5 Operating r^ v^ »-<;;vluie 
The experimental set up was hydraulically tested to ensure 
the absence of leaks and was flushed with water to clean 
thoroughly. The electrical and thermocouple connections were made 
and the performance of the measuring system was checked. The 
electrical insulation of heating system from the apparatus was 
ensured to avoid any short circuiting or formation of by pass 
circuit. 
In order to check the heat balance and reliability of data, 
a series of runs with forced convection was taken using water. A 
temporary pipe line connection was made from a pump to the top of 
downflow pipe and from the top end of the test section to drain. 
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The flange connecting the test section and separator was blocked 
to prevent the entry of water to the separator. Water was pumped 
from a storage tank to the test section at an adjusted flow rate 
which was measured by a rotameter fitted in the line. It was also 
measured by collecting a known quantity and noting the time 
required. The stabilized electrical power input to the test 
section was adjusted according to the desired heat flux. The 
readings of digital ammeter and voltmeter measuring the power 
input were noted. When the steady state condition, was 
established, the leadings of wall and liquid temperatures were 
recorded. Similar runs were taken at various flow rates of water. 
A calculation of heat balance indicated negligible heat losses to 
the surroundings. The heat transfer coefficient, experimentally 
obtained compared well with those computed using standard 
equations (Appendix E-2). Thus it was ensured that the data 
generated on the set up are of acceptable standard. 
After the initial standardization runs, the temporary 
connections of pipe line were removed and reboiler circulation 
loop was established. The reboiler was filled with distilled 
water upto the top of the test section. The test section surface 
was energized and the circulation of coolant water to the 
condensers was resumed. To avoid any subcooling of the liquid the 
jacket was emptied, so that the saturated boiling conditions 
prevailed. The system was kept under operation for many hours 
followed by aging in order to obtain the stable tube wall 
nucleating characteristics, which was essential for the 
reproducibility of data. A few runs were conducted to check the 
over all heat balance under the conditions of boiling. The water 
flow rates to the coiidensex a and the jacket were adjusted to give 
appreciable temperatuxe rise. The readings of electrical energy 
input, cooling water flow rates and all the thermocouples were 
taken when a thermal equilibrium was established. A good 
agreement between the electrical energy supplied to the test 
section and heat energy removed in the condensers and the jacket 
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very thin film of air. This air on heating takes the shape of 
tiny air bubbles which leave the surface on further heating and 
join the liquid. Thus, micro-convection sets in near the heat 
transfer surface in addition to the convections due to density 
differences. The additional turbulence so caused forms a major 
source of error and can be avoidied by driving out the last traces 
of air from the system. 
During the start up of reboiler operation for conducting a 
series of runs, the test liquid was boiled off for about 8-10 
hours to remove the last traces of dissolved air which was 
indicated by the disappearance of the air bubbles in the bubbler. 
Then a desired heat flux was impressed and cooling water flow 
rate to the condenser was regulated to give a maximum temperature 
rise consistent with no loss of vapor due to inadequate 
condensation. The liquid level in the down-flow pipe was 
adjusted by adding/draining requisite amount of test liquid. The 
unit was then operated for sufficient time to attain thermal 
equilibrium. When the steady state conditions were established, 
the readings of ammeter, voltmeter, thermocouples and rotameters 
were recorded. The liquid level in the downflow pipe was 
observed and noted from the level indicator provided for the 
purpose. The heat flux was then changed to another value and 
necessary adjustiuents were made to maintain almost the same value 
of inlet degree of subcooling and liquid submergence. Similar 
runs were conducted at various heat fluxes maintaining 
apprrximately the same liquid submergence and inlet degree of 
subcooling. At the -nid of experimentation, the power to the test 
section was cut off and the water flow rate to the condenser and 
the jacket were continued till all the vapors condensed and 
liquid cooled. 
The experiiuentul data were generated at four different 
levels of liquid submergence for distilled water, methanol, 
benzene, toluene, and ethylene glycol at various heat fluxes. The 
experimental data so collected have been tabulated in Table D-1 
of Appendix-D. 
The operating procedure for generating the experimental 
data with binary liquid mixtures was essentially similar to that 
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followed for b j... :it liquids as discussed earlier. The 
unit was charged /v.-LL \.I.H liquid mixture of desired composition 
and a heat flux w.—. L ijjprtjased. 
The cooling watei supply to the condensers was resumed. The 
liquid level in the down flow pipe was adjusted by 
draining/adding requisite amount of binary liquid mixture. The 
readings of all thermocouples, ammeter, voltmeter and rotameters 
after attainment of steady state were recorded. The liquid 
samples from the inlet of the reboiler tube, the vapor-liquid 
separator and the condensed vapor were withdrawn with the help 
of a specially designed double walled sampling device made of 
glass through drain cocks Cj, C, and C^ respectively. The 
temperature between the two walls of sampling device was 
maintained at 0 C by placing melting ice in it. This arrangement 
proved quite effective for instant and complete cooling of the 
sample and thus a.^l^iug the losses of vapor. After cooling the 
sample, the inne'- tuV was taken out and kept in a refrigerator. 
The refractive index of the samples were determined and the 
composition read from the refractive index-composition chart of 
the system under study. Similar procedure was followed for 
various compositions of each binary liquid mixture namely 
methanol-water, benzene-toluene and water-ethylene glycol. The 
experimental data were generated at four different levels of 
liquid submergence and various heat fluxes and have been given in 
Table D-2 of Appendix-D. 
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CHAPTER 4 
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION 
4.1 Preliainary Experinenta 
The experimental data generated on forced convective heat 
transfer with water were utilized to check the heat balance and 
reliability of i; ^^ureaert as a whole to ensure the acceptability 
of the data. 
The heat input to the test section as obtained from the 
measuied electi- ''al -^ nergy was compared with the heat gain by the 
liquid flowing througi. the tube to check the heat balance around 
the test section and estimate heat losses if any. The maximum 
value of which was found to be 2.5 percent. 
The j.vcia.ge valuoo of heat transfer coefficient were 
computed by 
q 
h ^ = ... (4.1) 
avg 
The temperature drop across the wall thickness,AT^, between 
the thermocouple bead and the inside surface was estimated using 
appropriate conduction equation (Appendix E). From the above heat 
transfer coefficient based on arithmatic mean of (Ty-Tt-AT«) at 
various thermocouple l-j&tions along the tube length, the Nusselt 
numbei was calculc*i.. J. The experimentally calculated Nusselt 
number were comi.-'-eu with those predicted using Gnielinski's 
correlation [164] and Sieder and Tate equation with correction 
suggested by Kern and Othmer [121] as applicable to the 
experimental condition . 
Gnielinski's cor^elation; 
(f/2) (Re-1000) Pr 
Nu = ... (4.2) 
1+12.7 (f/2)°*^ (Pr^/^-l) 
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where f = (1.58 In Re - 3.28)"^ 
Seider i.'.»u Vaue correlation: 
Nu = 1.86 (Re Pr d/D^/^ ( ) ^ ' ' ^ ^ . w ... (4.3) 
2.25 [1+0.01 (Gr)^^^] 
where w = 
log Re 
The comparison between the experimental Nusselt numbers and 
those predicted by equations (4.2) and (4.3) is shown in Fig.4.1. 
All the data points lie within a maximum deviation of ±15 per 
cent. This indicates that the overall measurement is quite 
reliable and the experimental data generated on the set-up are of 
acceptable standard. 
4.2 Process Fluids and Parameter studied 
4.2.1 Single Component Liquids 
The liquids were selected to cover a wide range of thermo-
physical properties such as density, viscosity, latent heat of 
vaporization, boiling point and surface tension which influence 
the development of flow and boiling process. The liquids selected 
were distilled water, methanol,benzene, toulene and ethylene 
glycol. Distilled water was prepared in the research laboratory 
while all the other chemicals were of laboratory reagent grade. 
Methanol, benzene :-wd toluene were obtained from Qualigens Fine 
Chemicals, a division of Glaxo India Ltd. (India), while ethylene 
glycol was procured fiom Ajax Chemicals - Timbi (India). 
Distilled water served as a basis for comparison since nearly all 
work reported in the literature includes water. Methanol, benzene 
and toluene were included to represent the important chemical 
families, alcohols and aromatics. Ethylene glycol provided an 
example of a high boiling point, high density, high viscosity and 
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The operatiug pc i_»aeters investigated with each fluid were 
heat flux, submetgeiic-. t^nd iiilet liquid subcooling. All the data 
were generated at -itmospheric pressure. The range of parameters 
covered are given m labie 4.1. 
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4.2.2 Binary Liquid Mixtures 
Distilled water, methanol, benzene, toluene and ethylene 
glycol as mentioned in section 4.2.1 were used to prepare binary 
mixtures of methanol-water, benzene-toluene and water-ethylene 
glycol of required composition. The composition of a binary were 
judiciously selected based on the behaviour of (y-x) versus x 
plot of the system. The operating parameters with each binary 
liquid mixture were heat flux, submergence and inlet liquid 
subcooling. All the runs were conducted at atmospheric pressure. 
The mixture concentrations and range of other paramters studied 
are tabulated in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Range of Experiaental Paraaeters for Binary Liquid Mixtures 
System Coce*,! ., q S ATsub x° 
Wt X ¥/u^ percent °C 
Methanol- 5,10,18,26,30, 5730-29516 30,50,75,100 0.5-4.6 0.00153-0.J 
water 38,58 
Benzene- 18,40,55,66,76 4106-25241 30,50,75,100 1.4-8.2 0.0112-0.87 
toulene 
Water- 5,15,25,40,57 16599-32717 30,50,75,100 0.7-5.1 0.0005-0.21 
ethylene glycol 
4.3 Estimation of ...yi.ioal Properties of Test Liquids 
4.3.1 Single ConponenL Liquids 
The physical properties of various test liquids used were 
available in Ll\e lite-dture [72,105,146,148,166, 190, 193] for a 
limited range cr i.^  ratures except the viscosity of ethylene 
glycol vapor. IIw^ >,ver, in the correlations, properties have 
also been used beyond the available range of temperatures. 
Hence, extrapolation of values were desired. Therefore, a fourth 
degree polynomial was fitted using discrete values obtained from 
the literature with the minimum error. The form of the equation 
was 
P = A + BT + CT^ + DT^ + ET'* ... (4.4) 
where P = property 
T = temperature, °C 
and A, B, C, D, E = constants of the equations 
The constants of polynomial obtained for various physical 
properties are tabulated in Appendix-B. 
Tne viscosity of ethylene glycol at the desired temperature 
was estimated from its critical constants [166]. 
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4.3.2 Binary Mixture^ 
The properties of binary mixture were estimated by various 
methods recommended in the literature. Only those methods which 
were tested successfully by earlier workers have been used for 
property prediction. 
1. Density 
The l i q u i d dens i ty of mixture was c a l c u l a t e d assuming no 
change in t h e i r volumes on mixing. 
The densi ty of binary vapor mixtures were obtained from the 
i d e a l gas law as a l l t h e e x p e r i m e n t s were c a r r i e d out a t 
atmospheric pressure . 
2. Specific heat 
The specific heat of liquid mixtures were calculated using 
linear mixing i^le based on pure component values. 
3. Thermal conductivity 
The thermal conductivity of mixtures was estimated by using 
the equation of Filippov and Novoselova [166], 
"^m " '^ l'^ l"'"^ 2''2 ~ 0*''^2 Ikg-kj 1x^X2 
where X2 refers to the component having larger value of k. 
4. Latent heat of vaporization 
The latent heat of vaporization of binary mixtures was 
calculated by adding the weighted contributions of the latent 
heats of the pure components. 
5. Viscosity 
The viscositj- of the liquid mixtures was calculated by 
Kendall-Monroe equation {148]. 
The viscosity of the vapor mixtures was estimated by using 
Herning and Zipperer equation [148]. 
n 
2 y i M i (Mi>°-^ 
A i = l 
^M 
n 
i = l 
Yi (Mi)2 
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where M = molecul , .,. ^ ui. 
6. Surface Tension 
The surface tension of binary mixtures was calculated by 
adding the molal contributions of the pure components [148]. 
4.4 Computation of Correlating Parameters 
In the experimental reboiler, liquid enters the bottom of 
the tube at the temperature below the corresponding saturation 
temperature. Because of uniform heat flux distribution, the 
liquid bulk temperature starts to increase and continues upto the 
saturation value if all the heat added to the system would go to 
raise the temperature of the liquid only. After that, the liquid 
bulk temperature would remain constant at the saturation value 
and all the heat added would go to generate vapor. This is the 
thermal equil ibr i Uii. uiudel suggested by Saha and Zuber [157]. 
Based on this model the circulation rates and liquid bulk 
temperature distribution in the thermosiphon reboiler have been 
determined by making a heat balance on the test section. In order 
to determine the liquid circulation rate, it was required to know 
the length of effective non-boiling or sensible heating region 
over which the liquid temperature varied linearly. The effective 
boiling and non-boiling zones over the entire heated length were 
determined from the amount of net vapor generation. This could 
be obtained by the vtipor condensed in the condenser. A heat 
balance around Lue condeii&er gives. 
Mv = ... (4.5) 
t ^ + CL (TL2-TV)] 
where M^ = r a t e of vapor g e n e r a t i o n , k g / s 
C^ = h e a t c o p a c i t y o f c o o l i n g w a t e r a t a v e r a g e b u l k 
t e m p e r a t u r e , J / kg°C 
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Zg = ••• (4.6) 
Thus }^ M^ , 
and Zj^jj = L - Z g ...(4.7) 
The rate of liquid circulation caused by buoyancy induced flow 
through the test section was evaluated by making a heat balance 
over the non-boiling section of the tube 
Q = Tcd Zj^ g q = mCL (Tg-T^i) ... (4.8) 
nd Z^g q 
m = ... (4.9) 
^L <Ts - T L I ) 
where Tg is the saturation temperature of the liquid at Z=Zjqg. 
Alternatively, the rate of vapor generation and the liquid 
circulation rate could also be determined by applying the 
material and energy balance around the point at which the liquid 
streams from separator and condenser join together and flow 
through the liquid downflow pipe. It was assumed that the mixing 
is perfect to ensure the uniform temperature and also the heat 
losses to the surrounding is negligible. Thus the material 
balance is 
m = Mj^  + My ... (4.10) 
and enthalpy balance becomes 
" <^L ^ m - "L ^L TL2 + ^W ^L ^v ••• (4.11) 
where Mj^  = l i q u i J i low t a t c from s e p a r a t o r i k g / s 
T^ = t e m p e r a t u r e o f t h e l i q u i d f l o w i n g t h r o u g h t h e 
down flow p i p e , '^ C 
S o l v i n g t h e s i m u l t a e n o u s e q u a t i o n s ( 4 . 1 0 ) and ( 4 . 1 1 ) t h e 
v a l u e s of m and M^^ can be c a l c u l a t e d . To check the v a l i d i t y of 
above m e n t i o n e d l u e t h o d s , t h e r a t e s o f v a p o r g e n e r a t i o n and 
l i q u i d c i r c u l a t i o n were d e t e r m i n e d independent ly from both the 
methods by a p p l y i n g t h e h e a t b a l a n c e o v e r t h e c o n d e n s e r and 
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material and ei.t'.-.l, . La' .n^ e over the jacketted portion with 
liquid submergence ap;. roximately 100 percent for few runs. It 
was found that the agioement was very good between the prediction 
made by two methods. At lower levels of submergences, the 
measurement of mixed temperature of liquid flowing through the 
down-flow pipe was not feasible and accordingly the applicability 
of the method requiring T was limited to high submergences only. 
Hence, the circulation rates for all the runs on thermosiphon 
reboiler were computed using equations (4.5) to (4.9). 
The vapor fraction of two-phase mixture at the exit of test 
section is 
My 
x° = ... (4.12) 
lU 
The t e s t l i qu id temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n along the non-
b o i l i n g s e c t i o n of the tube were computed by a l i n e a r 
relationship as given below: 
Z 
TL = TLI + (Ts - TLI) — • • • <4-13) 
^NB 
where Z 1 Zj^ g 
The variat ion of saturation temperature in the bo i l ing 
s e c t i o n was computed taking i n t o account the e f f e c t of 
hydros ta t i c head corresponding to various l e v e l s of l iqu id 
submergence studied. 
The heat t ransfer coeff ic ient at thermocouple locations were 
calculated as 
h = . . . ( 4 . 1 4 ) 
The length-mean values of coefficients were obtained using 
the equation (4.1) as discussed in section 4.1 of this chapter. 
The calculation procedure for the binary liquid mixtures was 
essentially similar to that of single component liquids except 
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the liquid t: ' hutions along the boiling and non-
boiling sectio. Ci -. -- tube. 
The assumpt: . o*^  Lii-T^ r relationship for liquid temperature 
distribution for th. !,jn-boiling or sensible heating section with 
the binary mixtuie vas considered valid upto a temperature Tsj^  
where the liquid concentration starts changing due to depletion 
of more volatile component from the liquid. The relevant equation 
of temperature distribution becomes: 
TL = TLI + (Tsi - T^i) — ... (4.15) 
where Z <. Zj^ g 
^NB 
and Ts, = bubble point of the liquid corresponding to the inlet 
composition and the hydrostatic head at Z = Z\fD 
Since th:.' .>-nge in composition of the more v o l a t i l e 
component was veiy t,mall, ( 1 to 2 percent as observed in Table D-
2 of Appendix D), the liquid temperature distribution along the 
boiling section of the tube was also computed by a l inear 
relationship 
(Z-Z^B) 
^L = Tsi + (TL2 - Tsi) . . . ( 4 . 1 6 ) 
Z, 
^B 
where Zj^g 1 Z i. L 
4.5 Correlating Methods 
Suitable dimension1ess groups were estimated, after 
evaluating various pertinent parameters indicating flow and heat 
transfer characteristics. Further, based on these dimensionless 
groups, generalized empirical correlations were developed. 
For the development of all the correlations in the present 
«tudy, linear regression analysis i91] was used. The correlations 
thus developed were finally used to predict the performance of 
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the system in tertus of various parameters. The deviations were 
also computed hi ' i.>:t licted values, 
Y-Ypred 
Percent dev iauion,(r= ( ) x 100 
Y pred 
where Ypred is the predicted value through correlation for the 
corresponding experimental value, Y. 
In the present study, all the computations were performed on 
VAX 11/780 computer (Aligarh Muslim University, Computer Centre). 
CHAPTER 5 
..: _us and Discussion 
The experi(r, .il.al ly measured wall and liquid temperature 
distributions for boiling of single component liquids and their 
binary mixtures in a vertical tube thermosiphon reboiler have 
been presented graphically and explained. The variation of 
boiling incipience, heat transfer coefficient and circulation 
rates with important parameters have been shown and their 
interaction discussed. An effort has been made to develop 
generalized correlations based on the important results of the 
investigation. 
5.1 Single Component Liquids 
5.1.1 Variation of Wall and Liquid Temperatures along the 
Heated Tube Length 
The wall tbjii>erature distributions along the test section 
were obtained from the readings of thermocouples fixed at twenty 
one locations on the tube surface. The liquid temperatures in 
the tube corresponding to the wall thermocouple points were 
computed by the method as discussed in Chapter 4. Out of the 
total experimental data generated as tabulated in Appendix D-1, 
some selected runs on each test liquid have been presented 
graphically to show the characteristic behaviour of the wall and 
the liquid temperature distributions. Figures 5.1 to 5.15 show 
the typical plots of wall temperatures versus distance along the 
tube length. 
In Figures 5.1 to 5.5 for water, methanol, benzene toluene 
and ethylene glycol respectively, the submergence is at 100 
percent and neat flux is used as parameter. The wall 
temperature, Tw, rises at a fast rate with Z upto a point beyond 
which a steep tail sets in followed by a gradual decrease, over 
the rciuaining poiLioa ot the heated tube. The shape of the curves 
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Fig.5,1 Variation of wall temperature along the 




Fig. 5.2 Variation of wall temperature along the 
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Fig.5.3 Variation of wall temperature along the tuh 
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Fig. 5.A Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length with heat flux as parameter for 
toluene 
64 
Fig. 5.5 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length with heat flux as parameter for ethylene 
glycol 
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is almost similar tc. other heat fluxes and approximately the 
same inlet liquid subcooling. However, the curves at higher heat 
flux values get shifted to higher wall temperatures. The typical 
behaviour, as observed above, remaining the same for all the test 
liquids, the values of wall temperatures, location of peak values 
and the lengths of various zones are different. Figures 5.6 to 
5.9 show a similar plot at a submergence of 30 percent for water, 
methanol, benzene and toluene while that for ethylene glycol at a 
submergence of 50 percent has been shown in Figure 5.10. In 
these figures it is ubserved that the initial portion before peak 
values of wall teu-pelatures are almost absent. However, the 
effect of heat 11. \ remains similar at these lower submergences 
also with all the test liquids. 
The observations made from the previous figures suggest that 
the wall temperature distributions are strongly influenced by the 
liquid submergence. The plots of Tw versus Z with liquid 
submergence as parameter have been shown in Figures 5.11 to 5.15. 
The location of wall temperature peaks get shifted towards the 
tube inlet and the curves move to lower values of Tw as the 
liquid submergence is reduced from 100 to 30 percent. At the 
submergence of 100 and 75 percent, all the three regimes of heat 
transfer (single phase convection, surface and saturated boiling) 
are present while at lower submergences of 50 and 30 percent the 
initial portions of curves before peak are almost absent. 
The variation of liquid temperature along the tube length 
has been shown on the Figures 5.1 to 5.15 only corresponding to 
the lower most graph of a figure. The liquid temperature 
increases linearly with the distance along the tube length till 
it attains the saturation value which itself decreases linearly 
as the liquid moves upwards due to the reduction of hydrostatic 
head . 
The typical variation of wall and liquid temperatures as 
observed indicates that there exist different regimes of heat 
transfer in a reboiler tube. The linear rise in the temperature 
of liquid as it moves upwards through the tube results from 
sensible heating under uniform heat flux. Since the degree of 



























Fig. 5.6 Variation of wall temperature along the 
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Fig,5.8 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 











































Fig. S9 Variation of wall temperature along the 
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Fig. 5.10 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 






Fig.5.11 Variation of wall temperature along the 
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Fig.5.15 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length with submergence as parameter for 
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attain values above saturation right in the close viscinity of 
tube inlet. When the minimum wall superheat required is 
attained, the bubbles start nucleating at the surface but 
collapse there due to t,he presence of subcooled liquid core. The 
onset of subcooied ooiimg thus creates additional turbulence at 
the surface. This explains why the linearly increasing wall 
temperature corresponding to convective heat transfer, starts 
varying at decreasing rate eventually becoming zero at peak 
values (Figures 5.1 to 5.5). Once the bulk liquid temperature 
attains saturation value, the bubbles generated at the surface 
grow to their maxiraam size and get detached resulting in the 
existence of vapoi- phase in the tube. All the heat supplied 
gets absorbed as latent heat of vaporization converting the 
liquid to vapor. The two phases flow upwards through the tube 
with increasing quantity of vapor and hence changing flow 
patterns. This corresponds to saturated boiling regime as 
exhibited by the slowly decreasing wall and liquid temperature 
profiles. 
As the value of heat flux is raised, the wall temperature 
also increases in order to provide adequate temperature 
difference for transferring the additional heat. In convetive 
mode, this should be almost in the same ratio as that of heat 
flux change. But in nucleate boiling it is not so because the 
increased heat flux enables larger number of nuclei for bubble 
generation becoming active and thus enhancing the heat transfer 
coefficient and requiring small temperature difference. This 
explains the sh^^Lxi.e, ^i wall temperature curves with heat flux 
as observed in >• i _ . i: ^ .] to 5 . 10 . 
The point, whv.i^ - txaiurated boiling sets in, gets shifted to 
a lower level in the tube as the submergence is reduced from 100 
percent probably due to the change in circulation rates. The 
decrease in the value of liquid submergence reduces the driving 
force for liquid circulation and hence its rate through reboiler 
tube. At a lower rate of liquid circulation the rate of change 
in its temperature along the tube length becomes higher and the 
saturation temperarure is attained at much smaller length from 
the inlet. Wheij tl.c .•:>.<bn,ez ge..ce is low, the net flow of liquid 
T 1 
is small and local ci i .-.ulation between the tube wall^ ?fl»cl 4i4't»i^rl 
bulk dominates resulting in a condition similar to^-pdol boiling. ^^< 
^ 
5.1.2 Boiling Inciui ice VV' ' T ^ * 2 > ^ \" ^\s^ 
From the wall and liquid temperature d i s t r i b irPt©*HS=^ =as 
discussed in section 5.1.1 it is observed that there exist a 
point at which the bubbles start appearing at the surface though 
the liquid temperature is still below its saturation value. This 
may be the onset of subcooled/surface boiling and its effect is 
exhibited in deviation of wall temperature curves from straight 
line behaviour, characteristics of single phase convection as 
illustrated in Fig.5.16. The wall superheat required for the 
above is much higher than those for pool boiling at same heat 
flux and degree of subcooling as observed earlier [6,8]. This 
may be attributed to the dominant role of convective heat 
transfer which suppresses the nucleate boiling. In fact the 
nucleation of bubbles must have started on attainment of the 
required minimum superheat even before the point mentioned above 
has been reached. As the liquid moves upward, its temperature 
rises and boiling process becomes increasingly effective with 
additional turbulence at the wall. The wall temperature increases 
with diminished rate which eventually becomes zero, showing a 
maximum wall superheat followed by a severe fall in its value. 
This is observed to happen when the liquid temperature has 
attained its saturation value enabling the bubble growth to the 
maximum size. This marks the onset of saturated boilng (OB). 
The mathematical analyses established for the prediction of 
boiling incipience are either of empirical nature or solutions 
derived from approxxmate theories. The widely accepted approach 
has been the one which is based on the Gibb's equilibrium theory 
of bubble in a uniformly superheated liquid and one dimensional 
steady or transient heat conduction equation. It was postulated 
that in the liquid film adjacent to the heating surface, the 
, must attain a threshold value so that the 
critical bubble nuclei with radius, r , can further grow to the 
point of detachment. The relation between ^ * and r at the 
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Fig. 5.16 Variation of wall and liquid temperatures 
along the tube length for water 
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t h c e s h o i d o f p e s - . i t i c a J g r o w t h i s t h e r e f o r e o f p r i m a r y 
i iT ipor tance i n d e t e r m i n i n g t h e o n s e t o f n u c l e a t e b o i l i n g . Yin and 
A b d e l m e s s i h ( 1 9 5 J o b t a i n e d a f a i r l y g e n e r a l e q u a t i o n w h i c h 
p e r m i t s t h e d i r e c t c a l c u l a t i o n o f o / r ^ from o t h e r m e a s u r a b l e 
quantities as given below; 
r * (Tw-Ts)2 ki;\ ?^ 
^ 2^ . 
. . . (5.1) 
2«rq T, 
The above equation was selected to correlate the experimentally 
estimated values of wall superheat and heat flux corresponding to 
the onset of boiling for various test fluids of the present 
study. In Equation (5.1), (Tw-Ts) was taken corresponding to the 
peak values of wail tempeiature at a given heat flux q. The 
computed values of S /r have been plotted as a function of q 
foi' all the test liquids in Figures 5.17 to 5.21. The scatter of 
data points in these figures is mainly due to highly unstable 
point of maxima (peak) followed by a steep fall in wall 
temperature distribution curves from which the values of (Tw-Ts) 
are taken. The data shown in these figures may be represented by 
a family of straight lines in the following form: 
s 
- bq . . . (5.2) 
w h e r e a a n d b a r e c o n s t a n t s , c h a r a c t e r i s t i c t o t h e l i q u i d s 
S u b s t i t u t i n g e q u a t i o n ( 5 . 2 ) i n t o e q u a t i o n ( 5 . 1 ) g i v e s 
2 cTTs q 
(Tw-Ts ) ( a - b q ) 
^L^t 
( 5 . 3 ) 
Equation (5.3) may be used to predict the degree of superheat 
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physical propei'tic^b C>T test liquids and constants a and b. The 
values of a and b determined from the experimental conditions for 
different systems are >t,iven in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Values of Constants in Eq (5.2) 
System S 
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Methanol 30,50,75,100 4105-21305 43.527 0.108x10""^ 
Benzene 30,50,75,100 4106-29225 27.964 0.117x10" 
Toluene 30,50,"5,iOO 4106-32085 20.759 0.380x10"^ 
Ethylene 30,50,75,100 5.8-11.6 16599-30747 20.398 0.333x10"^ 
glycol 
All the data can also be represented by a single equation as 
given below: 
17.865 - 0.547 x 10 '^  q (5.4) = '
^c 
A comparison between the experimental value of <^  /r and those 
calculated by the Eq.(5.4 ) is shown in Fig.5.22. Majority of data 
points are found to lie within a maximum error of i 30 percent. 
The location, whex'e the conditions for onset of boiling are 
attained, varies along the tube length depending upon the set of 
governing parameters with various liquids. The length of heated 
tube required tc-r- the onset of saturated boiling ( ZQQ ) has been 
found to depend upon the wall heat flux, inlet liquid subcooling, 
and liquid submei-gence for a given liquid. A functional 
relationship between Z Q ^ / L and influencing variables in their 
dimensi onless formt> as developed earlier [4,16] was used to 
correlate the data in the following form: 
7'OB "l "2 "3 V L "4 
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Fig.5.22 Comparison of calculated ^/r^- and those predicted 
by Eq. ( 5.A ) 
8 T 
The v a l u e s of i n d i c e s n-, , n^, n^ , UA and c o n s t a n t c •, were 
d e t e r m i n e d by t h e r«-, ^ s s ion a n a l y s i s for v a r i o u s t e s t l i q u i d s as 
g i v e n in Tab le 5 . 2 . 



















































An e f f o r t was a l s o made t o o b t a i n a u n i f i e d c o r r e l a t i o n 
u s i n g the e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a of a l l the systems t o g e t h e r and the 
f o l l o w i n g e q u a t i o n r e s u l t e d t h o u g h w i t h t h e e n h a n c e d maximum 
d e v i a t i o n : 
ZQP 0.2739 0.39 0.45222/^ 0.8656 
(---xl00)=4.003 i'.-'e^) (K^^^) ^^^ ("") ...(5.6) 
L '" V^ 
A plot of (ZQg/L X 100) predicted by Eq. (5.6) versus those 
obtained from liquid temperature profiles is shown in Fig.5.23. 
It is observed that majority of data points of present study and 
those of similar investigations carried out earlier [4,12] lie 
within a maximum error of jf 40 percent. THe scatter of data 
points and high error may be attributed to the uncertainties 
associated in locating the point of incipience. 
5.1.3 Circulation Rate 
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8 9 
system is established due to the differential head existing 
between the cold and hot legs. The hydrostatic head in the cold 
leg (down flow pl^c, OL _ thermosiphon reboiler depends upon the 
liquid submergenco, rhe maximum value of which in the present 
study equal the liquid level corresponding to the top end of the 
test section. This has been termed as 100 percent submergence 
(S=100). The other values of submergence varied independently 
were 75,50 and 30 percent. The hydrostatic head in the hot leg 
(Reboiler tube) is provided by the column of fluid consisting of 
two-phase mixtu t- whose quality changes with boiling and vapor 
generation as the fluid flows upwards. The rate of circulation, 
therefore, depends upon liquid submergence, heat flux, inlet 
liquid subcooling, vapor fraction and all those parameters which 
are involved in the frictional resistance of the circulation 
loop. 
The fluid circulation rates through the reboiler tube were 
computed from heat balance as discussed in section 4.4 of Chapter 
4. The mass flow rates have been expressed in dimensionless 
forms as Reynolds number. The variation of Re with heat flux, q 
in dimensionless from as Peclet number for boiling, Peg has been 
represented by Figures 5.24 and 5.25 for methanol and toluene 
respectively.The submergence and two-phase quality have been used 
as parameters. The values of S were held constant while the 
variation in X.^ could not be avoided for a set of data. In the 
above figures, it is observed that, the Reynolds number increases 
linearly with Pe^ n logarithmic plot. The straight lines get 
shifted to lower values of Re as the submergence is reduced from 
100 per cent to 50 per cent. However, the slope of lines is 
almost same for a liquid. The slight change in slopes and 
scatter in data may be due to the variation in X^^ and inlet 
liquid subcooling in the above plots. At a given submergence, the 
liquid head in the cold leg remains unchanged while an increase 
in heat flux shifts the point of boiling incipience towards tube 
inlet. Thus the saturated boiling occupies a large length of 
reboiler tube resulting n a higher vapor fraction. The average 
density and hence the h.ead of two-phase mixture gets reduced.The 
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Fig. 5.24 Variation of R^ with P^g for methanol 
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Fig. 5-25 Variation of Re with Peg for toluene 
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enhanced with heat flux, explaining the increase of Re with Peg-
As the submergence is lowered, the liquid head gets decreased 
while the vapor fraction increases due to the enhanced effect of 
saturated boiling in the tube. However, the differential head 
causing circulation becomes smaller than that at higher value of 
S. This explain;^ the shifting of lines to lower values of Re with 
S in Figure 5.24 and 5.25. The effect of S on Re has also been 
shown in Figure 5.2G wherein an increased in Re with S is 
observed. The data points are found to lie almost in straight 
lines. In the t;,:per l..,ental runs the inlet liquid subcooling 
could not be regulated to the desired value and they 
progressively increased on decreasing the heat flux as 
submergence was vax led froiji iOO to 30 percent. The values of X^ _^ 
also changed in various runs. This seems to be responsible for 
the scatter of data and changes in the slope of lines. 
An effort has also been made to show the effect of X on Re 
in Figure 5.27. The data points seem to lie on a straight line 
although there is some scatter presumably due to different values 
of Peg even for the same submergence. 
The linear variation of Re with Peg, S and X^^ in Figures 
5.24 to 5.27 (log-log plots) suggest that a functional 
relationship of the following form may be used to correlate the 
data 
m^ sttn mq m^ 
Re = Cg (Peg) (S) (X^^) i^sxxb^ ' " ^ ^ ' "^  > 
The effect of inlet liquid subcooling has been included in Eq, 
(5.7) as K^^^^. 
The values of indices m^ , mg, m, i m^ and the constant Cg 
were**determined by the regression analysis using the data for 
various test Jiquids, Table 5.3 shows their values and the 
maximum error for indiv'idual test liquids. 
An effort was made to obtain a unified correlation using the 
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Fig.5-27Variation oi Re with X-tt "for ethylene glycol 
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0.9605 0.7235 0.6922 -0.3089 
Re = 2.7494 (Pe^) (S) (X^^) (Kg^^^) ... (5.8) 



















































A comparison of calculated Re with those predicted by the Eq. 
(5.8) has been shown in Figure 5.28. Almost all the data points 
of present study and those of similar investigations [4,12] lie 
within a maximum error of +; 20 percent. 
5.1.4 Variation of rieat Transfer Coefficient along the 
Heated Tube Length 
The typical variation of heat transfer coefficient along the 
test section length with heat flux as parameter for ethylene 
glycol, water, methanol, benzene and toluene has been shown in 
Figures 5.29 to 5.33 at different values of liquid submergence. 
The heat transfer coefficient first decreases, in the 
viscinity of tube inlet, and then increases slowly upto a point 
beyond which it rises very fast with distance along the tube 
length. At approximately the same value of inlet liquid 
subcooling and submergence, the characteristic behaviour of 
curves at various heat fluxes remains almost similar. The curves 
for higher values of heat flux get shifted to higher heat 
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Fig.530 Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 
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Fig.531 Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 

























Fig.5-32Variation of heat transfer coefficient 
along the tube length with heat 
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Fig. 5.33 Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 
the tube length with heat flux as parameter 
for toluene 
1 O 2 
the heat flux is raised, the initial portions of the curves 
(decreasing and slowly rising) get shortened shifting the point 
of steep rise towards tube inlet. With the decrease in 
submergence from 100 to 30 percent, the decreasing and slowly 
rising portions shrink and shift towards tube inlet. In fact at 
submergences of 50 and 30 percent these are almost absent. The 
heat transfer coefficient starts increasing at a very fast rate 
which decreases subsequently. Thus the region of high heat 
transfer coefficient gets more and more pronounced as the heat 
flux is increased or submergence is lowered. 
Figures 5.34 to 5.40 show an effect of submergence on the 
variation of h with Z at some selected heat fluxes for water, 
methanol, benzene, toluene and ethylene glycol. The curves, at 
the same value of heat flux, generally shift to higher values of 
heat transfer coefficient as the submergence is lowered from 100 
to 30 percent. The initial portions of the curves at 100 percent 
submergence are quite distinct and longest while they seem to be 
almost absent at 30 percent. 
The characteristic behaviour of h versus Z curves are 
indicative of heat transfer mechanism governed by various 
parameters. The initial portions of curves with h decreasing may 
be assigned to the entrance effect. This ia observed to be 
pronounced at low heat flux values and/or high submergence where 
the heat transfer is dominantly convective. The increase in h 
with Z at a slow rate, after the entrance effect may also be due 
to the convective heat transfer followed by progressively 
increasing subcooled boiling. The steep rise in the values of 
heat transfer coefficient correspond to the onset of saturated 
boiling. The enhancement of transfer coefficient at varying rates 
along the tube length may be accounted for by the additional 
turbulence due to nucleation, growth and detachment of vapor 
bubbles resulting in two phase with different flow patterns. With 
increase in the value of heat flux larger number of nuclei for 
bubble generation become active enhancing the heat transfer 
coefficient. The changes in the characteristic behaviour of 
transfer coefficient profiles with submergence seems mainly due 































Fig.5.3A Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 
the tube length with submergence as 
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Fig. 5-37 Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 
the tube length with submergence as 
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Fig.5ii0 Variation of heal transfer coefficient along 
the lube length with submergence as 
poromeier for elhylene glycol 
1 1 O 
in the tube. As disciissed in section 4.1.3, the circulation rate 
increases with S, resulting in the dominant convective heat 
transfer with appearance of entrance effect and slowly rising h 
regions. At low submergences, the circulation rate falls and the 
nucleate boiling dominates showing its effect as observed and 
discussed. 
A comparison of variation in h with Z for various test 
liquids under certain conditions of q, S and "^sub ^*^ been 
shown in Figure 5.41. The values of heat transfer coefficients 
are quite different for various liquids, at the same location in 
the reboiler tube. The value of h for any liquid under goes a 
very significant change from the minimum value near the inlet to 
a maximum around the exit. The above mentioned behaviour may be 
attributed to the widely varying physical properties of the test 
liquids and their variations, with temperature, 
5.1.5 Length-Mean Heat Transfer Coefficients 
From the discussion presented in the previous section it was 
found that the value of heat transfer coefficient undergoes an 
abrupt change at the onset of saturated boiling and is influenced 
strongly by heat flux and submergence. The variation of average 
heat transfer coefficient with heat flux at 100 percent 
submergence in saturated boiling region has been shown in Figure 
5,42 for water, methanol, benzene, toluene and ethylene glycol. 
It is observed that a family of straight lines represent the data 
points of various test liquids. All the straight lines are almost 
parallel having a slope of about 0.7. This finding is same as 
that with pool boiling of single component liquids reported 
earlier [4,5,15] suggesting that the heat transfer is governed 
fully by nucleate boiling mechanism in this region. 
The effect of liquid submergence on hg versus q may be seen 
in Figures 5.43 and 5.44 for water and toluene respectively. A 
plot of hg versus S for all the test liquids (Figure 5.45) shows 
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Fig. 5.42 Variation of average boiling heat transfer 
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Fig. 5.A5 Variation of average boiling heat transfer 
coefficient with submergence as parameter 
1 1 5 
Based on thf Hi ussion as above, the average boiling heat 
transfer coeff-^ . .^ y w- correlated by a simple dimensional 
relationship as f^  » . ' -lev: 
hg = "v^/ q'" ... (5.9) 
The values of '\p and r determined for the test liquids are given 
in Table 5.4. 
Since the values of exponent r is around 0.7 for all the 
test liquids, an average value of 0.713 may be used. A simplified 
correlation thus has been obtained. 
h B $ qO-'^l^ . ..(5.10) 
Table 5.4 Value of and r in Eq. (5.9) 
System \U r 
Distilled water 5.541 0.647 
Methanol 2.279 0.722 
Benzene 1.437 0.735 
Toluene 1.579 0.704 
Ethylene glycol 1.328 0.757 
The coefficient | in Eq. (5.10) is given in Table 5.5. 
Table 5.5 Values of « in Eq. (5.10) 
System ^ 




Ethylene glycol 2.088 
1 1 6 
The values of ..^  predicted from Eq. (5.10) have been 
compared with those obtained experimentally in Figure 5.46. 
Almost all the d^* , Int-? lie within a maximum error of ± 30 
percent. 
Figure 5.47 &^ h>jv,^  the variation of average heat transfer 
coefficient over the entire tube length as a function of heat 
flux at a fixed value of liquid submergence for all the test 
liquids. The data ponts are well represented by straight lines 
for each liquid in a similar way as observed in Figure 5.42. 
However, the values of h are relatively lower than those of hg 
presumably because of the initial non-boiling regions with lower 
heat transfer coefficients included. In order to show the trend 
of variation in heat transfer coefficient with submergence, a 
plot of h versus G ha.3 been given in Figure 5.48. For all the 
liquids h is ioudd to decrease as S is raised from 30 to 100 
percent. The reduction in average values of heat transfer 
coefficient with increasing submergence may be attributed to the 
increase in fluid circulation rates accompanied by the extension 
of the non-boiling/subcooled boiling zones. 
5.1.6 Generalized Correlations 
The results of previous sections have clearly demonstrated 
that there exist two distinct regions of heat transfer over the 
tube length of a vertical thermosiphon reboiler. 
a- Single phase convection and/or subcooled boiling 
b- Saturated boiling 
The values of heat transfer coefficient over the tube length 
upto the point of boiling incipience have been found to be of 
lower magnitude than those for saturated boiling over the 
remaining portion of the tube. Due to the presence of two 
inherently different mechanisms of heat transfer as mentioned 
above, it was considered logical to develop separate correlations 
for the corresponding sections of the tube. 
The heat transfer in non-boiling single phase convection is 
mainly influenced by the induced flow of liquid through the tube. 
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w a l l t e m p e r a t u r e a l s o i n c r e a s e s a t a g i v e n h e a t f l u x . On 
a t t a i n m e n t o f a p / ^ ^ i L i c u i a r w a l l s u p e r h e a t , b u b b l e s s t a r t 
n u c l e a t i n g but due t o the p r e s e n c e of subcooled l i q u i d c o r e , they 
r<_inain conf ined to Lae s u r f a c e . The a d d i t i o n a l turbulence so 
c r e a t e d i s s m a l l and the h e a t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t may be 
governed mainly by the parameters i n v o l v e d in c o n v e c t i v e heat 
t r a n s f e r . The s e l e c t i o n o f d i m e n s i o n l e s s g r o u p s f o r t h e 
c o r r e l a t i o n was made based on the e a r l i e r s t u d i e s on s i n g l e phase 
c l o s e d loop thermosiphon [ 4 , 1 2 ] . The f u n c t i o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p of 
the c o r r e l a t i n g eqj iat ion i s as f o l l o w s : 
Pi P2 P3 ^OB P4 
Nu,, = C3 (Gr) (Px) (Re) ( ) . . . ( 5 . 1 1 ) 
d 
The v a l u e s of e x p o n e n t s and c o n s t a n t were d e t e r m i n e d t h r o u g h 
r e g r e s s i o n a n a l y s i s y i e l d i n g the f o l l o w i n g c o r r e l a t i o n : 
Nu^ = 0 .140 (Gr)0-^68 (Pr )0 -248 ( R ^ ) 0 . 2 5 4 ( _ . . ) - 0 . 1 5 7 , ( 5 , 1 2 ) 
A comparison between the Nusselt numbers predicted by Eq. (5.12) 
and those obtained from the experimental data has been shown 
graphically in Figure 5.49. All the data points for five test 
liquids are found to lie within a maximum error of ±30 percent. 
The physical properties of test liquids for calculating the 
dimensionless groups in Eq. (5.12) were taken at the arithmatic 
mean of inlet and the saturation temperature of liquids. The 
above correlationis applicable for the Gr ranging from 0.1354 x 
10'^  to 0.91 X 10^, Pr from 1.6873 to 5.113, Re from 1042.0 to 
82026.0 and Z^^/d from 2.8024 to 93.84. 
In the tube section beyond the point of boiling incipience, 
the heat transfer rate is mainly contributed by the micro-
convection due to the nucleation, growth and detachment of vapor 
bubbles at the heating surface and the macro-convection caused by 
the bulk flow of liquid with changing phase. As observed in 
section 5.1.5 tj c ... },tJons are quite similar to nucleate pool 
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Fig.5.ii9 Comparison of calculated Nuc and those predicfei 
by Eq. ( 5.12) 
1 2 2 
boiling with heat flux as the main parameter for a given liquid. 
This has been expressed in its d imens ionlesa from as Peclet 
number for boiling. Other groups to account for the thermo-
physical properties of liquids are chosen to be Prandtl number 
and surface tension ratio. The effect of two-phase flow as 
accounted for by Lockhart-Martinelli parameter. Using the above 
diinens i onless gioups, a regression analysis of experimental data 
resulted in the following correlation: 
NUB = 2.8029(PeB)0-6433(p^^)0.685(Xtt)°-°'^°l(—-)°-°21 (5.13) 
The values of Nusselt number predicted by Eq. (5.13) have 
been compared with those calculated from the experimental data in 
Figure 5.50. A comparison with the data of other earlier workers 
f4i^2] has also been made on the same figure. Majority of data 
points are found to lie within a maximum deviation of ± 25 
pt rcent while the ± 30 percent line covers almost all the data 
of nine liquids with widely varying thermo-physical properties. 
The ranges of dimensionless groups for which the proposed 
correlation is applicable are given in Table 5.6. 
Table 5.6 Ranges of Dimensionless groups in Eq. (5.13) 
G r o u p s Nujj Peg P r g X^^ ^ ^ H g O / ( T L 
PangeB 6 3 . 7 4 9 - 5 9 . 9 6 - 1 . 6 5 3 - 0 . 0 5 7 - 0 . 9 8 -
6 8 1 . 0 2 6 2 9 . 6 0 5 . 0 9 7 4 6 . 1 4 3 . 2 5 3 
F o r c a l c u l a t i n g t h e d i m e n s i o n l e s s g r o u p s i n t h e a b o v e 
c o r r e l a t i o n t h e p r o p e r t i e s o f l i q u i d s w e r e t a k e n a t t h e i r 
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Fig.S50 Comparison of calculated NUB a^id those predicted by Eq.(5.13) 
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5.1.7 CoapariBcu cf Boiliug Heat Transfer Coefficient of 
Present Study with those predicted by Earlier Correlations 
The important correlations obtained by earlier workers 
[84,60,27,44,75,40,4,171,163,35,52,85,12,122,123] based on their 
own experimental data were selected to check their validity for 
the experimental data of the present study. The results of the 
comparison of the various correlations with the data of. the 
present investigation 's shown in Table 5.7. From the table it 
is clear that none of the correlations predicts the data well. 
Almost all the correlations except that of Agrawal and Hamid 
[4,5,12] have been developed on the forced convective mechanism 
of heat transfer of two phase mixtures under the conditions of 
high heat flux and vapor fractions. The data of the present 
study are at relatively low heat flux values and nucleate boiling 
dominates over the convection due to bulk flow of vapor liquid 
mixture. The main correlating parameter in these correlations 
has been X^^ while experimental hg depends strongly on q. 
Table 5.7 Comparison of various correlations with experimental data 
of present study 
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1 2 5 
9. Shah [163] 103.97 103.76 -42.41 -76.24 -99.50 
lO.Bjorge [35] -94.91 -95.7 -85.83 -93.48 -99.95 
11.Cooper [52] -92.65 -94.14 -90.61 -93.23 -91.16 
12.Gungor and -88.01 -96.13 -64.56 -82.67 -80.22 
Winterton [85] 
13.Hamid [12] 80.12 96.02 114.93 57.33 -47.08 
14.Klijnenko [122] -93.20 -85.80 -74.24 -81.17 -87.16 
15.Klimenko-II -94.80 -89.10 -80.35 -85.64 -90.21 
assesment [123] 
5.2 Binary Liquid Mixtures 
5.2.1 Variation of Wall and Liquid Temperature along the 
Heated Tube Length 
The experimental data generated for three binaries methanol-
water, benzene-toluene and water-ethylene glycol systems have 
been tabulated in Appendix D-2. Out of the total runs on various 
mixture concentrations, heat flux and liquid submergence, some 
selected data on each mixture have been presented graphically. 
Figures 5.51 to 5.53 show the plots of wall temperature with 
distance along the heated length of test-section for nearly same 
concentration of each binary system with heat flux as parameter. 
The liquid submergei cc- is 50 percent for methanol-water and 
benzene-toluene while 75 percent for water-ethylene glycol 
system. A critical examination of the Figures referred above 
reveals that the characteristic features of wall temperature 
distribution curves are essentially similar to those of pure 
component constituents of the mixture. The increase in the 
values of heat flux shifts the curves upwards to higher wall 
temperature in the same way as with single component liquids. The 
effect of liquid submergence on wall temperature variation has 
been shown in Figure 5.64 to 5.56 for the three binaries. As the 
level of liquid suomt-rgence is lowered from its 100 percent 
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Fig-5-51 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
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Fig. 5.52 Variation of wall temperature along the lube 
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Fig. 5-53 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length with heat flux as parameter for vvQter-
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Fig. 5-54 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length with submergence as parameter for 
methanol-water system 
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Fig. 5-55 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
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Fig. 5.56 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length wi th submergence as parameter tor 
water-ethylene glycol system 
1 3 2 
the inlet as observd with single component liquids. The 
variation of liquid temperature as obtained by the calculation 
procedure discussed in chapter 4, has been shown corresponding to 
the lower most curve of a figure. The temperature increases 
linearly along the tube length as observed for pure liquids, upto 
a point where it attains the saturation value (bubble point). The 
liquid temperature remains saturated with its temperature 
increasing at a very low rate unlike pure components where it was 
found to decrease linearly. This may be attributed to the 
vaporization of liquid accompanied with the decrease in the 
concentration of low boiling component as the liquid moves 
upwards. The bubble point thus increases along the tube length 
inspite of the reduction in hydrostatic head. 
The effect of liquid concentration on wall temperature 
distribution for methanol-water, benzene-toluene and water-
ethylene glycol systems at 100 percent submergence has been shown 
in Figures 5.57 to 5.59 respectively. At a given heat flux the 
nature of variation is similar for all the concentrations of a 
system. However, the curves get shifted to lower wall 
temperatures with increase in concentration for saturated boiling 
as well as initial non-boiling/ subcooled boiling regions. There 
does not seem to be definite trend near the peak values. Similar 
plots have been made and presented in Figures 5.60 to 5.62 at a 
submergence of 30 percent. As observed for pure liquids, the 
initial portions of the curves get reduced but shifting of curves 
with concentration is similar to that at 100 percent submergence. 
5.2.2 Variation of Heat Transfer Coefficient along the 
Heated Tube Length 
The values of heat transfer coefficient calculated from the 
wall and liquid temperature difference at a given heat flux were 
plotted with disance along the heated 'ci.\o length in Figures 5.63 
to 5.65 for some selected concentrA'i--- of methanol-water, 
benzene-toluene and water-ethylene glycol systems respectively. 
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Fig.5-57 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length with concentration as parameter 
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9-5.58 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
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Fig. 5-59 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length with concentration as parameter for 
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Fig. 5.60 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length wi th concentration as parameter for 
methanol -water system 
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Fig. 5.61 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length with concentration as parameter for 
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Fig,5,62 Variation of wall temperature along the tube 
length wi th concentration as parameter for 
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Fig.5.63 Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 
the tube length with heat flux as parametp' 
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F"'g.5.6A Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 
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Fig. 5.65 Variation of heal transfer coefficient along 
the tube length w i th heat f lux as paramete 
for water -e thy lene glycol system 
1 4 2 
used as parametet-, J n Fij^'ures 5.66 to 5.68, submergence is 
parameter, while heac flux and concentration are kept same for 
each system. The general characteristic behaviour of all the 
curves is essentially similar to that of single component liquids 
as discussed in section 5.i.4. However the values of h and the 
points of onset of boiling are different. 
In order to see the effect of mixture concentration on 
variation ot h with Z, some selected runs at same heat flux and 
liquid submergence but different mixture concentrations of a 
system have been plotted in Figures 5.69 to 5.71. While the 
curves are similar at all concentrations and systems as observed 
earlier, the relative magnitudes, positions of boiling incipience 
and nature of variations change with composition. The main 
effect of mixture concentration seems to be of shifting the 
curves to lower value' of h than those for pure component over 
the major portion of lube length. The slow changing portions of 
the curves also get extended for mixtures. 
The above ob'ie f. at ions may be explained in the light of 
changes in saturation temperature and thermo-physical properties 
of the mixtures and the mass diffusion between vapor and liquid 
phases. 
5.2.3 Effect of Concentration on Average Heat Transfer 
Coefficient 
The observations made on Figures 5.69 to 5.71 revealed that 
the heat transfer coefficients at various locations along the 
tube length get influenced by the mixture concentrations under 
the same conditions of heat flux and submergence. The length-mean 
values of heat transfer coefficient for saturated boiling of 
binary mixtures studied have been plotted against their 
concentrations in Figures 5.72 to 5.74 with heat flux as 
parameter and i ti Figures 5.75 to 5.77 for various submergences. 
These figures cleArly dean.nitrate that hg decreases with increase 
in concentration of more volatile component in the mixture upto a 

















Fig. 5.66 Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 
the tube length w i th submergence as 











Fig. 5.67 Variation of heat transfer coefficient along t,^  
tube length with submergence as paromete 
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Fig. 5.68 Variat ion of heat transfer coefficient along 
the tube length w i t h submergence as 
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Fig. 5.6 9 Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 
the tube length with concentration as paramete 
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Fig. 5.70 Variation of heat transfer coefficient along 
the tube length concentratfor) as 
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Variat ion of heat transfer coefficient along 
the tube length w i th concentration as 
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Fig. 5-72 Variation of average boiling heat transfer 
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Fig. 5-73 Variation of average boiling heat transfer 
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Fig. 5.77 Variation of average boiling heat transfer 
coefficient with concentration for water-
ethylene glycol system 
1 5 5 
general nature of va*-!afcion "or a system remains essentially same 
at all heat fluxes t»nd liquid submergences. The shifting of 
curves with q and S follows the same trend as observed earlier 
for pure components and mixtures. The mixture concentration at 
which the heat transfer coefficient becomes minimum is nearly the 
same at all heat flu^ -es- and submergences for a system. However, 
each system has its unique value which is observed to be around 
20, 40 and 15 percent for methanol-water, benzene-toluene and 
water-ethylene glycol systems respectively. The experimentally 
obtained values of hg for mixtures are invariably lower than 
their weighted average at any given concentration. The 
difference between the two values is maximum at the concentration 
corresponding to the minimum value of hg for a system. 
The different values of heat transfer coefficient for 
mixtures as corapajed to the weighted average of the constituent, 
components may h<^ attributed to the change in properties on 
mxiing and the ftoct of mass diffusion on boiling process. 
During the boi^ i..„ 1 i.<.iaid mixtures, the concentration of more 
volatile component in the vapor bubble becomes higher than that 
in the surrounding liquid. The difference between the vapor and 
liquid phase compositions provides the necessary concentration 
gradient for the diffusion of more volatile component from the 
bubble to the liquid. This process being just opposite of the 
bubble growth and hence the rate of bubble growth gets retarded. 
The micro-convective contribution to heat transfer, thus gets 
reduced resulting in a lower heat transfer coefficient than the 
expected value of weighted average. The rate of diffusion and 
hence the retardation of bubble growth is maximum at a 
concentration at which (y-x) is maximum. This is the reason why 
the values of hg -ire minimum at the concentrations which are 
almost same as tncse (corresponding to the maximum value of (y-x) 
as ma> be seen .^n the Figure 5.78. The above finding is quite 
simiipr to thoise observed in earlier pool boiling studies [6,8]. 
5.2.4 Boiling Incipience 
The experimeiiLctlly obtained values of wall superheat 
156 
Fig. 5-78 ( y - x ) versus x for binary mixtures 
1 5 7 
corresponding to onset of boiling at various heat fluxes for the 
three binaries were correlated using Eq.(5.1).The straight line 
relationship between S /r^ and q as Eq. (5.2) was fitted with 
the constants a and b ae given in Table 5.8. 
A unified »»-., ^ .^t . <. M was also obained for all the systems as 
given below: 
SV^  9e - 0.320 X 10 -2 (5.14) 
Table 5.8 Values of Constants a and b in Eq. (5.2) for Binary 
Mixtures 








5.73-29.516 30,60, 75.359 0.2299E-02 ± 30.0 
75,100 
4.106-25.241 30,50, 71.751 0.3262E-02 ± 26.0 
75,100 
16.599-32.72 30,50, 47.319 0.8253E-03 ± 30.0 
75,100 
Figui-e 5 . 7 9 shows a c o m p a r i s o n b e t w e e n t h e v a l u e s of o / r ^ 
p r e d i c t e d by Eq. ( 5 . 1 4 ) and t h o s e based on exper imenta l d a t a . 
Most of t h e data p o i n t s were found t o l i e w i t h i n a maximum error 
of ± 30 p e r c e n t . 
The Eq. ( 5 . 5 ) u s e d f o r s i n g l e c o m p o n e n t l i q u i d s w a s , 
t h e r e f o r e m o d i f i e d by i n t r o d u c i n g a c o n c e n t r a t i o n g r o u p t o 
p r e d i c t t h e p o i n t o f b o i l i n g i n c i p i e n c e i n t e r m s o f t u b e l e n g t h 
i s g i v e n b e l o w : 
ZQB " l "2 "3 ^ ^ "4 y"'' "5 
( - - - x l O O ) = C^ ( P e g ) (Kg^^b) ( S ) ( — ) (1 + — ) . . ( 5 . 1 5 ) 
L V„ X 
The values of indices and constant were determined by the 
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A unified correlation for all the systems was also obtained with 
enhanced deviaLic . ao given blow: 
i . •>-100)=0.820, r-^''^^ U,,b)°-°^^1 (S)0-0430 (_._)0.0393 
^ ^ 
[l + (y-x)/x]"^-^^'-^' ... (5.16) 
Table 5.9 Values of Constant and Exponents in Eq. (5.15) 
System c, n^ n2 n^ n^ ng 
Methanol- 0.6655 0.7242 -0.4124 0,4936 -0.2011 -1.2937 
Water 
Benzene- 0.5674 0.6836 -0.0617 -0.1342 0.0489 0.7332 
Toluene 
Water- 0.4301 0.7439 0.8509 -1.0975 1.2007 -0.0649 
Ethylene-
gJycol 
A comparison between the values of ( xlOO) predicted 
L 
by Eq. (5.16) and those obtained experimentally is shown in 
Fig.5.80. 
5.2.5 Circulation Rate 
The discussion presented in section 5.13 for single 
component liquids is applicable also to the binary mixtures. The 
experimentally obtained circulation rates for methanol-water, 
benzene-toluene ai.i .-.c . r ethylene glycol systems were found to 
be well correltiLod b> Eq. (5.7) with the constant and exponent 
estimated by regression analysis as given in Table 5.10. 
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Fjg.5.80 Comparison of calculated ( - p x 100) and those 
predicted by Eq. ( 5.16 ) 
1 6 1 
Re = 1.918 (Pe.^)«-9^^ (S)0-^3^ (X,^)^'''' (K^ub)"°' °^'' "(S.!?) 
A comparison between the values of Re predicted by Eq.(5.17) 
and those obtaiiuM,' " ai tl;: experimental data for all the systems 
in Figures 5.8- i i.aximum error of ± 30 percent which is 
slightly highei L^au tnose with equation for the individual 
systems. 
Table 5.10 Values of Constant and Exponents in Eq. (5.7) for 
Binary Mixtures 
System 09 "ii nin mo m^ Maxm. 
Error (%) 
Methanol- 1.886 1.0324 0.6556 0.9613 -0.1231 ±28.0 
Water 
Benzene- 0.931;^ > 1.3338 U,4664 0.7596 -0.1367 +25.0 
Toluene 
Water- 1.271 1.1219 0.7988 0.5363 -0.1863 ±30.0 
Ethylf 'le-
g!ycoj 
5 . 2 . 6 G e n e r a l i z e d C o r r e l a t i o n s 
The h e a t t r a n s f e r o v e r t h e t u b e l e n g t h ( Z - g ) b e f o r e t h e 
Duse t of f u l l y d e v e l o p e d b o i l i n g t a k e s p l a c e by n o n - b o i l i n g 
s i n g l e phase c o n v e r t i c u / s u b r o o l e d b o i l i n g . In c a s e of b i n a r i e s , 
a l s o t h e h e a t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t d e p e n d s upon t h e same 
p a r a m e t e r s as f o r p u r e l i q u i d s . The a v e r a g e v a l u e s o f h e a t 
t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t in t h i s r e g i o n were w e l l c o r r e l a t e d by the 
fo l l owing e q u a t i o n w i t h a maximum d e v i a t i o n of ±30 percent as 
shown i n F i g . 5 . 8 2 . 
NucM - 0 .606 . . ' . „ . . . ^ ' ' ^ ' ^ ^ . . / - > ' 9 5 8 7 ( ^ ^ , 0 . 0 6 3 ( 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ) 0 . 0 1 3 (5 ^g^ 
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Fig. 5.82 Comparison of calculated NucMCind those predicted 
by Eq.(5.18) 
X 64 
heat transfer coefficient has been found to be strongly 
infivaenced by the mass diffusion in addition to the parameters 
for single component liquids. The correlation developed for the 
boiling of single •.. .. -.I'u liquids was modified by introducing a 
criterion foi' ooj...r.tra ion term as suggested by Alam [ 6 ]. The 
values of constdut and exponents were determined using all the 
data points of single coiuponent liquids as well as binary liquid 
mixture to obtain the generalized unified correlation as given 
below. 
vF,, _ .7 /oQT/n^ \U.4333/r»_ \0.1772/v- \0.1577 N"BM /./297(Peg) (P^g) \^tt' 
(^M/(JH^^*'''^'^^(K^)°-^^^^ (5.19) 
A plot between Nusselt numbers predicted by the Equation 
(5.19) and those experimentally determined is shown in Figure 
5.83. Almost all the data points were well represented by the 
above equation with a maximum error of +,30 percent. 
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Fig.5.83 Comparison of calculated Nug^ and those predicted 
by Eq.( 5.19) 
CHAPTER 6 
Co' iCiHsions and RecouuBendations 
6 .1 C o n c l u s i o n s 
The f o l l o w i n g i m p o r t a n t c o n c l u s i o n s a r e d r a w n f rom t h e 
p r e s e n t s t u d y : 
1. There e x i s t two d i s t i n c t r e g i o n s e v e r t h e l e n g t h of a 
r e b o i l e r tub . ; ;•. i t h c ' i f i e r e n t mechanism of h e a t t r a n s f e r u p t o 
a p o i n t where o a t u r a u e d b o i l i n g s e t s i n , t h e h e a t t r a n s f e r 
Lakes p l a c e by s i n g l e phase c o n v e c t i o n / s u b c o o l e d b o i l i n g . 
S a t u r a t e d b o i l i n g of l i q u i d w i t h f o r m a t i o n of v a p o r p h a s e 
o c c u p i e s t h e r e m a i n i n g p o r t i o n of t h e t u b e . 
2 . The o n s e t of f u l l y d e v e l o p e d b o i l i n g r e c ^ u i r e s a rainimum 
d e g r e e of vrAl s u p e r h e a t f o r a g i v e n l i q u i d and h e a t t r a n s f e r 
s u r f a c e . BJ-=' ^ jti t h e a n a l y t i c a l s t u d y of e a r l i e r w o r k e r s , 
t h e f o l l o w i n g t x p r e s s i o n f o r w a l l s u p e r h e a t h a s b e e n 
d e v e l o p e d , 
(Tw-Ts)^ = ( a - b q ) 2 2 0 - T s q / k L ^ f v 
The above e q u a t i o n can p r e d i c t t h e w a l l s u p e r h e a t r e q u i r e d 
f o r o n s e t of b o i l i n g a t a g i v e n h e a t f l u x u s i n g t h e p h y s i c a l 
p r o p e r t i e s of aa^ l i q u i d s and c o n s t a n t s a and b d e t e r m i n e d 
(Tab le 5 . 1 ) . 
3 . The l e n g t h of heoiLed t u b e r e q u i r e d f o r t h e o n s e t of s a t u r a t e d 
b o i l i n g depends u^-on w a l l h e a t f l u x , submergence and i n l e t 
l i q u i d s u b c o o l i n g f o r a g i v e n l i q u i d . An e m p i r i c a l 
c o r r e l a t i o n i n t e r m s o f d i m e n s i o n l e s s g r o u p s h a s b e e n 
deve loped in t h e fo lJowi i ig form: 
1 6 T 
Z ^L 
X 100)= Ci(PeB)"^K3^b) (S)"3 (-—)»4 
L ^V 
The values • f G, , iil , n2, n3 and n4 for single component 
liquids stu., iou 1. . e been given in Table 6.2. The equation 
represents the experimental data with a maximum error of ± 30 
percent. Th_' dt^ ta may also be correlated by a unified 
equation as given below for all the liquids with a maximum 
error of ± 40 percent. 
Z '^L 
xlOO).. 4.003/Pe^)0'2739(K^^^)0.39 ( gjO . 4622( . „ _ ,0. 8656 
The r a t e of f l u i d c i r c u l a t i o n through the r e b o i l e r tube has 
been found t o depend upon wa l l heat f l u x , l i q u i d submergence 
v a p o r f r a c t i o n and i n l e t l i q u i d s u b c o o l i n g . A f u n c t i o n a l 
r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n t h e v a r i o u s p a r a m e t e r s i n t h e i r 
d imens ion l e s s forms has been obta ined as f o l l o w s : 
ae . C2 (PeB)'»l (S)'"^ (Xt^)»3 (K^^i,)"^ 
The values of constant C2 and indices ml, m2, m3 and m4 for 
all the five test liquids have been evaluated and given in 
Table 5.3. 
An unified correlation using the experimental data for all 
the systems together has been developed. 
Re = 2.7494 (Peg;^'3605 (s)0-7235 (x^^)0.6922 (^^^^pO.3089 
Almost all ^he d-sta points of present study and those of 
similar investigations carried out earlier have been well 
represented L-.- i he equation with a maximum error of ± 20 
pr rcent. 
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5. The heat transfer coefficient and its variation along the 
reboiler tube gets atrongly influenced by heat flux and 
liquid submergence for all the systems but under identical 
conditions of heat flux and submergence they are different 
for various 5^ j,Lt.:*b 
6. The average values of heat transfer coefficent in the fully 
developed boiling region in the tube has been found to depend 
strongly on heat flux almost in the same way as it does 
during nucleate pool boiling of single component liquids. 
The hg may be expressed as a function of q in the following 
power law relationship. 
"ha = y ^ "^ 
The values of "4-' and r are listed in Table 5.4. The exponent 
r is about 0.7 for c] 1 the test liquids while -^r varies. A 
simplified correlation based on an average value of exponent, 
thus results: 
Majority of d&ta points are found to lie with in a maximum 
deviation of ±30 present. 
7. The heat transfer coefficient, h^averaged over the entire 
tube length also depends upon heat flux in the similar way. 
However, the values of h are relatively lower than hg. 
8. The effect of liquid submergence seems to be nominal on hg 
while the valuees of h get enhanced as the submergence is 
lowered. 
9. The heat t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t in c o n v e c t i o n deminated s i n g l e 
phase n o n - b o i I i / . g / t . i i b c o o l e d b o i l i n g s e c t i o n average over the 
t u b e l e n g t h T ^ O p ) w«b b e s t c o r r e l a t e d , w i t h a maximum 
d e v i a t i o n o f +30 p e x c e n c . , by t h e f o l l o w i n g e q u a t i o n . 
1 6 9 
Nu, -^  0.140 i.r)«-268(p^)0.248(j,^)0.254(2^^^^^0.157 
10. A correlation foi boiliag heat transfer coefficient has been 
developed in terms of relevant dimensionless groups as given 
below: 
Nu. = 2.8029 {PeB)^'6433(p)0.685(x ,0.0701 (.^ 1:.)0.021 
Almost all ths expt-Timental data of present study and those 
of earlier similar investigations were well represented by 
the above correlation with a maximum deivation of ± 30 
percent. 
11. The variatioij of heat transfer coefficient along the heated 
tube lengtn for binary liquid mixtures is essentially similar 
to that of pure liquids at various heat fluxes and liquid 
submergences. However, the relative magnitudes, positions of 
boiling incipience and nature of variations are affected by 
the mixture composition. 
12. The values of ht-at transfer coefficient during boiling of 
binary mixtures are generally lower than the weighted average 
of the pure component values. This reduction may be due to 
the expected retardation of bubble growth rate by the 
diffusion of more volatile component from the vapor bubble to 
the saturated liquid, 
13. The minimum wp.ll superheat required for the onset of boiling 
for binaries is correlated by the the same equation as 
developed for single component liquids with the changed 
cuast&nts usi».g the aiixiure properties (Table 5.8). 
14. The length uf the heated tube for binary liquid mixtures was 
correlated with a maximum deviation of ±40 by the following 
dimensionless equation. 
1 7 0 
•^ OB 
( x lOO) = 0 . 8 2 0 3 { P e g ) ° - ^ ' * ^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ b ^ ^ ' ^'^'^^ {S)^'^^^ 
L 
( _ - - . ) 0 . 0 3 9 3 j i , ( y _ ^ , / ^ , - 0 . 2 8 8 6 
15 . The r a t e o f l i q u i d c i r c u l a t i o n f o r b i n a r y m i x t u r e s i s 
c o r r e l a t e d by t h e same e q u a t i o n a s d e v e l o p e d f o r s i n g l e 
component l i q u i d s w i t h t h e changed c o n s t a n t and e x p o n e n t s 
(Tab le 5 . 9 ) . An u n i f i e d e q u a t i o n c o r r e l a t e s t h e d a t a of a l l 
t h e s y s t e m s w i t h a maximum e r r o r of ±30 p e r c e n t . 
Re = 1 . 9 1 8 ( P e p ) 0 - 9 7 9 ( s ) 0 . 6 3 7 ( x ^ ^ , 0 . 5 5 1 ( ^ ^ ^ ^ , - 0 . 0 8 8 4 
16. The h e a t t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t f o r b i n a r y l i q u i d m i x t u r e s i n 
t h e c o n v e c t i o n domina ted s e c t i o n (ZOg) was c o r r e l a t e d w i t h a 
maximum d e v i a t i o n o f ± 3 0 p e r c e n t by t h e f o l l o w i n g 
d i m e n s i o n l e s s e q u a t i o n . 
NupM = 0 .6062 {Qr )0 ' 2017 ( p r ) O - 9 6 8 7 ( j j ^ ) 0 . 0 6 3 ( 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ , 0 . 0 1 3 
17. The c o r r e l a t i o n d e v e l o p e d f o r t h e b o i l i n g of s i n g l e component 
l i q u i d s was m o d i f i e d t o i n c l u d e t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a of 
b i n a r y l i q u i d m i x t u r e s a l s o and t h e f o l l o w i n g e q u a t i o n 
r e s u l t e d : 
(TM 
N u . „ = 7 . 7 2 9 7 ( P e . ) 0 - 4 3 3 3 ( p , 0 . 1 7 7 2 ( x ^ ) 0 . 1 5 5 7 7 ( . . _ , 0 . 0 0 7 4 ( K ) o . i 2 2 6 
'BM - ' • " ' ^ M i r c B / ^ ' - ^ B ' ^-^ t t 
^HgO 
Almost all the data points of single component liquids and 
their binaries were well represented by the above equation 
with a maxiu.um error of ±30 percent. 
6.2 Recommendations 
1. The theoretical analysis of incipient boiling already 
1 T 1 
available in literature may be modified to fit the 
experimental data accurately for single component liquids as 
well as binary mixtures. The generalized correlations for 
computing wall superheats and heated lengths for onset of 
boiling may be developed with the help of above analysis and 
experimental measurements of boiling incipience. 
2. The experimental study to measure the the circulation rates 
and pressure drop may be conducted with single component 
liquids and tinaiy mixtures in order to develop suitable 
design eqaatJLiiS. 
3. The experimental studies on single component liquid and 
binary li-iuiu u. i. xtuitji. with widely varying physical 
properties uiuy be conducted under vaccum and other important 
operating conditions. Further, efforts may be made to 
improve the proposed unified correlation for mixtures as well 
as for single component liquids . 
4. An effort nic*y be made to develop mathematical model to study 
heat transfer and circulation rate in thermosiphon reboiler 
and compare the results with the experimental findings. 
5. All the inforiiiation collected so far may be utilized to 
develope r-i table design procedures for the thermosiphon 
reboilers oi industrial importance. 
NOTATION 
A he ax i. T rans fe r a r e a m 
a '/TOSS < c c t t o n a l a r e a o f 
2 
.l^^: c i t u b r m 
c rjM i4 .. . p^jiu .' / J / K g C 
D Out a i d e d i a m e t e r o f 
heated tube "» 
2/ 
D^ Mass diffusivity m /s 
d inside diameter of heated tube m 
F condenser flow rate kg/a 
h heat transfer coefficient W/m C 
h average heat transfer coefficient W/m C 
I current amperes 
k thermal conductivity W/m C 
L total heated length m 
m f circulation rate kg/a 
p pressure N/m 
Q heat input W 
2 
q heat flux W/m' 
r^ i^ ftdius of cavity, critical 
condition ffl 
S submergence percent 
T temperature ^'CCK) 
T^j inlet temperature of cooling 
water to condenser °C 
'^ ,^2 outlet temperature of cooling 
water from condenser °C 
T^j inlet temperature of liquid 
to the tube °C 
TL2 outlet temperature of the liquid 
to the tube/saturation temperature 
ot liquid in the tube °C 
1^3 ^txtiti. cki ion temperature of liquid °C 
lyi Lu^ .ble poiiit of the liquid 
C'jrrsayondinjJ: to the inlet composi-
ITS 
tion-liquid saturation temperature 
at Z = Zp^ jj °C 
Tg2 liquid ^atuitition temperature 
at Z = L °C 
Ty cond«5nai\te temperature in 
condenser vessel C 
AT temperature difference, 
(TW-TL) °C 
ATj. temperature drop across the 
liquid tilm °C 
AT u degree of subcooling 
sub 
(TS-TL) 
A.T„,,_, degree of superheat, 
V voltage volts 
X mass fraction of more volatile 
cou»i/ouejiL, in liquid phase 
X Avtr&ge concentration 
x° void fro.:tion 
y, y mass ir^cLion of more volatile 
component in vapor phase 
Z distance along the test section m 
Greek Letters 
2 
oC thermal diffusivity, k/^ C « /a 
coefficient of volume expansion 
^ super h'^ ated layer thickness m 
-^  latent heat of vaporization J/kg 
P 
? density kg/m^ 
^ kinematic viscosity, m^/s 
/*-^  dynamic viscosity Ns/m^ 
^ surface tension N/B 


























boiling for binary mixture 
convective 
convetive boiling 
convective for binary mixture 
experimental 
I*:3 tde 
in.let liquid condition 
liquid 
outside 
otU let liquid condition 
u^.n boiling 
rr.^ j .1 . i COi ling 






refers to position along 
the heated tube length 
water 
DiBensionless groups , 
Gr Graahof number, C'}-'^ ^^T/V^J 
K^ Relative tlieAUial conductivity^ 
K,, Crit.»^ rion for concentration 
^P 
teiiu^ 
Dimansionlesa parameter , C P ^ /<^ ) 
K u Subcooling number, f'i^lh. ^Tlaj? \ 
Nu Nusselt number, /' f^, oL \ 
^ IP. J 
[l+(>'-X)Y^(l-»_ 
1 T G 
0" \ 
FVg.Pe^ Peclet number for ( 
boiling 7 
Pr Prandtl number, (" •tLpr ) 
Ra Rayleigh number, (^  Gy.fr) 
Re Reynold's number, (ol >v\. / a/t*. ) c-
Xtt Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, f LTJ^ 1 I -— I /—; 
concentration parameter, f 1+ "J-X./x ^  
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APi'KNDlX A 
Speciriv. atjorts of Voltage Stabilizers and 
Tre.nsf;..» uers • 
A-1 Voltage stabilizer (Gargya Research Instruments, 
India) 
A-2 Voltage stabilizer ( Automatic Electric Ltd., 
Bombay) 
A-^ 3 Auto transformer (Gargya Research Instruments, 
India) 
A-4 Low volLage high current transformer 
(Scientific Suppliers and Services, Calcutta) 
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Table A-1 Voltage Stabilizer 








: 230 V 
±0.5X 
; 40 amps. 
; 20V/8 
: air 
V Phase : 1 
Phase : 1 
KVA : 10 
Cycles 
Cycles 
Type ! automatic 
50 
50 
Table A-2 Voltage Stabilizer 








+. 1 percent 
22 amps. 
air 
Phase : 1 
Phase : 1 
KVA : 5 
Cycles : 50 
Cycles : 50 
Type : automatic 
Table A-3 Auto-transformer 





230 V Phase 
0+270 V Phase 
IOC amps Rated load 
Oil Type 
1 Cycles : 50 
1 Cycles : 50 
60 amps, 
automatic 
Table A-4 Low voltage high current Transformer 
(Scientific suppliers and Services, Calcutta) 
(a) First stage 
( b ) Second .•itage 






33- M O volts 
7 5 -t!apa. 
Oil 
Phase : 1 
Phase : 1 
KVA : 30 









l-iO \ . Its 
Z'J t olisi 
69 aiBps. 
Oil 
Phase : 1 
Phase : 1 
KVA : 30 






Tables *%i\d Charts of Calibrations 
B-1 Performance of Digital Temperature Indicator 
B-2 Performance of Thei*mocouples 
B-3 Calibration of Digital Voltmeter 
B~4 O a l i b r a t i o i j >-i L i j j i t a l Ammeter 
B--5 Calibration of Rotameters 
B-6 C a l i b r a t i o i , .. f Uizii i c t o m e t e r 
B--7 H e f r a c t i v t I i . dox or Lxquid M i x t u r e s 
B-8 S t a n d a r d i z a ci oi. L . A p e r i m e n t a l D a t a 
2 0 2 
Table B--1 Perf o. *tincj of Digital Temperature Indicator 
Standard Thermometer Digital Temperature Indicator 
°C 
Temperature,°C % Error 
34.1 33.8 0.88 
56.0 55.4 1.07 
99.8 99.2 0.60 
Table B-2 Perforaance of TlAer»ocouple8 
Standard Wu-I theimuconpies Liquid 
TLertr-ometer, thermocouples 
o. Inlet Outlet 
Z,m 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
°C 21.7 21.65 21.65 21.6 21.7 21.7 21.6 21.7 21.65 
Z,m 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 
21.7 °C 21.7 21.65 21.65 21.55 21.55 21.6 21.5 
Z,m 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6* 1.7 1.8 1.85 
° 21.5 21.6 21.65 - 21.6 21.5 21.5 
+ Thermocouple installed at the length of 1.6 m from the bottom 
of the tube did not behave properly and therefore its reading was 
not recorded. 
2 0 3 
Table B-3 Calibration of Digital Voltmeter 
S.No. Voltmeter readings, volts Percent error 
Standard Digital under test 
1 . 0 0 4 + 0 . 4 0 
1 . 9 9 2 - 0 . 4 0 
3 . 0 5 2 + 1 . 7 3 
3 . 9 8 8 - 0 . 3 0 
&.UB6 + 1 .72 
7 . 0 8 8 + 1 . 2 6 
7 . 9 0 2 - 1 . 2 2 5 
9 . 8 8 4 - 1 . 16 
Table B-4 Calibration of Digital Aaneter 
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Table B-5: Calibration of Kotaaeters 
Rotaittetei , R--1 Rotaneter, R-2 
























































R-1: Rotameter used lor u>easurement of flow to the condenser. 
R~2: Rotameter use^ for measurement of flow to the jacket. 
Table B-6 Calibration of Refractoaeter 















+ Refractive index of distilled water After Landolt-Bornstein 
taken from the Catalogue supplied by M/s Erma Opticals Works, 
Japan. 
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Table B-7 Refractive Iiidex of Liquid Mixtures 
Methanol-Wat e < Benzene-Toluene 
Composition Refiactj.ve Composition Refractive 
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Table li-B Standardisation Experiaental Data 
SYSTEM-WATER 
Z 0 .05 0 . 1 0 0 .15 0 . 2 0 0 . 3 0 0 . 4 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 7 0 0 . 8 0 
0 . 9 0 1 .00 1 . : ; 1 .20 1 .30 1 .40 1 .50 1 .60 1 .70 1 .80 1.85 
Biui No. l Q = 3 0 4 9 . 4 2 If ' 0 .1166 TLl < 3 1 . 9 5 TL2 <• 3 2 . 9 0 
TV 34 .20 3 4 . 4 0 34 .45 3 t . 5 S 3 4 . 6 0 3 4 . 6 0 3 4 . 7 0 3 4 . 7 0 34 .85 3 4 . 8 0 
. M . ? ; 3 4 . 8 0 3 4 . 8 0 3 4 . 9 0 3 5 . 0 3 5 . 0 5 3 5 . 2 0 0 . 0 0 35 .25 35 .25 35 .25 
Run Ho.? Q ' H97.8S » 'i, li ifli » 3 0 . 0 TW • 3 0 . 9 5 
Tw 32.65 3 3 . 0 JJ.C'O 3 3 . 5 0 3 3 , 6 0 3 4 . 0 0 3 4 . 3 0 3 4 . 5 0 3 4 . 7 0 3 4 . 8 0 
35.00 3S.30 J5 .25 35 .54 3 5 . 6 0 3 6 . 0 0 3 6 . 1 0 0 . 0 0 3 6 . 3 0 3 6 . 3 0 36 .30 
Bun No.3 9 ^ 1024.65 F • 0 .0333 TLl > 3 0 . 9 0 TL2 > 3 2 . 0 0 
Tw 33 .80 3 4 . a o 34 .55 34 .85 3 5 . 3 0 35 .65 3 5 . 8 0 3 6 . 1 5 3 6 . 4 0 36 .65 
36 .95 3 7 . 1 5 3 7 . 4 0 3 7 . 7 5 3 8 . 1 0 3 8 . 3 0 3 8 . 5 0 0 . 0 0 38 .85 3 8 , 9 0 3 9 . 0 
fiori ho.i Q i 2315 .09 f - i-.CS i t i * 3 1 . 3 5 Tt2 « 3 3 . 0 0 
?«• 3 i . 5 0 3 5 . 0 J;/. 10 35 .75 36 .15 3 6 . 3 0 3 6 , 6 0 3 6 , 7 8 3 7 , 0 5 3 7 , 4 0 
37 .20 3 7 . 4 5 - 7 . 4 0 ^^ 7. VO 3 8 . 3 0 3 8 . 1 0 3 8 , 4 0 0 , 0 0 39 .05 3 9 . 4 0 39 .40 
Run Ho.'j Q = 3241 . a4 J - , . (,67 Tt l - 31 .95 TL2 = 3 3 . 7 0 
f" 35 .30 3 5 . 7 0 ii. iu 36 .15 36 .45 3 6 . 6 0 3 6 . 8 0 3 6 . 6 0 3 6 . 6 0 36 .55 
jf i .80 36 .75 . d . i S 3 6 . 8 0 3 7 . 1 5 37 .15 3 7 . 2 5 0 , 0 0 3 7 , 4 0 3 7 . 4 0 3 7 . 4 0 
2 O 7 
Bun No.6 
Tw 
Q * 3810 .00 
35 .35 35 .75 
36 .55 36 .65 
r = 0 .0833 
3 5 . 8 5 35 
3 6 . 6 0 36. 




3 6 . 9 0 
T U = 13 ,70 
3fi.25 36 .45 
3 7 . 1 0 3 7 . 1 5 
36 .40 
0 . 0 0 
3 8 . 5 0 
37 .25 
36 .50 
37. 30 37.1? 
Run No.7 Q > 5423.24 r <• 0.10 TLl ° 31.05 TL2 32.95 
Tw 35.35 35.70 36.00 36.05 36.3^ 3<S.4<; 36.40 36.50 36.60 36.60 
36.70 36.70 36.75 36.75 37.05 3i.30 37.45 0.00 37.50 37.35 37.3= 
Sun No.8 Q ' 5993.48 t • 0.0133 TLl • 30.85 TI.2 > 32.60 
TV 
Eun No.9 Q <= 7 9 3 . 8 9 P > 0 .1166 TLl > 2 9 . 9 5 TL2 - .10.20 
3 5 . 0 0 
3 5 . 5 0 
3 5 . 3 0 
3 6 . 1 0 
3 5 . 7 0 
3 6 . 0 5 
3 5 . 6 5 
3 6 . 1 0 
3 5 . 9 0 
3 6 . 4 0 
37 .75 
3 6 , 8 0 
3 6 . 2 0 
3 6 . 9 0 
35 .95 
0 . 0 0 
3 6 . 0 0 
3 6 . 7 0 
36. 10 
36 ,80 36. K 
TV 
Sun No.10 
3 1 . 5 0 3 1 . 8 0 
32 .35 3 2 . 5 0 
Q * 1875 .84 
3 2 . 0 0 
3 2 . 5 0 
P • 0 .067 




3 2 . 6 0 
• 3 2 . 7 0 
32 10 3 2 . 2 0 
3? .55 3 2 . 5 0 
TL2 ^ 3 3 . 7 0 
3 2 . 2 0 
0 .00 
3 2 . 3 0 
12 .60 
32 .35 
32. SO 32.5f 
Tw 34 .60 3 4 . 9 0 3 5 . 2 0 3 5 . 2 0 3 5 . 5 0 3^ ZO 35 70 3 5 . 6 0 S^ ~' ^'.er 
3 5 . 6 0 3 5 . 7 0 3 5 . 7 0 3 5 . 8 0 3 5 . 8 0 3R.10 3 6 . 1 0 0 . 0 0 3 6 . 1 0 3 6 . 0 0 3 « . U 
APPENDIX C 
Physi.cii rioperties of Test Liquids 
C-1 Single Component Liquids 
C-1.1 Physical Properties of Distilled Water 
C-1.2 Physical Properties of Methanol 
C-1.3 Physical Properties of Benzene 
C-1.4 Physical Properties of Toluene 
C-1.5 Physical Properties of Ethylene glycol 
C-2 Binary Liquid Mixtures 
C-2.1 Vapor-Liquid EqMJlibriua Data for Methanol-water 
C-2.2 Vapor-Limiid Eu ' i i l ibr ium Data for Benzene-Toluene 
C-2.3 Vapor-Li qux'i LiiUilibrium Data for Water-Ethylene g l y c o l . 
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f H 1 
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C- 1 




1 1-i 1 
1 O 1 
I + 1 
t U 1 
1 O 1 
1 Oi 1 
1 CO 1 
1 00 1 
1 ^ 1 
1 O 1 
1 ••• 1 
1 1-t 1 
1 O 1 
1 U 1 
1 ""t 1 
1 lO 1 
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1 CO 1 
1 O 1 
t 1 1 
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1 CM 1 
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1 lA 1 
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1 + 1 
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1 00 1 
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( rH 1 
1 O 1 
1 + 1 
1 M 1 
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1 O 1 
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1 U 1 
1 rH 1 
1 Oi 1 to 
1 to 1 
1 CO 1 
1 O 1 
1 •«- 1 
1 to 1 
1 O .1 
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1 to 1 
1 ^ 1 
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1 1 1 
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1 O 1 
1 1 1 
1 U 1 
1 t- 1 
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1 00 1 
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C-2 Binary Liquid Mixtures 
Table C-2.1 Vapour-Liquid Equilibrium Data for Methanol-Water 































































































Table C-2.2 Vapour-Liquid Equilibriua Data for Bensene-
Toluene Systea at 760 •• Hg [106]. 
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Table C-2.3 Vapour-J iq-jid Equilibriiui Data for Water-


























































































D-1 Fxperimental Oatj for Boiling of Single Component liquids 
D-,^  txperiment'i t '!« • f ^  r Boiling of Binary Liquid Mixtures 
Notations for Tables D-1 and D-2 
Z Distance along the test section m 
Ty Wall temperature C 
Tr Liquid temperature C 
O n 
HTC Heat transfer coefficients kw/» C 
Tl Inlet liquid temperature °C 
T2 Outlet liquid temperature C 
TCI Condenser outlet temperature C 
TC2 Condenser inlet temperature °C 
TV Condensate temperature °C 
Q Heat flux W/m^ 
S Submergence 
XB Liquid mass fraction of more volatile 
compor><!:nt at the inlet of the tube 
XS liquid mass fraction of more volatile 
component from the separator. 
YC Vapor fflusb ft action of more volatile comp-
onent from the condenser. 
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. Al'fEHVlX E 
Sa«ple C a l c u l a t i o n s 
E-1 General 
E-2 Standardiza t i a i . C a l ^ u } a t i o n s 
E-3 Boiling of Single Component Liquids 
E-4 Boiling of Binary Liquid Mixtures 
2 6 9 
E-1 General 
d = 0.02556 m 
L = 1 . 9 te 
Heat transfer area A =« .d.L. 
= 3.1416 X 0.02556 x 1.9 
= 0.15257 ra^ 
Area of cross-section 
4 
^2 a = a 
--- (0.02556)^ = 5.1311 x lO"* m^ 
4 
Heai hlux 
Q V x I 
q = _- = 6.5544 VI W/m^ 
A 0.15257 
E-2 Standardisation CalculationB 
Run No. = 1 (Table B-3) 
696.0 
Mean wall tempeature = = 34.8°C 
20 
Mean liquid temperature = = 32.43 C 
32.90+31.95 
2 
At these temperatures, the properties of water are 
^L = 995.92 kg/m^ 
C^ = 4180.98 J/Kg °C 
k^ = 0.6185 W/m°C 
Ml^ = 0.759 X 10^ Ns/m^ 
kw = 16.30 W/m^C 
'^ = 3.275 X lO"* °C"^ 
2 T O 
E-2.1 Te«perature Drtp nnroaa the wall of Test Section 
Using the equation of conductive heat transfer with internal 
heat generation for cylindrical wall, the temperature drop across the 
test surface may bt; calculated as below: 
Q D D^-d^ 
ATw = -— tD^ln { )] 






[(0.02885)^ In ] 
= 0.153°C 
E 2.2 Heat Balance 
Heat input = 3049.42 x 0.15257 
= 465.25 W 
Heat output = m.C, (TL2-TL1) 
- 0.1167 X 4180.98 x ( 32 . 90--31. 95 ) 
= 4ba.52 
Heat input - Heat ouput 
Heat loss = x 100 
Heat output 
465.25 - 463.52 
= X 100 
463.52 
= 0.373 per cent 
E-2.3 Forced Convective Nusselt Nuabers 
3049.42 W 
^^ calc = ~ 1375.47 — - — 
i^^ .3-32.43-0.153) (n^ °C) 
2 7 1 
1375.47 X 0.02656 
Nu , = = 56.842 
^'^^'^ C.6185 
(f/2) (Re-1000) Pr 
f = (1.58 In Be - 3.28)"^ 
Re = 7681.86 
Pr = 5.13 
f = 0.0085 
(0.0085/2)x(7681.86-1000) x 5.13 




Deviation - x 100 
55.29 
= 2.81 per cent 
E-3 Boiling of aingle component Liquids 
Table D-1, System: Distilled water, Run No. = 3 
E-3.1 Tempratur Drop across the wall 
ATw = 5.042xlO"^xQ 
= 5.042xlO~^xl44410 
= 0.72809 °C 
E-3.2 Boiling and Non-boiiling sections 
Mean liquid temperature= (98.8+100.3)/2 = 99.55 C 
At TL2 = 100.3 ° C 
CL = 4220.9 J/kg ° C 
A = 22.598x10^ J/kg 
2 7-2 
Average bulk temperature of condenser water 
= (35.9 + 39." , "t = 37,65 ^C 
at this t j-i'C ut.t'^-, 
C = 4173. . .;/KK ^C c 
length of bcJiii.g .^ eci-ion 
=[0.1333x4173.7(39.4-35.9)/22.59x10^+4220.9(100.3-
62.2)]/3.14x0.02556x14441.0 
= 1.5677 m 
.'Z^ g = 1.90-1.5677 = 0.33229 m 
E-3.3 Circulation rate 
at mean liquid temperaturei 
CL = 4219.9 J/kg °C 
m = AdZj^gq/Cj (Tg-T^^ ) Eq.(4.9) 
= 3.14x0.02556x0.33229x14441.0/4219.9x(102.9-98.8) 
= 0.02227 kg/s 
E-3.4 Vapor generation rate 
M^ = 0.1333x4173.7x(39.4-35.9)/22.598x10^+4220.9(100.3-62.2) Eq. (4.5 
= 8.04437xl0~'* kg/s 
E-3.5 Vapor fractiion at the exit of test section 
x° = Mv/m Eq. (4.12) 
= 8.01 ISYxlO'^^/O. 02227 
= 0.03G12 
2 T 3 
E-3.6 Local liquid temperatures and Heat transfer coefficients 
TL = TLI + (TS-TLI) Z/ZJ^B Eq. (4.13) 
TT and h are computed using above equations at various values of 
L z 
Z. For example at Z = 0.1 m 
T^ = 98.8 + (100.85-98.8)x0.1/0.33229 
=99.8 °C 
h^ = 14441.0/(106.7-99.8-0.72809)2 
= 2339.7 W/m^.°C 
(rest values are tabulated in Table D-1) 
E-3.7 Onset of boiling 
(a) Determination of point of onset of boiling 
(ZQB/LxlOO)g^p = 0.33229/1.90x100 = 17.489 percent. 
For distilled water 
(ZoB/LxlOO)p^gd = 0.7404(PeB)-0-929(^^^^)2.007(3)0.3624 (_h)0.505 
physical properties at Tio = 100.3°C 
?L = 9 5 8 . 6 4 kg/m^ 
f v = 0 . 5 8 8 kg/m^ 
C L = 4 2 1 9 . 9 J / k g °C 
M L = 0 . 2 7 7 2 3 x 1 0 " ^ Ns/m^ 
Mv = 1 1 . 9 7 2 x 1 0 " ^ Ns/m^ 
k^ = 0 . 6 8 2 8 W/m °C 
(TL = 0 . 0 . 6 0 0 0 7 N/m 
A = 2 2 5 9 8 x 1 0 ^ J / k g 
U s i n g t h e s e p r o p e r t i e s 
Peg = 1 6 2 . 2 4 
^ s u b = ^ 5 . 9 2 6 
2 7 -4 
S = 100 
^L / l /V = 0 . 0 1 4 
{Z(3B/LxlOO)pj.gd = 0 . 7 4 0 4 ( 1 6 2 . 2 4 ) " ° ' ^ 2 9 0 ( 65 . 926 )2 ; ,007 
(IOCN^'3624 (0.014)0-5659 
= 13.892 percent 
Deviation = (17.489-13.892)/13.892x100 
= 25.893% 
For all systems 
(2oy/Lxl00)p^gd-4.003(162.24)0'2''39 (65.926)°-3^ (100)0*;J522 
(0.014)°-^656 Eq. (5.6) 
= 16.4763 percent 
Deviation = (17.489-16.4763)/16.4763x100 
= 6.1464 percent. 
(b) Determination of o /r at the point of onset of boiling 
Tg = 102.9 °C 
(^'/r^)exf, = JTT„-Tg)2 k^ >\ ^v/2qcrT, 
(T„-Tg) = (107.9-102.9) = 5.0 °C 
6/r„) = (5.0x0,6828x22.598x10^3 
= 11.309 
( 6/r^) = (5.0x0,6828x 2.598xl0°x0.588)/2xl4441x0.06007x102.9 
^ '^/^c^pred = a - bq Eq. (5.2) 
For distilled water: a-14.819, b=0.597x10"'* 
•(^/^c^pred = 14.819 - 0 . 557xl0"'^xl4441 . 0 
= 14.015 
Deviation = (11.309-14.015 )/14.015x100 
= -19.308 percent 
For all systems: a = 17.865, b = 0.547x10"'* 
{ ^ ^ / r c ) p r e d = 1 7 . 8 6 5 - 0 . 5 4 7 x l 0 " ' * x l 4 4 4 1 . 0 E q . ( 5 . 4 ) 
2 T 5 
= 17.075 
Deviation = (11.309 - 17.075)/17.075x100 
= - 33.76o prcent 
E-3.8 Calculation of circulation rate 
(Re)^^p = 4059.1 
For distilled water 
(Re)p,,d =1.1308(PeB)i-0577(K,„b)"'-"''(S)0-'^1^6(xtt)0-8223 Eq.(5.7) 
Peg = 162.24 
Kub = 6 5 . 9 2 6 
S = 1 0 0 . 0 
X t t = 1 . 9 9 6 
< R e ) p r e d = 1 . 1 3 0 8 ( 1 6 2 . 24 ) ^ - ° 5 7 7 ( 6 5 . 9 2 6 ) - ° ' 2 3 1 1 ( 1 0 0 ) ° • ' ' ^ ' ^ ^ ( 1 . 9 9 6 ) ° ' ^ 2 2 3 
= 4 4 9 5 . 5 2 
D e v i a t i o n = ( 4 0 5 9 . 1 - 4 4 9 6 . 5 2 ) / 4 4 9 5 . 5 2 x 1 0 0 
= - 9 . 7 1 p e r c e n t 
F o r a l l s y s t e m s 
(Re)pj.g^ j = 2.7494(162.24)°'^^°5(e5,926)-0'3089(ioo)°*;J^^5 
(1.996)°'^^22 Eq. (5.8) 
= 4518.13 
Deviation = (4059.1-4518.13)/4518.13x100 
= -10.16 percent 
E-3.9 Nusselt numbei foi- non-boiling region 
Mean average bulk temperature = 99.55 °C 
At this temperature, 
>L = 9 5 8 . 6 7 kg /m^ 
P-h = 0 . 2 7 7 5 x 1 0 " ^ Ns/m^ 
L = 0.6828 W/m "^ C 
^L = 4219.9 J/kg °C 
^L = 0.060096 N/m 
p = ILSxlO-"^ °C 
2 T e 
Experimental value of convective Nusselt number 
h^ = q/(AT)^yg = 14441.0/6.240 = 2314.2 W/m^ °C 
Nu^ = 2314.2x0.02556/0.6828 
= 86.631 
Predicted value of convective Nusselt number 
v8 
Nu. = 0.140 (Gr)0-268 (p^)0.248 (Re)0-254 (^^^/^j-O.157 g^, (5,^2 
Gr = 0.17094x10' 
Pr = 1.7151 
Re = 3997.7 
ZQg/d ---- 13.00 
Nu^ = 0.140 (0.1 7094)^-^^^(1.7 151)° •2^^(3997. 7)°-^^'* (13. 00)"°'^^^ 
= 76.314 
Deviation = (86.631-76.314)/76.314x100 
= 13.519 percent 
E-3.10 Heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number for boiling 
region 
= 14441.0/4.1007 = 3521.5 W/m^ °C 
<^ B^)pred = ^-5418 (q)^-^'^'^ 
= 5.5418 (14441.0)°*^'*'^ = 2722.139 
Deviation = (3521.5-2722.139)/2722.139x100 
^ 29.365 
(b) Nusselt number 
lNug)g^p = (3521.5x0.02556)/0.6828 
-- 131.79 
<-^ "B)pred = 2.8029(Pef^)(PrB)(Xtt)°-°'^l(crL/cJii2O)°-°21 gq (5.13) 
Peg = 162.24 
Prg = 1.689 
Xtt = 1.996 
'2.1 ^ 
^L/^HgO =1.00 
(NuB)pred = 2.8029 (162.24)0-6433 (1.689)0-685 (i.gge)^'^?! (i.oo)^-^' 
= 111 .329 
Deviation = (131.79 - 111.329)/lll.329x100 
= 18.379 percent 
E-3.11 Comparison of experimental hg with those predicted by 
earlier correlations 
(i) Gel' perin et al., [75] 
(hB)pred = 3-38 (l/d)^-^ qO-64 
= 3.3&(1.90/0.02556)0'2 (14441.O)^-^^ 
= 3675.3 W/m^ °c 
Deviation = (3521.5 - 3675.3 )/3675.3 
= - 4.1834 percent 
(ii) Dengler and Addoms [60] 
(hTp/hL)p^3j = 3.5 (1/Xtt)0-^ 
where h^ d/k^ = 0.023 (Re)^*^ (Pr)^*'* 
(•^ L^ pred = 580.25 W/m^ °C 
(hTp)predpred ^ 1^37.4 W/m^ °C 
Deviation = (3521.5-1437.4 )/1437.4x100 
= 145.00 percent 
(iii) Guerriri and Talty [84] 
<hTp/^»L)pred = 3-4 (l/Xtt)0-45 ^^ 
where hLd/k^ = 0.023 [4din(l-x°)/ d ] (Pr)^'^ 
(^L)pred = 567.25 W/m^ °C 
(^TP^predpred = 2339.9 W/m^ °C 
Deviation = (3521.5-2339.9)/2339.9x100 = 50.498 percent 
(iv) Bennet et al.[27] 
<hTp/hL)pred ^ 0.^ ^^  (q')"*^^ (1/Xtt)°'^4 
•2.7 & 
where q' = heat flux, BTV/hr. ft^ 
and h, = all liquid heat transfer coefficient as calculated in (iii) 
hence q' = 0.86/4.882x14441.0 
= 2543.888 BTU/hr. ft^ 
(^Tp)pred = 1182.0 W/m^ °C 
Deviation = (3521.5- 82.0)/1182xl00 
= 197.94 percent 
(v) Calus et al.[40] 
(hTp/hL)pred = ^'^^^ (1/Xtt) (TL2/AT^ ) (^ H2O/crL)0 • ^  
where h^d/k = 0 . 023[ 4dm( 1-x ' )/ d L]°'^ (Pr)°''* 
and x' = x°/2 
(hL)pred = 575.74 W/m^ °C 
(»^Tp)pred = '^""'^^^ 
Deviation = ( o. i . >.-o8 . 664 )/38 . 664x100 
= 9007.9 percent 
(vi) Agrawal [4] 
(NuB)pred = 6.142 (Peg) (1/Xtt)° * ^ ^^^ (^r)'^'^'^^ (VH^O/I/^) 
= 109.50 
Deviation = (131.79-109.50)/109.60x100 
= 20.356 percent 
(vii) Hamid [12] 
(N^B^pred = 7.388{PeB)°'52^PrB)°-^^5(Xtt)-0-0849((rH2O/<rL)0-4795 
= 118.69 
Deviation = {131.7S i18.6S)/i18.69x100 
= 11.0.3? 
(viii) Klimenko [122] 
0.6.„ x0.5,„^ v-0.33.. -. ,0.15 N"B)pred =7.4xl0-^(PeB)"-°(Kp)^-°(PrB)-""^'^(k„/ki) 
= 1161.2 W/m^ °C 
2 ^ 9 
Deviation = (131 . 79-1161. 2 )/H62 . 2x100 
= - 88.651 percent 
(ix) Klimenko-II a&sessmcnt [123] 
(N"B)pred = 9.7xlO-3(PeB)0-<^ (Kp)^'^ {Pr^r"^'^^ (k^/kj^)^''^^ 
= 1522.2 W/m^ ^C 
Deviation = (131.7S-1522.2)/1522.2x100 
= -91.342 percent 
(x) Chen [44] 
(h) ^ = hp„ F + hnS 
^ 'pred Fc B 
where hp^ = 0 . 023x(Re )^ ' ** ( Pr)" ''^ xd/k;^  
AP3 = P3 (T^)-P3(T3) 
where PgiTg) = Exp[(A-B)/(T„m+273.0+c)]/760.0x1.01325x10° 
and Ps(Tg) « Expt(A-B)/(Tg+273.0+c)J/760.0x1.01326x10^ 
F = 1.0 (1/Xtt<0.1) 
F = 2.35(1/Xtt + 0.213)^"'^^^(1/Xtt>0.1) 
hfi = 0.00122 {k^-" Cl'^ii^'^^/0L^'^K^'^^;),0.24 ^v^ * ^ 4 j ^^^3" Apf ^ 
^^ B^^ pred = 28657 .0 W/„/ "c 
-'•(^ p^red = 29569.0 ' /ra^  °C 
Deviation = (3521.5-29569.0 )/29569.0x100 
= - 88.09 percent 
(xi) Gungor and Winterton [85] 
<^)pred = E hp^ 
where E = 1 + 24000 ( B^ )° • ^ ^ + 1 . 12 { x°/l-x° ) ( ^ 1/?v )° *'^ ^ 
B^ = Q/GxA 
hp^ is same as defined in (x) 
-'•^ >^pred = 2290.0 W/m^ °C 
Deviation = (3521.5-2290.0)/2290.0x100 
= 53.778 percent 
2 s o 
xii) Stephan and Auracher [171] 
(^)pred =(f29 (Rei^)-^'^] - Fr^ "^  )hB 
where hgd/k^ = 20?{Qd/kLTs (?L/fv)°-^^^ (Pr)°-^^3 
Fr^ = ni^  ( '-x°)/?l^qd 
-•.(h)pj.g^  = 0.436C9xl0'' W/m^ °C 
Deviation = ( ^ Siil . 5-436590U )/4365900xlOO 
= - 3S.919 perctnL 
(xiii) Shah [163] 
(h)pred = Y^Fc 
'\p = max(^^cb, A|/nb) „ 
Ycb = 1.8/C^'^ ; C^ = (l-x°/x°r(?v/fl)0*^ 
If CQ>1.0 
"H^ nb = 230 BQ (BQ>0.3X10~'*) 
^nb = lf46 BQ (BQ<0.3X10"'*) 
If O.KC^^l.O 
0.5 -ol 
i nb = F B Q x exp(2.74 C^ ^ ) 
If C^^O.l 
.y , 0.5 -0-15 
Ynb = F B^ exp(2.47 C^ , ) 
F = 14.7 (BQ^IIXIO''*) 
F = 15.3 (B^j<llxlO~'*) 
Y c b = 4.2392, -f nb = 3.3752 
-- ^ = 4.2392 
(^)pred = 2475.5 W/m^ o^ 
Deviation = (3521.5-2475.5)/2475.5x100 
2 8 1 
= 42 .254 
( x i v ) C o o p e r 1 5 2 ] 
( H / Q O - S ' ^ ) = 35 P r 0 - A 2 ( . , ^ g ^ ^ P r ) - 0 ' 5 5 ( „ ) - 0 . 6 
w h e r e M: M o l e c u l a r w e i g h t 
' • ^ ^ ) p r e d = 2 7 6 4 3 . 0 W/in^ °C 
D e v i a t i o n = ( 3 5 M . 5 - 2 7 6 4 3 . 0 ; / 2 7 6 4 3 . 0 x 1 0 0 
= - 8 7 . 2 6 1 p e r c e n t 
( x v ) B j o r g e e t a l . [ 3 5 ] 
( Q ) ^ r Qpc + < l B t l - ( ^ T 3 ^ i b / ^ T g n 
w h e r e = Qp^ = R e ° ' ^ P r F ( X t t ) k / F 2 d x A T g 
F ( X t t ) = 0 . 1 5 [ 1 / X t t + 2 . 0 ( 1 / X t t ) ° * ^ 2 ] 
Fg = 5 P r + 5 1 n ( l + 5 P r ) + 2 . 5 l n ( 0 . 0 0 3 1 R e ^ ' ^ J ^ ) ; R O H 2 5 . 0 , 
where Bj^  = 1.89xl0~^'* 
-'. (Q) = 10378.0 W/m^ °C 
Deviation = (3521.5-10378.0)/l0378.0x100 
= - 66.067 percent 
E-4 Boiling of Binary Liquid Mixtures 
Table D-2; System: Methenol-water; Run Ko.2 
E-4.1 Calculation of physical properties of mixturs. 
The properties of watar at its saturation temperature are: 
^ L = 9 5 8 . 3 5 kg/m"* ? v = 0 . 5 8 8 kg /m^ 
-^L = 0 .2750x10""^ Ns/m 
Mv = 0 . 1 2 6 x 1 0 " ' * Ns/m^ 
2 8 2 
Cj^  = 4220.5 J/kg °C 
'^h = 0.05986 N/» 
/^ L = 22.598x10^ J/kg 
The properties of methanol at its boiling temperature of 
64.7 °C, are 
iL = 761.62 kg/m^ 
?v = 1.156 kg/m^ 
Ah = 0.3307i:xlO~^ Ns/m^ 
/^ v = O.lllxiO"'* Ns/m^ 
'^ L = 0.18423 W/m °C 
CL = 2838.5 J/kg °C 
0"L = 0.018765 N/m 
A L = 11.0x10^ J/kg 
Mixture composition = 5.5 wt. percent (3.00 mole percent). The 
properties of mixtures were estimated using various equations 
given in section 4.3 of Chapter 4. 
>LM = 1.0/[{0.055/32.04/42.5xl0~^)+(l-0.055)/18/18.07x10"^] 
= 978.827 kg/m^ ^ 
Conn..-13 1 Lion of mjth,..ol in vapor phase = 17 wt. percent (26.72 
mole percent) . 
?VM = 1000.0/[{0.17/32.04+(l.0-0.17)/18.0}x82.06x(273-96.3) 
= 0.6418 kg/m^ 
C^ j^  = 2838.5x0.055 + 4220.5 (1.0-0.055) 
= 4 1 4 4 . 4 9 J / k g °C 
A L M = 1 1 . 0 x 1 0 ^ x 0 . 0 5 5 + 2 2 . 5 9 8 x 1 0 ^ ( 1 . 0 - 0 . 0 5 5 ) 
= 2 1 . 9 6 x 1 0 ^ J / k g 
k^ M = 0 . 1 8 4 2 3 x 0 . 0 5 5 + 0 . 6 8 2 9 2 x ( 1 - 0 . 0 5 5 ) - 0 . 7 2 ( 0 . 6 8 2 9 2 - 0 . 1 8 4 2 3 ) x 0 . O 5 5 x ( 1 - 0 . 0 5 5 ) 
= 0 . 6 3 6 8 W/m °C 
2 8 3 
<5"LM = 0 . 0 1 8 7 6 5 x 0 . 0 3 0 0 + 0 . 0 6 9 8 6 ( 1 . 0 - 0 . 0 3 0 0 ) 
= 0 . 0 5 8 6 N/m 
A L M = [ 0 . 0 3 0 ( 0 . 3 3 0 7 2 x 1 0 ^ )-f0. y70( 0 . 2 7 5 x 1 0 " ^ ) ] 
= 3 . 0 2 1 9 x 1 0 " ' * Ns/m''^ 
A^VM = 0 . 2 6 7 2 x 0 . l l l x l 0 " ' * x ( 3 2 . 0 4 ) ° ' ^ + 0 . 7 3 2 8 x 0 . 1 2 6 x 1 0 " ' * 
( 1 8 . 0 ) ^ - ^ / 0 . 2 6 7 2 x ( 3 2 . 0 4 ) ^ + 0 . 7 3 2 8 x ( 1 8 ) 2 
= 1 . 0 9 3 6 x 1 0 " ' ^ Ns/m^ 
E-4,2 Boiling and non-boiling sections 
Mean condenser water temperature = (32.4 + 38.0 )/2 
= 35.2 °C 
at this temperature, 
C^ = 4173.3 J/kg °C 
Length of boiling section 
Zg = [{FC^(T^2-Tcl) ^L">/<^I^M+CLH(T3j-T^}]/7^qd 
= [{0.1333x4173.3(38.0-32.4)21.96x10^}/{21.96x10^+4144.49(94.6-
50.2)}]/3.14x21305.0x0.02556 
= 1.681 m 
Zj^ g = (1.90-1.6810) = 0.219 m 
E - 4 . 3 c i r c u l a t i o n r^tte 
m = TVd Zj^ B q/C^j^ ( T ^ ^ - T n ) 
= 0 .1129 k g / s 
K-4.4 vapor g e n e r u t x c . i r a t e 
«v = IP C^ (T^g-Tc lJZ-^LM+CLMdgi -T^) ] 
= 1 .309x10"^ k g / s 
E-4.5 vapor fraction at the exit of the test section 
x° = M^/m - L.iStfxlO"'-
E-4.6 Local liquid tcapexatures and Heat transfer coefficients 
2 8 4 
where Z<Z, 
s 'NB 
using above equations 
Z = 0.05 m, 
Tj_^  = 93.8+(94.6-93.8)\0.05/0.219 
= 93.98 °C 
'I'L = Tsl*(TL2-'*.l)(''-'^ N^b'/^ B^ Eq. (4.16) 
w h e r e Zj^g<Z<L 
s a y Z = 1 .3 m, 
T^ = 9 4 . 6 + ( 9 6 . 3 - 9 4 . 6 ) x l . 3 / 1 . 6 8 1 
= 9 5 . 9 2 °C 
Using the equation h^ = q/(T„-T,-AT„) at various values of 
Z at Z = 0.05 m, 
( h,, = 0.05)= 21305.0/(103.4-93.98-1.0742) 
= 2552.78 W/m^ °C 
(rest /alues are L»l»aj.ated in Table D-2) 
E-4.7 Onset of Boiling 
(ZQg/LxlOO)e^b= 0.218/1.90x100 = 11.53 percent 
o-4q96 O-0M7I 
( Z g g / L x l O O ) ^ ^ ^ 0 . 8 2 0 3 ( P e g ) (K^^^,) ( S ) ^ - " ' * ^ {2Ji,/Vy)-0.0395 
{ l + ( y - x ) / x ) ' ^ - 2 8 8 6 gq^ ( 5 . 1 6 ) 
?LM C, M / ? V M >iLM k i „ x p L M / g ( ? LM-?VM) Peg = q ^ un ^L ' •" '" ' "^^ '*L,M 
21305 .0x978 .827x4144 .49 /0 .6418x21 .96x10^x0 .6368x0 .0586 /9 .80665(978 .827-0 .6418) 
= 2 3 8 . 0 1 
^Bub = ( l + ^ L M / ? V M x A T 3 ^ ^ / T ^ l ) 
= ( 1 + 9 7 8 . 8 2 7 / 0 . 6 4 1 8 x 0 . 8 / 9 4 . 6 ) 
= 1 3 . 8 9 7 
S = 1 0 0 . 0 
2 8 3 
(T^L/^V) = 3.021-J<:o~'*/l}70.827/1.0936xl0''^/0.6418 
= 1.812 
{l + (y-x)/x.V = {l + (0.17-0.055)/0.055} 
= 3.09 
\(ZQg/LxlOO)^^^3= 19.71 
Deviation = (11.53-19.71 )/19.71 = -41.5 percent 
E-4.8 Determinatiion of 6 /r^ at the point of onset of boiling 
( h*/r^) =i^T^-Ty^ )''KLH >^LM ?VM/2q£rLM T^^ 
= (107.8-94.6)^x0.6 368x2196x10^x0.6418/2x21305.0x0.0586x94.6 
= 25.73 
( ^ "/^cW *-^^ ^^ '^ ^^'^^ 
For all system, a = 96.04, b = 0.320x10"^ 
:.(S/'r^ ) = 96.04-0.320xlO"2x21305.0 
= 27.864 
Deviation = (25.73-27.864)/27.864x100 
= - 7.66 percent 
E-4.9 Nusselt number for non-boiling region 
Experimental value of convective Nusselt number 
= 21305.0/9.426 
= 2260.23 W/E.^ "^ C 
NU(,j^  - 2260.23x0.02556/0.6368 
= 90.72 
Predicted value of convective Nusselt number 
NUcM = 0.6062(Gr)°'2017(p^)0.9587(^^)0.065 (z^g/d) Eq. (5.18) 
Gr = <^d^pAT:/y^ 
Qv = 9.81x(0.02556)^x8.40Ki0"'*x9.426x(978.827)^/(3.0219x10"*) 
= 13.61x10^ 
Re = (0.02556)xO.1129/(5. I311xl0"'*x3.0219x10"*) 
2 8 6 
= 18610.8 
Pr = 3.02I9xl0"^x4144.49/0.6368 
= 1.9667 
(ZQg/d) = 0.219/0.02556 = 8.668 
(NUCM) = 0.6062(13.61xlO^O'2017^1,9gg,j0.9587 (186IO. 8)0-0^5(8. 568)0-013 
= 71.94 
Deviation = (90.72-71.94) V..94x100 = 26.10 percent 
E-4.10 Circulation rate 
(«e),,ed'Vl.9180 ,''.,.0.9739 (,^^^)-0.0884(g)0.6367 (xtt)0-5507 ,^. ^,^,,^ 
Fey = 238.01 
-^3ub = 13-897 
S = 100.0 
Xtt = 3.092 
(Re) = 18996.3 
Deviation = (18610-18996.3)/18996.3x100 
= - 2.03 percent 
E-4.11 Heat Transfer coefficient and Nuaselt number for Boiling 
Region 
Heat transfer coefficient 
(^ BM>exp = ^/^Tg„ 
= 21305.0/7.946 
= 2681. i^2 W/m^ °C 
(Nagj^)^^p = 2681.22x0.02556/0.6368 
= 107.62 
(^ "BM)pred = 7.7297(PeB)-^-3(PrB)0-1722(Xtt)o ,5,, (^ H2.0/<J>l)_o^ 00,,(^ ,^0.1225 ^^ ^ ^  
Peg = 238.01 
Pr = 1.9667 
Xtt = 3.092 
2 8 7 
J H.^O/ti'M = 0 .059db/ ' . . ' • . oo - l . O i l i S 
K^ = 1 . 0 9 4 
( f ^^BMVe^ = 1 1 2 . 7 2 3 
Deviation = (107.62-112.723)/112.723x100 
= - 4.527 percent 
